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ABSTRACT
Nonelassical states of light are of increasing interest due to  their applications in the 
emerging held of quan tum  inform at ion processing and com m unication. Squeezed light is 
such a s ta te  of the electrom agnetic held in which the  q u an tu m  noise properties are 
altered com pared w ith those of coherent light. Squeezed light and squeezed vacuum 
states are potentially  useful for quantum  inform ation protocols as well as optical 
m easurem ents, where sensitivities can be lim ited by q u an tu m  noise. We experim entally  
study  a source of squeezed vacuum  resulting from t he interact ion of near-resonant light, 
w ith both  cold and hot Rb atom s via the nonlinear polarization self-rotation effect 
(PSR). We investigate the op tim al conditions for noise reduction in the resulting  
squeezed states, reaching quadrat ure squeezing levels of up to  2.6 dB below shot noise, as 
well as observing noise reduction for a broad range of detect ion frequencies, from tens of 
kHz to  several MIIz. We use th is source of squeezed vacuum  a t 795 inn to  further study  
the noise properties of these s ta tes  and how they are affected by resonant atom ic 
interactions. This includes the use of a squeezed light p robe to  give a  quan tum  
enhancem ent to  an optical m agnetom eter, as well as studying  the p ropagation  of 
squeezed vacuum in an  atom ic medium  under conditions of electrom agnet ically induced 
transparency (EIT). We also investigate the propagation of pulses of quan tum  squeezed 
light through a dispersive atom ic m edium, where we exam ine the possibilities for 
quantum  noise signals t raveling at sublum inal and superlum inal velocities. The 
interaction of squeezed light w ith resonant atom ic vapors finds various potent ial 
applications in bo th  quan tum  m easurem ents and continuous variable quan tu m  memories.
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EX PERIM EN TA L G EN ERA TIO N  AND M ANIPULATION O F QUA N TUM  
SQUEEZED VACUUM VIA POLARIZA TIO N SELF-ROTATION IN RB VAPOR
CH APTER 1
Introduction
Squeezed light is a nonclassical s ta te  of th e  electrom agnetic field w ith altered  photon  
sta tistics com pared to  “norm al” coherent laser light. C reating  these s ta tes  has becom e 
an area of m ajor focus in quantum  optics in the last few decades because squeezed light 
can be used to  reduce the  uncertain ty  in m any optical precision m easurem ents. Squeezed 
states are also interesting for studies in quan tum  inform ation science, because of their 
nonclassical nature. M anipulating the quan tum  noise in squeezed s ta tes  adds ano ther 
interest ing dimension to  the study of electrom agnetic radiat ion, and provides a new tool 
for investigating the  quantum -m echanical n a tu re  of the world.
1.1 Q uantum  noise and sq u eezed  light
Everything in na tu re  is subject to the laws of quan tum  mechanics, including light. 
The concept of photons, particle-like bundles of energy with E  = hu. implies quantization . 
W ave-particle duality, for light as well as mat ter, has been a fundam ental principle of q uan­
tum  mechanics since its invention, illum inating observations such as black-body rad ia tion  
and the photoelectric effect [1]. So the na tu re  of light is inherently quantiun-m echanieal.
One of the foundations of quantum  mechanics is the  Heisenberg Uncert ainty Principle, 
which sta tes that, certain  pairs of observables in a system  cannot be known sim ultaneously
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to b e tte r than  a certain  precision. For a particle, it s ta tes  tha t the product of uncertain ties 
in its position (A.r) and m om entum  (Ap) are lim ited by the  inequality A x A p  > h/2.  A 
similar uncertain ty  relation in optics can be expressed in term s of the am plitude and  phase 
quadratures of light: A X 1 A X 2  >  1/4. This im plies th a t one cannot know the exact 
am plitude and phase of a light signal sim ultaneously. Therefore, there is a fundam ental 
limit on any m easurem ent involving light.
In any real experim ent, there are some extra uncertain ties on m easurem ents of the 
properties of a system . These uncertainties may com e from many different sources, and  
they combine to  form noise on top  of the signal being m easured. In optical m easurem ents, 
noise sources could arise from therm al fluctuations, m echanical instabilities, frequency 
drifts, vibrations, etc. th a t change in time. M easurem ents are also subject to  electronic 
noise, coming from any fluctuations present- in the detectors or other electronics used in the 
signal processing. These effects will add noise t o the am plitude and phase of th e  detected  
light signal, however, there are m any techniques and detection schemes to  suppress these 
noise sources.
Quantum noise, however, comes directly from t he quantum -m echanical n a tu re  of light- 
due to the limit imposed by the Heisenberg U ncertainty Principle, and cannot be sup­
pressed by any classical means. This is a  consequence of the  ever-present quan tum  fluctu­
ations of the electrom agnetic (EM) field, resulting in nonzero variances of the am plitude 
and phase quadratu re  operators in a coherent s ta te  of light. For coherent sta tes of light, the  
quantum  uncertainties are equal in the  am plitude an d  phase quadratures, and the  quan­
tum  noise has no phase dependence. This quantum  noise is known as the shot noise, and 
can be thought of as arising from the d iscrete na tu re  of photons. It is im p o rtan t to  note 
th a t  these fluctuations exist even for the  vacuum  s ta te  w ith an average of zero photons. 
Vacuum fluctuations often enter into a  m easurem ent and  add noise, for example, through 
the em pty port of a beam splitter. If the classical and  electronic noise can bo sufficiently 
suppressed, a m easurem ent is then lim ited only by quan tum  uncertainty. Therefore, the 
m inim um  possible noise o f an optical measurement will be due to random quantum  flue-
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FIG . 1.1: Q uantum  uncerta in ty  for the projection of th e  X I q u ad ra tu re  vs phase \ .  (a) C oherent
sta te , (b) Phase squeezed s ta te , (e) A m plitude squeezed sta te .
tnations o f the electromagnetic field, which cannot be subtm cted out o f the measurem ent. 
T his m inim um  noise level is referred to  as the  standard quantum lim it (SQL) or shot noise 
lim it (SNL).
To provide a fu rther enhancem ent to m easurem ents, we look to  quantum -m echanical 
states of light called squeezed states, where we can m anipu late  the quan tum  noise. W hile 
the  Heisenberg U ncertainty Principle pu ts a limit on the com bination of uncertain ties of 
the am plitude and phase of light, it does not lim it these properties individually. Therefore, 
if the quan tum  uncertain ty  in the am plit ude for exam ple is reduced, th e  phase uncertain ty  
would need to  increase to  satisfy Heisenberg’s principle. T his is accomplished bv quan tum  
squeezed states. W hile norm al coherent s ta tes  have equal quantum  fluctuations in the 
am plitude and phase quadratures, squeezed st ates have unequal fluctuations, where one 
q uad ra tu re  uncertain ty  is reduced, or “squeezed’*, an d  the o th er is increased or •‘stre tched ’* 
in com pensation. This is illustrated  in Fig. 1.1. T he angle \  is the phase of light w ith 
respect to  a  reference phase. W hile coherent light has equal uncertainty in its am plitude 
and phase, the squeezed sta tes  show variable uncertain ty  th a t is stretched or squeezed for 
different aspects of the light signal.
Squeezed light is created by building correlations between the am plitude and phase 
of the light using higher order nonlinear in teractions w ith atom s. This can cause the  light
to experience am plification and reduction of its q u ad ra tu res  without adding ex tra  noise 
to the system. The m anipulation of quan tum  noise and altered  photon  sta tis tics  makes 
squeezed light an interesting topic of study, and a useful tool in quantum  optics.
1.2 D ev e lo p m en t o f  sq u eezin g  research
T he field of quan tum  optics took off in the 1960s after the invention of the  laser. 
Researchers applying quan tum  mechanics to  light soon began searching for purely quan tum  
effects such as single photons and anti hunching [2], Proposals for the  creation of two- 
photon coherent, states, later known as squeezed sta tes , im m ediately followed [3]. T he 
development of the  theory  as well as possible m eans of generating and  detecting  squeezed 
light progressed in the late 70s and early 80s. Yuen et al. proposed th a t  squeezed light 
could be used to  reduce the noise in optical com m unications, and outlined a m eans of 
producing it th a t  relied on four-wave m ixing (4W M)[4, 5]. In 1981 Caves suggested using 
squeezed vacuum  to improve the sensitivity of an in terferom eter [6 ], and  four years la ter 
with Schumaker, came out w ith a tw o-photon form alism  convenient for describing squeezed 
light and the processes tha t generate it [7, 8 ]. Due to  the tw o-photon na tu re  of squeezed 
light, there are several candidates for nonlinear in teractions that can lead to  squeezing. 
Walls, in 1983. published a com prehensive sum m ary of t he t heory of squeezed light as well 
as the several possible m ethods in which it could b e  created and detected , though it had  
not yet been seen experim entally [3].
Experim ental verification did not take long to  follow. T h e  first, experim ent to  create 
a quantum  squeezed stat e was perform ed by the group of Slusher et al. in 1985, who used 
a 4WM process in an atom ic beam  of sodium  (Na) [9]. This was quickly followed by other 
successful detections. Shelby et al. observed suppression of quantum  noise in 1986. again 
using a 4W \1 process, bu t now in a nonlinear op tical fiber ring [10]. Some of the best 
early squeezing results were reported  by Kimble et al. . wdio used a crystal to form an 
optical param etric oscillator (O PO ) to generate squeezed light and were able to  show the
6interferom etric improvement proposed by Caves [11. 12]. Investigations were m ade using 
both  continuous-wave and pulsed light, w ith advancem ents being m ade in th e  la tte r by 
Slusher et al. in 1987 using param etric down conversion in a nonlinear crysta l [13. 14]. 
In just two years after the  first detection of squeezed light , several groups were m aking 
advances in its theory and detection using m ultiple generation processes [15]. Next cam e 
the detection of bright squeezed s ta tes  by yet another nonlinear process, second harm onic 
generation (SHG). in the late 80s and  early 90s [16, 17, 18, 19]. There were also experim ents 
investigating sem iconductor lasers that could produce squeezed light directly, which met 
with some success [20, 21]. A description of each experim ental m ethod used to  generate 
squeezed light and the early developm ents can be found in Ref. [2].
Each m ethod had its own advantages and its  own experim ental difficulties. T he 
noise suppressions achieved s ta rted  at m odest levels in very sensitive experim ents, b u t the  
squeezing levels and st ability have im proved steadily with optim ization of the experim ental 
m ethods and m aterials. Noise suppression levels th a t  s ta rted  at fractions of a dB  have now- 
exceeded -10 dB in some applications, m eaning more th an  a  factor of 10 less noise th an  
is seen in a  coherent sta te . The best squeezing from second harm onic generation reached 
levels of -3 dB in a doubly resonant system  used bv Kurz et al. [18]. Four-wave mixing 
in atom ic vapors has given squeezing levels of up to  -3.5 dB  in rubidium  (Rb) vapor [22]. 
The atom ic Kerr effect in cold R b atom s has also shown up to -3.5 dB noise reduction 
[23]. Experim ents in pulsed fiber squeezing using the Kerr effect are described in Ref. [24], 
and more recent advances have brought, these noise reduction levels to  around -7 dB [25]. 
M ethods using tw in beam s have also been successful in showing high levels of correlation, 
where two nouclassical Imams are produced, and squeezing is observed when the beam s 
are m easured together [26, 27, 28]. Param etric processes in nonlinear crystals have been 
the most successful in term s of m axim um  squeezing levels. The group of Schnabel et 
al. has observed -12.3 dB noise suppression at a wavelength of 1550 nm  and  —12.7 dB at 
1064 nm. using optical param etric processes in crystals for t he application of squeezing to  
gravitational wave detection [29, 30].
It is clear that different m ethods used for generating squeezed light will p roduce s ta tes  
w ith different physical properties, and thus will be more useful for certain  applications 
th an  others. For example, the gravitational detec to r LIGO uses hvser light at 1064 am . 
and so any squeezer used for th is application needs to  produce squeezed vacuum  at. th is 
wavelength. However, it may be desirable to  have squeezed light produced at, 1550 nm  for 
optical com m unications, or at 795 11111 to  m atch an  atom ic absorption line. Aside from 
the wavelength of light, there are several o ther factors such as detection bandw id th  and  
light power for which different applications will have specific requirem ents, and so it is 
im portant to m atch the squeezing m ethod w ith the  desired application.
1.3 A p p lica tion s o f sq u eezed  light
1.3.1 O ptical m easurem ents
Squeezed light only becam e an im p o rtan t area of study  when real world applications 
for it were proposed. Because m anipulation of the  noise quadratu res in squeezed light 
is possible, one natu ra l application for squeezing is in precision optical m easurem ents. 
Any shot-noise-lim ited optical m easurem ent can potentially  be improved by th e  reduced 
uncertainty levels of a  squeezed st ate. It is true  th a t when one p roperty  of a light s ta te  
is reduced, the orthogonal quadrat ure m ust necessarily increase in com pensation, bu t for 
m any m easurem ents, we are only in terested  in m easuring one property  of th e  light a t a 
tim e, for example we m easure only the am plitude and  not the  phase.
One of the first, and still one of the most im portan t uses for squeezed light is to  
improve the sensitivity of an interferom eter as Caves proposed in Ref. [6 ]. M ore specifically, 
squeezing can be used to  improve the most sensitive interferom eter in the  world in the  
LIGO experim ent for detection of gravitational waves. W hen classical and electronic noise 
can be sufficiently suppressed, m easurem ents become lim ited by quan tu m  noise. In the 
ease of a sensitive interferom eter like in LIGO. the  dom inant source of noise is caused by the
vacuum fluctuations that en ter into the  em pty port of a beam splitter. This vacuum  noise 
is not correlated w ith anything in the  m easurem ent and becomes the  lim iting source of 
noise. If this vacuum sta te  however, is replaced by a squeezed state, the  fluctuations of the  
m easured quadra tu re  can be reduced, resulting in an overall more precise m easurem ent. 
In fact, much of the developm ent of scjueezed light and squeezed vacuum  has been for 
this purpose, and one of the m ain im provem ents for advanced LIGO. the  next generation 
detector, comes from using squeezed vacuum [31].
G ravitational wave detection is not the only place scjueezed s ta tes  find application. 
Any shot-noise-lim ited optical m easurem ent can be  a candidate for im provem ent . A lter­
nate  iuterferom etric m easurem ents, such as those used for m easuring polarization , can 
show im provem ents in sensitivity [32]. O ther exam ples include applications which depend 
011 am plitude m odulation such as absorption  m easurem ents, where the signal-to-noise ra tio  
is boosted by decreasing the am plitude noise [33, 34], Polzik et al. showed th a t squeezed 
light could be used to  improve a  wide range of atom ic spectroscopy m easurem ents anti 
worked tow ards providing a squeezing source for these purposes [35]. It lias also been 
shown th a t squeezed light w ith reduced uncertain ty  in the quadratu re  being detected  can 
be used to  improve the sensitivity of optical m agnetom eters [36. 37]. O ther exam ples could 
include im provem ents in frequency standards, timekeeping, and  quantum  positioning [38]. 
as well as reduced noise in biological m easurem ents [39]. These applications and m any 
m ore can take advantage of the m anipulation of signal noise using squeezed s ta tes  of light.
1.3.2 O ptical com m unications and quantum  inform ation
A nother application coming from a reduction in the  detected noise q u ad ra tu re  in 
squeezed light, is in optical com m unications as proposed in Ref. [4], where noise lim ita­
tions have approached the quantum  level. Scjueezed light can improve com m unications 
by reducing the noise levels of light used, and thus boosting the SNR. Noise can also 
be reduced by using phase-sensitive am plification, and by injecting squeezed vacuum  into
9em pty beam splitter ports whenever possible. This reduction  in noise can increase the 
num ber of distinguishable sta tes of light leading to  an  overall increase in the am ount of 
inform ation th a t can be encoded [2]. In practice, using squeezed light in com m unications 
can be a great challenge due to the fragility of quan tum  s ta tes  and the  losses associated 
with optical com m unications [40]. However, scjueezed sta tes may still find their place in 
com m unications by m aking use of their nonclassical properties.
O ptical com m unications in recent years have gone well beyond the  classical world. 
It has been shown tha t certain  tasks can be perform ed m ore efficiently using qub its  and 
quan tum  states ra ther th an  only classical inform ation. T his boost comes from the  fact 
that quan tum  st ates can exhibit ent anglem ent , nonlocal correlations exist ing between two 
objects or states. Once entanglem ent can be achieved in com m unication channels, th is 
opens the  door for secure com m unications by quan tum  cryptography, as well as quan tum  
teleportation, and quan tum  entanglem ent sw apping [41]. These sorts of processes have be­
come ma jor topics of study  in recent years b o th  theoretically  and experim entally, growing 
the fields of quantum  com m unications and quan tum  inform ation science [42].
In the early 90s, On ct, al. dem onstrated  th a t nondegenerate param etric am plification 
in a nonlinear crystal could be used to  create an  Einstein-Podolski-Rosen (E PR ) ent angled 
state, and  that the resulting superposition of o u tp u t beam s was a scjueezed s ta te  [43]. It 
was later shown th a t o ther various schemes can be used to  create entangled s ta te s  using 
squeezed light by mixing two squeezed s ta tes  together, and quantum  te lepo rta tion  using 
squeezed light was observed [44, 45]. In quan tum  teleportation. entanglem ent allows a 
quantum  sta te  to  be transferee! from one location to ano ther instantaneously. Schemes have 
also been proposed and im plem ented th a t use squeeze-state entanglem ent for quan tum  
cryptography [46, 47]. T he natu re  of t he quan tum  st at es involved in these com m unicat ion 
m ethods makes eavesdropping on the inform ation sent nearly impossible. T here is also the  
capability of coupling squeezed light to  atom s, thus transferring the entanglem ent in the  
light onto distant groups of atom s [48]. This is im portan t for the  goal of creat ing quan tum  
networks and quantum  com puters. Many o ther quan tum  inform ation applications using
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the noiiclassieal properties of squeezed sta tes exist, including quantum  error correction, 
entanglem ent purification, and creating even more exotic quantum  sta tes  [47. 49, 50], 
Using squeezed light as a reliable source of entanglem ent m akes it very useful for quan tum  
com m unication as well as poten tial applications in quan tum  com puting and fundam ental 
studies of quantum  mechanics.
1.3.3 Q uantum  m em ory
Squeezed light is a quantum  s ta te  w ith  no classical analogue. Further u tility  of 
squeezed states of light comes in the  form of squeezing as a quantum  probe. Squeezing 
provides a convenient m easure of a light field's uouclassical nature, nam ely the reduction 
and am plification of its noise quadratures. Therefore, we can use scjueezed light as a probe 
to  test, different quan tu m  mechanical processes. As an  exam ple. Furusawa et al. were able 
to  observe quantum  teleporta tion  of a scjueezed s ta te , confirming th a t th e  quan tum  s ta te  
and noise reduction were preserved after te leporta tion  [51]. Any such process w ith the  
goal of preserving a quan tum  s ta te  could possibly be tested  with scjueezed sta tes, which 
are very sensitive to  losses and  interactions w ith the  environm ent.
A nother im portant process for quantum  com puting and  com m unication is th a t of 
quantum  storage and memory. Q uantum  m em ory is a necessity for storing  inform ation in 
quantum  com puters, and  in quan tum  repeaters needed for com m unication [52. 53]. .Many 
protocols have been proposed and im plem ented using light as th e  inform ation carrier which 
can be strongly coupled to  some atom ic m em ory device. Scjueezed sta tes  of light can be an  
invaluable tool for probing these memories. As in o ther quan tum  processes, the  quan tum  
mechanical s ta te  of inform ation must be preserved in a memory. T he general technique 
used for a quantum  m em ory is as follows. Inform ation is encoded into a  s ta te  of light., 
which then  in teracts with the atom ic memory to  transfer the  inform ation onto the s ta te  of 
the atom s, and hold it for some period of tim e. T he inform ation is th en  transferred  back 
to  a s ta te  of light, and the retrieved s ta te  should resemble the  original quan tum  s ta te  [52].
I I
To fully test, whether the quantum  features of the s ta te  are preserved in the memory, a 
nonelassical s ta te  sneli as a squeezed s ta te  ra ti be used. If we store a quan tum  squeezed 
s ta te  of light, the retrieved s ta te  should also be squeezed and  display the  sam e nonelassical 
properties. Only by using a quan tum  probe can you fully test the fidelity of t he m em ory in 
storing your quantum  state . Several groups to  da te  have successfully dem onstrated  atom ic 
memory for pulses of squeezed light in hot and cold Rb vapor [54. 55, 56, 57].
1.3.4 Q uantum  sensing and im aging
Finally, we look at some specialized applications where the  quantum  noise properties 
of squeezed light and scjueezed vacuum can be advantageously used for sensing and imaging 
techniques.
T he phase-dependent, q u ad ra tu re  noise associated w ith scjueezed s ta tes  gives an  ex tra  
degree of freedom to use in m easurem ents. Scjueezed vacuum  can be used as a noninvasive 
probe because it contains very few photons, bu t changes in the  quan tum  noise properties 
caused by the object being probed or im aged can be m easured. In t his way, M ikhailov 
et al. were able to  accurately m easure th e  optical param eters of a cavity bv probing wit h 
scjueezed vacuum [58]. The same type of m easurem ent can be perform ed to  weakly probe 
the absorptive properties of an atomic: m edium. A nother im portant tool in quan tum  
sensing tha t can use scjueezed state's is that, of nondem olition m easurem ent [23]. In this 
technique, a quantum  m easurem ent can be m ade while avoiding the added "back-action" 
noise of the m easurem ent, by ensuring this noise is hidden in a q u ad ra tu re  not being 
detected. This can be achieved by coupling laser beam s in a nonlinear m edium .
There are also applications for squeezing in the new subheld of "quantum  imaging" 
where spatial ra ther th an  tem poral correlat ions of scjueezed probes can be used. F irst , 
as expected, if bright scjueezed light can be employed in imaging w ith  noise fluctuations 
below shot noise levels, we can get im provem ents in image resolution. Im provem ents have 
also been predicted in areas like quan tum  pointing of beam s, quantum  lithography and
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microscopy, and noisoloss images [38], There have been advances in using twin squeezed 
beam s w ith spatial correlations existing between them  for imaging purposes [28. 59]. For 
example, spatial inform ation about an object can be gained from m easuring only the  
quantum  noise levels of squeezed beam s incident upon the  object, and the  resolution is 
improved com pared to  the classical approach [60].
We have seen a num ber of applications for quan tum  squeezed s ta tes  of light, and 
there are a  great m any more not m entioned or still being developed [2], This active area 
of research will no doubt continue to  produce new technologies and new studies m aking 
use of the noise properties and quant um characteristics of squeezed ligh t. It is im portan t 
to  again note that each different application of squeezing will have different requirem ents 
as to  the properties of the squeezed light used. For t his reason, several different m ethods 
for producing squeezed states are still being used and explored experimentally.
1.4 S q u eezin g  w ith  resonan t a to m s
For this dissertation, we will focus on squeezed vacuum  produced in atom ic vapors, 
specifically through a  nonlinear light-atom  interaction  known as polarizat ion self-rotation 
(PSR). Atomic sam ples are interesting for squeezed light generation due to  the  strong 
nonlinearit ies which can appear when light is tuned  near atom ic resonances. A tom s provide 
a broad range of possibilities due to  our ability  to  m anipu late  and tu n e  in teractions w ith 
atom ic vapors. Resonant interactions with atom s have been known to generate squeezed 
light since the early studies of squeezing. The first experim ental demonst ra tion  of squeezing 
and other early experim ents m ade use of 4W M  in atom ic Na [9, 61]. Four-wave m ixing 
remains a reliable source of squeezing today, w ith  more recent experim ents using Rb rat her 
th an  Na [22]. A nother effect shown to  produce squeezing in atom s uses the nonlinear K err 
effect, which can cause a change in the index of refraction of the atom ic m edium  due to  
simple two-level absorptive interactions. Experim ents using cold cesium  atom s [62] am i 
cold rubidium  atom s [23] were perform ed in cavities, producing noise suppressions of -1.8
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and -3.5 dB respectively.
An alternate, and very simple atom ic in teraction th a t can lead to  squeezing is th e  
polarization self-rotation effect. In th is \ (,i) nonlinear effect , the polarization  of a near­
resonant beam  of light ro ta tes as it travels through a m aterial th a t is circularly b irefringent. 
It was first proposed in Ref. [63] th a t this type of nonlinearity could lead to  q u ad ra tu re  
squeezing in sem iconductors and waveguides due to  a process known as cross-phase m od­
ulation (XP.YI). Given a strong pum p beam  that is linearly polarized, sm all ro ta tions in 
this beam  can project changes onto th e  vacuum  s ta te  in the orthogonal polarization, which 
are correlated in such a wav as to  produce scpieezed vacuum. This effect was used to  suc­
cessfully generate squeezed vacuum from a sem iconducting crystal [64], and then  using 
nonlinear optical fibers [65. 66].
Polarization self-rotation squeezing was extended to atom ic vapors in the theoretical 
work by M atsko et al. in  2002 [67]. They predicted  th a t squeezing levels as high as - 
8 dB could be possible using this m ethod in warm Rb atom s. Detailed studies into PSR 
in bo th  87Rb and 80 Rb further indicated  th a t vacuum squeezing should be possible in 
s 'R b  [68]. This was first dem onstrated  the following year by Ries et al. on the 87R b D 2 
line, but initial squeezing levels were small (-0.85 dB) [69], Atomic P S R  squeezing was 
placed somewhat in doubt when Hsu et al. failed to see squeezing using this m ethod due to  
the overwhelming effect of atom ic noise, and published the null result consist ent w ith t heir 
theory [70]. Further dem onstrations however, proved the validity of the  P SR  squeezing 
m ethod, a t least on the Dj line of 8 ,R b [71, 72, 73, 74]. T he best atom ic PSR squeezing 
reported  has been a noise suppression of -3 dB. falling below theoretical predictions due 
to lim itations imposed by atom ic noise [74].
These results for atom ic PSR  squeezing come from ra th e r recent experim ents, so 
there is still room  for im provem ent in this m ethod. There are also proposals for using 
cold ra ther than  hot atom s to  generate higher levels of squeezing [70]. However, even 
with modest noise suppression levels. PSR offers several advantages over o ther squeezing 
generation schemes. The first is in its  simplicity. Squeezed vacuum can Ire generated
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via P SR  using only a diode laser and an atom ic vapor cell in a single-pass configuration. 
The power requirem ents are low. on the order of m illiwatts, and the se tup  could be easily 
m iniaturized. The squeezing is produced w ithout placing the  atom s in a cavity and the  
vacuum can be separated  from the pum p using polarizers or beam splitters, ra th e r than , for 
example, a  Sagnac interferom eter. W ith in  the  range where squeezed vacuum  is produced, 
the streng th  of the  interaction can be tuned  t o fit the  experim ent by changing light intensity  
and atom ic density, and the tem peratu re  ranges necessary are easily achieved w ithout th e  
need of cryogenics. Overall, PSR squeezing offers a source of squeezed vacuum  w ith  is m uch 
less expensive, less complicated, and potentially  m ore stab le  than most o ther squeezing 
methods.
G enerating squeezed light via PSR  in atom ic R b relies 011 near-resonant in teractions 
of light with the atom ic energy levels of th e  atom s. As a result , the squeezed vacuum  is 
created a t these atom ic frequencies au tom atically  (795 11m for the 8/R b Di line). This is 
especially appealing for applications using squeezed sta tes at t hese frequencies. This could 
include spectroscopy m easurem ents, atom ic frequency standards, optical m agnetom eters, 
and o ther experim ents exploring resonant interactions.
A nother main application for this type of squeezed light generat ion is in continuous 
variable (CV) quantum  memories and inform ation [75]. Using continuous ra th e r th an  
discrete variables for quantum  inform ation lias a ttra c ted  m uch a tten tion  because it avoids 
the need for single photon production and detection . One of the most prom ising protocols 
for CV quan tum  memory uses atom ic vapors under conditions of electrom agnetically- 
indueed transparency (EIT) to  slow and store pulses of light [76, 77]. T his has been well 
established in cold and hot atom ic vapors and  has been dem onstrated  using rubidium  
atom s [78. 79]. Squeezed vacuum generated at atom ic Rb wavelengths can  serve as a very 
useful quan tum  probe for these types of memories.
T he other im portant characterist ic of squeezed light is th e  bandw idth of noise that, can 
be suppressed. W hile there have been examples of scjueezed light generated by param etric  
down conversion near 800 11111 [80]. the  ou tput of such nonlinear crystals is generally quit e
broad, and may not be as useful for probing spectral features such as E IT  which art* much 
narrower [81]. PSR squeezing however, has been shown to provide noise suppression at the 
lowest noise frequencies, down to  around 20 kHz, and m avbe even as low as 100 Hz [37. 71]. 
To produce low-frequency scjueezed light in nonlinear crystals, researchers can m ake use of 
narrow band lasers, high-quality cavities, and feedback electronits, b u t th is again greatly  
adds to the  cost and com plexity of the experim ent. Atomic: memories also require a  pulsed 
source of scjueezed light which can be difficult to  achieve in crystal squeezers, b u t m ay be 
accom plished more easily using atom ic squeezing [81]. D espite these difficult ies, scjueezed 
light generated in nonlinear crystals has been used in atom ic quantum  m em ory experim ents 
successfully [54, 55, 56, 57]. B ut. atom ic PSR  squeezing m ay provide a sim pler, m ore 
compact., more flexible, and less expensive source of squeezed vacuum for such experim ent s.
1.5 D isser ta tio n  o u tlin e
In this d issertation, we present the results of experim ental studies into the generation 
of quan tum  scjueezed vacuum  using the  nonlinear po larization self-rot.at.ion effect, in hot 
and cold 8,Rb atomic: vapor. We have a ttem p ted  to  m axim ize the noise reduction at low 
noise frequencies by determ ining the optim al experim ental param eters including pum p 
light intensity, m agnetic field, atomic: density, and one-photon detuning for several atom ic 
t ransit ions of 87Rb where squeezing is observed. We investigate the in teraction  of scjueezed 
vacuum w ith coherent atom ic m edia and effects such as E IT , slow light, and polarization  
rotations. We also study  the changes to  the quan tum  noise as a result of these effects, 
and other noise sources such as those resulting from the interaction of light w ith atom s: 
these additional noise sources can obscure scjueezed light experim ents. We present- these 
experim ental findings in the context of applying them  to  enhanced precision m easurem ents 
as well as continuous variable quan tum  inform ation protocols, most specifically to atom ic 
quantum  memories.
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C hap ter 1 lias focused on the development, of different m ethods of squeezed state- 
production and on the applications of squeezed light. C hap ter 2 provides some of the th e ­
oretical background and foundations relevant to the stu d y  of quantum  noise and squeezed 
light. C hapter 3 is dedicated to the  details behind squeezing production via the  po lar­
ization self-rotation effect. In C hap ter 4, we consider the effect of light in teracting  w ith 
resonant atom s, and derive some of the  properties of in teractions im portan t to  our exper­
im ents by considering a three-level atom  A system. C hap ter 5 considers the  detection of 
quantum  noise in a light signal, and details two different noise detection schemes used in 
the experim ents. T he rem aining chapters are dedicated  to  the  experim ental results of our 
squeezed vacuum experim ents. We first present th e  progress in optim izing the  scjueezed 
vacuum production in warm 87Rb vapor cells in C hap ter 6. O ur met hod of pulsed squeezing 
production is central to  C hap ter 7. We then sum m arize the results of th ree  experim ents in 
which we send scjueezed vacuum  into a second atom ic vapor cell to s tu d y  the interact ions 
of coherent atom ic processes and quantum  scjueezed states. These include the  quan tum  
enhancem ent of an  optical m agnetom eter in C hap ter 8, the st udy of changes to  the group 
velocity of scjueezed vacuum in C hap ter 9, and  a dem onst ra tion  of E IT  frequency filtering 
of scjueezed vacuum in C hap ter 10. In C hap ter 11. we present a s tudy  of P SR  for light 
propagating through a cloud of cold 87Rb atom s held in a m agneto-optical traj) (M O T), 
and discuss the prospects for PSR squeezing in cold atom s. We conclude in C hap ter 12 
with a sum m ary and a discussion of the prospects for PSR as a useful source of squeezed 
light in the future.
CH APTER 2
Squeezed light states
In this chapter, sta rtin g  w ith  M axwell’s equations, we build the framework for light 
quantization and squeezed states. We discuss quantum  uncertainty, and  m otivate how 
certain  nonlinear processes can lead to  noise q uadratu re  a lte ra t ion in light states.
2.1 T h e W ave eq u ation
The propagation of light in a  m edium  is described by M axwell's equations:
V - E  =  p /c (, (2.1)
V  • B  =  0 (2.2)
^  dB
~  dT (2 '3)
*9E
V  x B  — //()Co-—  +  p 0j  (2.4)
at
Here. E  is the electric field and B  is the  m agnetic induction, p  and  J  are the  charge 
and current densities of electrons, and assum ing the  absence of free charge in a dielectric, 
these are equal to the bound charge and current densities in the m edium . c0 and //.0 are 
the perm ittiv ity  and perm eability of free space.
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By taking the curl of equation ‘2.3 and using th e  identity  V x ( V x V )  =  V ( V - V j -  
V • (V V ) along w ith equation 2.4. we find
_ _ 2 T -l 0 f  DE d J \
v  E  ~  o i  + < ' ° d i )  ■ (2-0)
In a dielectric m aterial, the hound curren t is J  =  UP/Ot  where P  is the  m acroscopic
polarizat ion of the m aterial. T hus we arrive a t the electrom agnetic wave equation  for light
in an  atom ic sample.
cPE d»2P  
v  E  -  hofo-rp - =
The polarization is defined in term s of the average dipole m om ent of th e  atom s,
P  =  ^ ( d ) .  (2.7)
w ith N  being the number of atom s contained in the volume V’. T h e  dipole m om ent
is defined as (d) =  c(r) where e is th e  electric charge. It will play th e  central role in 
describing the  atom ic response to  a light field.
2.2 E lectrom agn etic  w aves in free space
In the case of the electrom agnetic field propagating in the absence of an atom ic 
medium , P  =  0 and the right-hand side of the wave equation 2.6 vanishes leaving the 
homogeneous wave equation.
V 2 E ~ ^ = 0 - (2 '8)
where c =  1 / vTkbo is • he speed of light in a vacuum.
T he solution to  equation 2.8 takes the  form
LT
E l ~ H \ d  ~ i c* t . a  - '“ tl / ' /o rn\ ~ . t ) — —  ( - r o y - r y  J Pt - • I }• l2 .(Jj
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w ritten  as t he sum  of the  positive and negative frequency com ponents (u.1) for a m onochro­
m atic light wave traveling in the ~ direction. Eu is a real positive am plitude. £ { z . t )  = 
£o(t-)('~‘kz is tlio complex am plitude of the wave w ith the wave vector k  — zc/e. p (.:./) 
is the direction in which the electric field oscillates, the polarization of light, and so for 
example if the light stays linearly polarized in the  r  direction. p(c, /) =  x.
Alternatively, equation 2.9 can be w ritten  in term s of the  quadratu re  am plitudes X I 
and X2.
E (c , t) = E () [X l( ;. t) cos ixit. + X 2 (z , t )  sinutf] p(c, t) (2.10)
We call X I and X2 the amplitude and phase quad ratu res respectively, and  can (express
their relation to  the complex am plitude of the elect ric field as follows:
x l ( = . 0  =  £ i - 2 > + £ M  ( 2 . n )
=  (2 i2 )
These quadratu res can be directly observed in experim ent. We will often Ire in terested  
in the fluctuations of am plitude and phase w ith  tim e, S X l ( t )  and <5X2(f), which can be 
present as noise in the light signal.
2.3 F ield  q u an tiza tion
For a quantum -m echanical t reatm ent of the  electrom agnetic (EM) field, we exploit the  
connection between EM fields in a cavity and  a sim ple harm onic oscillator, and  quantize 
the light field. F irst, consider an EM field polarized in the x  direction in a  one-dim ensional 
perfect cavity. The running-m ode electric field will have th e  form [82]
(2.13)
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Here kj — ujj/c is the  wave vector w ith utj being th e  frequency of oscillation and q} is a 
tim e-dependent am plitude. Aj  is a norm alization factor. In th is case, the cavity will only 
support m odes w ith kj = jn  / L  for integer values j  to  satisfy  the boundary  conditions. 
From Maxwell’s equations, we find the m agnetic field to  be
B i : . / ;  i 2 . l l !
C 7 J
Now we w rite down the classical H am iltonian.
n  = \  j ' ( c 0E 2 + B 2/ p {))d Y  (2.15)
We find that, by choosing Aj  = y  we can identify qj(t.) w ith  the position coordinate of 
the harm onic oscillator, and recognize q =  p  as the m om entum  coordinate. Now plugging 
in equations 2.13 and 2.14 for the cavity leads to
+  ( 2 -1 6 )
j
which is the  exact H am iltonian for a simple harm onic oscillator.
We can now carry out canonical quan tiza tion  and  replace t he variables q and p  by the 
Herm itian operators q  and p  with the  com m utation relation [q;, p,] =  ih5,r
2.3.1 C reation and annih ilation  operators
I t is useful to  introduce the nonherm itian  creation and  annihilation operators for 
photons a  and a f .
a ’ =  i /  — ( u i q - i p )  (2.18)
V 2njj
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We find that these operators obey the com m utation [a,, aj] =  6-,j and that, we can rew rite 
the H am iltonian in term s of them .
:l
(2.19)
The eigenstates of this H am iltonian are the num ber sta tes or Foek s ta tes  |n ). where n 
corresponds to  the  num ber of photons in the state . T h e  creation and annih ilation  operato rs 
act to  add or su b trac t photons as follows.
The zero photon s ta te  is known as the vacuum stale  |0). By repeatedly applying th e  
creation operator, we can build any num ber s ta te  from  the vacuum.
It, is im portan t to  note th a t  when applying the H am iltonian (eq. 2.19) to  the  vacuum  
state , H |0), we find a nonzero energy of hui/2, which is the zero point energy arising from 
vacuum fluctuations.
2.3.2 Q uadrature operators
The electric field and H am iltonian can also be w ritten  in term s of the  q u ad ra tu re  
am plitudes introduced in the previous section. By in tegrating  the square of equation 2.10 
over a small volume elem ent, we come to the  classical H am iltonian iu term s of X I and X2.
a* |n) =  \ / n +  1 1» +  1) (2 .20 )
a  |n) =  |h — 1) ( 2 .21 )
( 2 .22 )




We again can perform  a canonical quantization  bv making th e  identifications
v = 4 /  — X I .  p = \ / 2 K I ' X 2 .
oJ
>.24)
This gives us the ciuantum  operators X I  and X 2  w ith  com m utation re la tionsh ip  [X I,, X 2 7- 
^S,j. It follows th a t X I and X2 must follow the Heisenberg uncertain ty  relation.




Note th a t these operators are also H erm itian (X  =  X*) m eaning they each have real 
eigenvalues corresponding to  the  value of an observable. We will see tha t these q uadra­
tu re  uncertainties can be directly detected  as the  quan tum  noise in our experim ent. W e 
also have the simple relationships between the q uadratu re  am plitude operators, and th e  
creation and annihilation operators.
X I  =
a  +  a '
X 2  =




2.3 .3  E lectric field operator
We now have useful forms of the tim e-dependent electric field operato r for a  m onochro­
m atic light field, w ritten  in term s of either a  and a*, or X I  and  X 2.
E(c . f )
E (c , t) =  £ 0  X I  cos (ujt -  kz)  +  X 2 sin (ut  -  kz)
(2.28)
(2.29)
Note that we wish to  describe light in free space by using the  operators a  and a f for the  
cavity modes. The extension to  free space will change th e  norm alization of the electric 
field operator, however this can be absorbed into the am plitude £)t. and  the distinction
will not be im portant (see discussion in A ppendix A).
In this dissertation, we will often be in terested  in the vacuum  sta te  10), so it is instruc­
tive to  find the expectation  value and variance of the electric field o perato r of the  vacuum  
sta te . By applying equations 2.20 and 2.21. it is easily seen that the m ean electric field is
zero, but th a t  the  expectation of its square is nonzero, giving rise to  nonzero fluctuations
in the electric field of the vacuum.
(0| E ( ; .  /) |0) =  0 (2.30)
<0| E M ) 2 l<>> =  ^  (2.31)
2 .4  C oherent s ta te s
T he Foek st ates {(71)} w ith  well-defined num bers of phot ons are nonelassical s ta tes  of 
light.. These num ber sta tes contain 110 well-defined phase, and  do not m atch  the  model 
of an oscillating electric field generally used to  describe classical light. T he s ta te  that, 
best, models a classical harm onic oscillator, and thus the light produced by a laser, is the  
coherent state. |o ). Coherent states of light have a  well defined phase and  a Poissonian 
num ber distribution; they closely resemble th e  ou tput sta tes of a coherent laser.
We find th a t the coherent sta tes are eigenstates of the  annihilation operator, such
that
a  |n) =  a  | a ) . (2.32)
It is not. surprising th a t the eigenstates of the annihilation operator can model classical 
light, because as we have seen, the electric field operato r is proportional to  a , and  we 
generally describe classical light according to  its electric field. T he eigenvalue n is a 
complex am plitude com pletely analogous to  the classical am plitude £  from equation  2.9,
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with the  norm alization condition ( o | n )  =  1. C oherent states can be created  by displacing 
the vacuum  s ta te  using the unitary  displacem ent operato r [2]
|o) =  D (o )  |()> , (2.33)
w ith the  displacement operator being defined as
D ( q ) =  P( " ftt-> '« ) . (2.34)
In the basis of the  Fock states, the coherent s ta tes  can be w ritten  as an infinite series [82],
| r v ) = e - H V 2 ^ ^ 1 | n) ( 2 . 3 5 )
n v « !
By applying the  num ber operator n  =  a 1 a  to  a  coherent s ta te , we find the expectation  
value for the num ber of photons in the state .
( a j ^ a l a )  =  o*a  — |a |2. (2.36)
We find the sam e result for the variance of the  num ber of photons
( A n ) 2 =  (a | n 2 |a )  — (a | n  |o )2 =  |« |2. (2.37)
which is characteristic of a Poissonian dist ribution.
We now wish to find the uncertain ties of the quad ra tu re  operators X I  and X 2  for a 
coherent, state.
A X I =  v/ ( X I 2)„ -  (X I)?, =  1/2  (2.38)
A X2 =  C  (X 2 2)„ -  (X2)?, =  1 /2  (2.39)
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FIG. 2.1: Q uantum  uncertain ty  of a coherent s ta te  shown in a  pliasor diagram .
Here we have used the definitions of th e  q u ad ra tu re  operators (equations 2.26 and 2.27)
and the com m utator [a. a*] =  1. So for a coherent s ta te , the Heisenberg uncertain ty  
relation of equation 2.25 becomes an equality.
A X 1 „ A X 2 „ = 7  (2.40)
This means th a t the coherent s ta te  is a m inim um  uncerta in ty  state w ith  th e  uncertain ty  
equally d istribu ted  between its quadratures. We can represent light s ta tes  using pliasor 
diagram s, as shown in Fig. 2.1, where th e  am plitude is th e  length of a vector and th e  
light phase is an  angle \  w ith respect to  a reference phase. The quan tum  uncerta in ty  is 
represented by a  ball of noise at the end of the vector. The quadratu re uncertain ties th en  
will be the project ions of this uncertain ty  onto  X I and  X2. T h e  noise power of a q u ad ra tu re  
will be determ ined by the variance of the operator, the square of its uncertainty,
VT„ =  A  XT2 =  1 /4  (2.41)
V'2a =  A X 22 =  1 /4 , (2.42)
and so there will be an equal am ount of quan tum  noise on the am plitude and  phase of 
a coherent light signal. A nother im portant result, is for the  vacuum s ta te  |0), w ith an
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average of zero photons.
A X l „  =  A X 2„ =  i  (2.43)
So the vacuum sta te  is also a m inim um  uncertain ty  s ta te  w ith  the sam e am ount of noise (or 
vacuum fluct uations) d istribu ted  over its quadrat ures (V'lo =  V’2(i =  1/4). For this reason, 
the natu ra lly  occurring vacuum s ta te  will often be referred to  as a coherent vacuum.  O n 
a pliasor diagram , the vacuum s ta te  will show a ball of uncertain ty  centered a t the origin, 
with t he average am plitude being 0.
These quantum  fluct uations, which are always present in coherent bright s ta tes  and  
coherent vacuum, put a limit on the precision of any optical m easurem ent. This level 
of uncertainty or noise in a m easurem ent, due only to  quan tum  fluctuations, defines the  
s tandard  quantum  limit (SQL), which cannot, be surpassed by any classical means.
2.5 S qu eezed  coherent s ta te s
The uncertain ty  relation of equation 2.25 d ic ta tes tha t the  product, of uncertain ties 
of the am plitude and phase quadratu res of light m ust be greater th an  a certain  value. 
However, it is not a  general requirem ent th a t the  uncertain ty  in each q u ad ra tu re  be equal 
(A  X I =  A X2) as is the case for coherent sta tes and the  vacuum. A squeezed s ta te  is a 
s ta te  in which one quadratu re uncertain ty  is reduced to  below the value found in a coherent 
s ta te  (AXs,, <  1/2). To satisfy the uncertain ty  principle, th e  uncertain ty  of the conjugate 
variable m ust be increased in com pensation, tha t is. if the X I quadrat ure is squeezed, th e  
X2 quad ra tu re  m ust be stretched, its uncertain ty  increased. Therefore, when m easuring 
noise, one would observe th a t the X I noise level falls below shot noise (squeezed) while 
the X2 noise level would rise above shot noise (antisqueezed). Individually m easuring the  
noise of light quadratures, and thus the squeezing and antisqueezing levels, can be achieved 
through hom odvne detection, discussed in a later section.
To generate such a squeezed state , labeled |£,rv), from a coherent sta te , we apply  the
squeezing operator S.
K, a ) = S ( O I « >  = D ( a ) S ( O | 0 )  (2.44)
T he squeezing operator is defined [2]
s(0 =  exp Q r a 2 - | e a t2)  • (2-45)
In this definition, a  and a t are the  same creation an d  annihilation operators for photons. 
S is the squeezing param eter defined as
f  = rKem \  (2.46)
It cont ains the  variable r s which is the degree of squeezing or squeeze factor  as well as 0S, 
the squeezing angle. The value of these variables will be determ ined by th e  process leading 
to  squeezed light generation.
We can now investigate the properties of a squeezed s ta te . T he following relations 
will be helpful [2],
S t ( 0 = S ” ’( 0  (2.47)
a S ( £ )  =  a  cosh rs — a t c“ 2'0" s in h r ,  (2.48)
S*(f) a* S(£) =  a* co sh r , — a f ’1®” sinli r , (2.49)
Now we find th a t the expectation value for the  num ber of photons in a squeezed s ta te  is
(a | S* a ^ a S  |o) =  |n |2 +  sinli2 r s. (2.50)
Recall th a t a coherent s ta te  has an average |a |2 photon  num ber; here we have an  addition
of the ‘sin ir term  dependent on the  squeeze factor r s. Also, th e  mean num ber of photons
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in a squeezed vacuum will be nonzero, and will depend only on this squeeze factor. Using 
equations 2.48 and 2.49, we see how two orthogonal q u ad ra tu re  operators a n 1 affected for 
a squeezed state.
S* X I  S =  ^ [(a  +  a 1) coshr* — ( a r ' # 4- a* c~2‘e*) sinh r s] (2.51)
S + X 2  S =  j  [(a  -  a f) cosh r„ + (a  <'J'" -  a f c '*®*) sinh r„] (2.52)
W e can choose to  define our quadratu res in such a way th a t  we set the squeezing angle to
zero, 0S =  0. In this case, the relationships reduce to
S f X I S  =  X I  e~T' (2.53)
S f X 2 S   X 2  < r' . (2.54)
where we have used the fact th a t eosh.r +  sinh x  =  ex an d  coslnr — sinh x  — e~*. T his 
leads to  the m inim um  and m axim um  quad ra tu re  uncertain ties in a squeezed s ta te  of light:
A X 1 =  A X 2 (2.55)
This shows th a t a scjueezed s ta te  in th is formalism is still a minimum uncertain ty  s ta te  
( A X 1 A X 2  =  1/4) bu t now w ith unequal quad ra tu re  uncertain ty  levels. D epending on 
the degree of squeezing r s, one quadratu re  is scjueezed (A  X I <  1/2) while the  orthogonal 
quadratu re  is stretched ( AX 2  >  1/2).
In a pliasor diagram , th is is equivalent to the circle of uncertainly being scjueezed 
into an ellipse. We dem onstrate  this idea in Fig. 2.2. T he top plots depict, the  uncer­
tain ties of the X I and X2 quadratu res one would expect for a coherent s ta te  (a) and for 
squeezed states (b, c) w ith different squeezing angles and an arb itrary  squeezing param e­
ter. Fig. 2.2(d) depicts a scjueezed vacuum, where the squeezing ellipse sits at the origin 
because there is no coherent am jrlitude. The bo ttom  plots show the projection of the X I
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FIG . 2.2: Q uant uni uncertain ty  shown in phasor diagram s and the  projection of the  XI quad ra­
tu re  vs phase \ .  (a) C oherent s ta te , (b) Phase squeezed sta te , (c) A m plitude scjueezed sta te , 
(d) Squeezed coherent vacuum.
quad ra tu re  as the  phase angle \  is changed. This dem onstrates how the uncertain ty  of 
the squeezed states is phase dependent. I t is clear th a t for (b), the phase uncertain ty  
is reduced, while in (e). the am plitude uncertain ty  is reduced. A squeezed vacuum  s ta te  
displays phase-dependent, noise as the squeezing ellipse is ro ta ted  around  the  origin (in 
Fig. 2.2(d)).
If r ,  =  0, there is no squeezing and  we see th a t the quadratu re  uncertain ties re tu rn  to  
those seen in a coherent s ta te  (A X  — 1/2). One should note th a t it is also possible, and 
more common in experim ents, to  have a squeezed s ta te  that is not a m inim um  uncertain ty  
state . In this case, while one q u ad ra tu re  noise reaches levels below shot noise, the orthog­
onal quadratu re  may have excess noise far above t he shot noise level. I t  is also im portan t 
to note th a t the squeezing operato r S involves tw o-photon processes, being m ade up of 
the term s a 2 and a t2. This explains how squeezed light m ay be generated by making use 
of certain  two-photon interactions.
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2.6  N on lin ear p rocesses in  a tom s
Squeezed sta tes  of light can be generated as th e  result of reducing the  noise in one 
q uad ra tu re  while amplifying the noise in the orthogonal quadrature in com pensation. This 
type of process, creating correlations between the two quadratures, can be achieved through 
several m ulti-photon nonlinear procresses.
To study such processes, we m ust include the in teraction  of light wi th m a tte r in the  
electrom agnetic wave equation (equation 2.6). The presence of the electric field induces a 
dipole polarization inside the atom ic m edium . A sim ple form of the polarizat ion is
P  =  f„ ( \;E  +  * ‘2>E2 +  \  (3)E 3 +  ...)■ (2.56)
Here. yh'O js t.lie dimensionless. n th order electric susceptibility, which depends on the 
stru c tu re  of the atom ic m aterial. For weak fields and  low atom ic densities, most, m aterials 
respond linearly w ith electric field, and the  polarization  only includes t he first term  of the 
above equation. However, a t g reater light intensities, the higher order term s x (2) and \ (3) 
begin to  contribute, giving rise to  m any im portan t nonlinear processes. T his is the  basis 
for the field of nonlinear optics, where the light field itself can affect th e  optical properties 
of the atom ic m aterial.
Here are a couple simplified forms of the  two-plioton H am iltonians describing nonlin­
ear processes [2. 3].
H  =  ih a 2 —« \ (2) a t2] (2.57)
H  =  ih  [ a V 'd  a 2 - « 2x (3) a t2] (2.58)
a* and a  are again the photon creation  and annih ilation  operators, and  o is the  am plitude
of a classical pum p field. Equation 2.57 describes a  simple param etric amplifier. E quation
2.58 describes a four-wave mixing (FW M ) process or a nonlinear K err process. O ther 
processes such as param etric down conversion and second harmonic generation will have
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sim ilar Ham iltonians. These processes display the nonlinearities which can. under the right 
circum stances, build up correlations between light, quadratu res and lead to  squeezing. 
To see this more explicitly, consider the  tim e-evolution operators resulting from these 
Hamiltonians.
I b ( 0 )  = U ( 0  !*•((>)> = c ” ' « ' /fi |c>(())> (2.59)
By inserting the  above H am iltonians into th is equat ion, it is (dear that these operato rs will 
closely resemble the squeezing operator from equation  2.45, with the s tren g th  of the 
order susceptibilities determ ining the amount, of squeezing or antisqueezing produced.
As an exam ple of how a nonlinear process can lead to  squeezed light phenom enolog- 
ically. consider the nonlinear optical K err effect. In any atom ic m edium  where th is effect 
is present, the refractive index of the m ateria l will change based on the  intensity  of a 
strong laser passing through it. T he index of refraction, in turn,  will change the  phase of 
the light passing through the m aterial. Therefore, am plitude fluctuations in th e  light, will 
m odulate the refractive index, which will m odulate the  phase, and so the  am plitude and  
phase q uadratu re  fluctuations become correlated [2],
2 .7  S ideband  m od el o f sq u eez in g  an d  tw o -p h o to n  for­
m alism
We will find th a t squeezing production  relies on m ultiple photon nonlinear effects, 
and correlations building between these phot.ons. T his leads us to the  correlated  sideband 
picture of squeezed light.
T hus far. we have trea ted  only m onochrom atic light—a clear oversimplification. M ore 
rigorously, we should consider a light field at the carrier frequency ljq, and any noise or 
m odulation at sideband frequencies ± f l,  resulting  from beat notes of the carrier w ith nearby 
frequencies. In the case of quantum noise, vacuum photons exist at all frequencies. T he 
m odulation to  the carrier light field at each frequency < ) is th e  result of contribu tions from
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the sideband photons at U/'o +  12 and Lut) — 12. T he sideband photons from the  vacuum  
have no regular phase relationship between them , and  so are uncorrelated. T his results in 
random  m odulation of bo th  the am plitude and phase of the carrier light at all frequencies, 
and is the  source of the  shot noise or quan tum  noise.
Squeezing of the light field can be achieved by reducing this quan tum  noise 011 one 
quadratu re  while increasing it 011 the orthogonal q u ad ra tu re . This is accom plished bv 
creating pairs of correlated sideband photons, th a t  is, photons at t he frequencies wo ±  12 
that have a well-defined phase between them . D epending 011 this phase relationship, 
the carrier signal is m odulated  such tha t its am plitude and  phase quadra tu res change.
T his is basically the quan tum  analogue of classical amplit ude or phase m odulation  (AM.
PM ). By replacing uncorrelated vacuum photons w ith  pairs of strongly correlated  sideband 
photons, the  quantum  noise on a  light signal is dram atically  altered, leading to  scpieezed 
and antisqueezed noise levels. The streng th  of the correlations between photons, as well 
as the decoherence of this correlation, determ ines th e  level of squeezing a tta inab le .
Because squeezed light is a tw o-photon process, it is convenient to  describe it using 
the two-plioton formalism developed by Caves and Shum aker [7]. To describe th e  photons 
a t sideband frequencies ±12, we can use the creation and annihilation operato rs in Fourier 
space,
a+ — a(cco T 12) (2.60)
a_ =  a(LU0 — 12), (2-61)
and it is easy to  see th a t +12) =  a(a,'() — 12)1. We define the  quadratu re  operato rs [7],
X l(12) - ---------------------------1------- (2.62)
X2(12) =  ± ------------- . (2.63)
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Notice th a t the norm alization factors go to 1 for small il. Wo can also w rite the two-photon 
squeezing operator, now including photons from both  sidebands (±Q),
where £ =  rxeZt8’ remains unchanged from equation 2.46. The tw o-photon squeezing 
operator gives insight into the  types of interactions which can lead to  the  generation of 
squeezed light. Several nonlinear in teractions of light w ith m atte r can produce phot on 
pairs w ith the necessary correlations to  produce squeezed states.
W hen recording the quan tum  noise, the carrier frequency u/y is selected by the local 
oscillator in the hom odyne detection scheme, and the  noise power at a certain  frequency 
i l  is the result of the  combined effect, of bo th  sidebands. The phase-dependent noise 
observed in squeezed states is due to  interference betw een th e  upper and  lower sideband, 
m ade possible by the  coherent phase between them.
(2.64)
CH APTER 3 
Nonlinear polarization self-rotation  
effect
3.1 P o lariza tion  se lf-ro ta tion
T he nonlinear process known to  produce quad ra tu re  squeezed vacuum  which is exam ­
ined in th is dissertation is the polarization self-rotation (PSR ) effect. PSR  is a ro ta tion  
of the axis of polarization of near-resonant light as it travels through a nonlinear atom ic 
sample. Here we see how th is effect can lead to  squeezed vacuum sta tes, and discuss 
theoretical predictions as well as lim itations for this m ethod.
3.1.1 P S R  effect in atom ic vapor
Any polarization of light can be decomposed into its left- and righ t-handed  circularly- 
polarized com ponents a~ and a*.  For linearly polarized light, these com ponents are equal. 
For initially elliptically polarized light, and  have unequal streng ths, that  cause 
unequal couplings to  the different Zeeman substates of an at omic system. T his leads t o an 
im balance in ground s ta te  populations due to optical pum ping and differing ac S tark  shifts 
[83]. These in tu rn , cause the index of refraction experienced by the two polarizations to
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differ, inducing circular birefringence and linear dichroism  in the medium. As a result, the 
c f ~  and <r~ com ponents of a light signal travel at different phase velocities and acquire a 
phase shift with respect to  one another. It is easy to  see that th is phase shift will cause the  
axis of ellipticitv for the light to  ro ta te  as it propagates through the atom ic m edium . If 
a~  =  (E r ± i E y) / 2 in term s of the x  and y  polarization  com ponents of th e  electric: field, and 
the circular polarization com ponents acquire a phase shift. — rrj-e~‘0, a~  — <7,7 
then the  polarization com ponents will undergo a ro ta tion  as follows.
\ E " J
(  , ■ \  ( v  \COS (!) Sill 0  E xiI
jV sill (!) COS 0 J
(3.1)
If we assume a small initial ellipticitv e(0) 1, th e  polarization ro ta tio n  angle arising
from the phase s h i f t =  6) is [67]
gc{0)L, (3.2)
where L  is the  length of the m edium , and y  is the  self-rotation parameter  which is de­
pendent on the light intensity and the properties of the atom ic system . T he distinctive 
feature of PSR is th a t the  streng th  and direction of ro ta tion  depends on the in itia l light 
ellipticitv. and it does not require the  presence of an  external m agnetic lield.
3.1.2 P S R  squeezing
Self-rotation can lead to  squeezed light by correlating fluctuations in the  am plitude 
and phase quadratures sim ilar to  the  case of a simple' K err medium. Im agine a strong 
field polarized along the y d irection co-propagating with a weak field polarized along the  
x  direction. These fields on their own are each linear, but they  combine to  form a slightly 
cTliptic.ally polarized beam  which will ro ta te  under PSR, according to  equation 3.2. Due to  
th is ro tation , the  strong field projects a portion of itself onto  the weaker orthogonal field.
Now if we assum e a relative phase between th e  .r and  y polarizations, the  weak field can 
experience phase-sensitive amplification or reduction due to  the projection of the strong 
field, depending on the  phase between x  and  y  [67]. This analysis holds tru e  even if we 
assum e the  weak .r-polarized field arises solely due to  vacuum  fluctuations. Therefore, 
due to PSR. the r-po larized  vacuum fluctuations can interact with a  strong linearly y- 
polarized beam  in an  atom ic m edium, leading to  a phase-sensitive amplificat ion of these 
fluctuations: i.e. resulting in a squeezed vacuum  field on th e  x  polarization.
To b e tte r understand  the  squeezing m echanism , we consider the idea of cross-phase 
m odulation (X PM ). A strong //-polarized field is decom posed into its right (er^) and left 
(<r~) handed circular com ponents. W hen two photons are sim ultaneously absorbed from 
these fields, it is possible to  have th e  sim ultaneous emission of two photons into th e  vacuum  
x  polarization due to  st imulat ed emission. D ue to  the ground s ta te  coherence of th e  system , 
the phases of the scat tered photons become correlated. These correlated photons lead to  a 
m odification of the q uadratu re  noise levels of the  r  po larization  as described in section 2.7. 
Note th a t this is closely related to  a  four-wave m ixing process, which also has been shown 
to generate squeezed light states [22],
To predict the am ount of squeezing quantitatively , we s ta rt with a  classical electric 
field traveling in the z direction w ith both  x  and  y polarized components.
E  ( z J )  =  £ ,.(c)e': +  £ v(c)pT— *ly + c .c . (3.3)
Er and E„ are real am plitudes, $  is the relative phase between t he polarization com ponents, 
and c .c . denotes the complex conjugate, being the negative frequency com ponents in th is 
case. T he ellipticitv of light is given by [67]
1 . i ( E - E ; - E ; E j )
2 | £ , P + |£ , P  • ( i 4 )
where E~ are the positive and negative frequency com ponents of the field. Assum ing that
E,, »  E r.
E A~)  . w  ,——- - sin 0 ( ;).
Ey{~)
(3.5)
We see how the electric field changes due to  a ro ta tion  by the  small angle y  by applying 
the ro ta tion  m atrix
cos is sin is I s
(3.6)
Applying th is ro tation  to  the initial field (z = 0) and inserting the angle of rotat ion front 
equation 3.2. we find th a t the :r component, of th e  field aft er propagating a distance L  
through t he m edium  is
COS p p 1 V?
— sin p cos p - p  1
E x (L , t )  «  +  v ^ ( 0 ) ]  <‘ U- + c.c. (3.7)
For now, we assum e there is no absorption in the  medium. Inserting equations 3.2 for the  
ro tation  angle, and 3.5 for the ellipticitv, we have th e  ro ta ted  field:
E X(E. /) «  E ,.{0) [e,v*((,) +  gL  sin 0(G)] e,{hL~“l) +  c.t (3.8)
To describe a nonclassical squeezed vacuum, we m ust move to  a quant um  description of 
the light. T he initial x  polarization of the light is given according to  the electric field 
operator as shown in equation 2.28,
Ta - t  c - i ( k z - w t )  1 (3.9)
where we now- have the  real am plitude Ed for the quantized vacuum field. We replace t he 
exponential phase in th is operator by a  simple phase angle \ .
E x(zJ. ) = ^ l k r e " + k l f - > ' } (3.10)
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Because changes t o t he quan tum  noise seen in squeezed vacuum  will he phase-dependen t. 
to  measure it. we need to  use phase-sensitive hom odyne detection as will be described in 
section 5.1. For this reason, the phase-dependent o perato r shown above is used, where \  
is the relative phase of the field of interest w ith respect to  a local oscillator of the  sam e 
frequency used in detection.
T he ellipticitv operator is [07]
?(-) =  (3.11)
2 iEy{:)
After ro tat ion, the quantum  version of equation 3.8 is as follows.
E ;,.(\,L ) =  ^  [a r (0) (c,x -  i y L co sy ) +  a].(0) (c_ 'x -f i g L c o s \ ) ]  . (3.12)
writ ten in term s of the creation and annihilat ion operat ors of the a-polarized field before
ro tation  (z — 0). We can now analyze this operato r for the  case where th is ./-polarized 
beam  is the vacuum  state . T he expectation value (0| E.„ |0) is trivially zero. However, the  
expectation value of the square of the  field operato r is nonzero. We t hen find the  variance 
to  be
E~
(E.r ( \ , L )2) = - E  ( l  -  2gL  sin y cos y +  g2L 2 cos2 y) . (3.13)
Recall from equation 2.31 th a t the variance of a  coherent vacuum field is Efi /4. Now after 
the field is ro tated , we see the  same variance w ith the  additional term s dependent on g, 
L, and the phase y . This translates into phase-dependent noise which can be either larger 
than  or smaller th an  the noise of the coherent vacuum , i.e. a squeezed vacuum  sta te . 
T he variance from equation 3.13 is p lo tted  in Fig. 3.1 versus the phase \  . T he am ount of 
squeezing or antisqueezing achievable is set by the ro ta tio n  param eters g and  L.  while t he 
local oscillator phase angle \  sets the q uadratu re  to  be detected. As an  exam ple, when 
\  =  7t/2 +  n. for any whole num ber n, the noise of the  squeezed vacuum  will be equal 







FIG . 3.1: Variance of th e  electric field after undergoing ro ta tion  vs local oscillator phase \ .  This 
is com pared to  the  shot, noise (SNL). which is th e  variance of an  unsqueezed vacuum  (E'fi/-1). 
gL  is set to  2.
phase angle, we can detect t he m axim al am ount of squeezing for a given ro ta tio n  m edium .
3.1 .3  P olarization  squeezing
T he x  polarization of the ou tpu t s ta te  of light from such a  PSR m edium  is a quadratu re- 
squeezed vacuum. It is im portan t to  note however, th a t  when the strong  y  polarization is 
included, this s ta te  can be considered to  be a polarization-squeezed s ta te  (PSS) [74, 84, 85]. 
In polarizat ion squeezing, one com pares the variances of th e  Stokes param eters of t he field 
as described in Ref. [85].
So =  a], a„ +  a* a,, (3.14)
S , =  a), a.,. -  a* a y (3.15)
S-j - a). a v +  a[; a (3. 16)
S 3 =  i (a y a,. -  a). a y) (3.17)
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These operators can he shown to follow the  com m utation relations
[S0 .Sj] =  0 (3.18)
'S ...S ,; (u l2 i S ,  (3.19)
where f,j*. is the Levi-Civita symbol for i=  1. 2, 3. Tims, one can form the Heisenberg 
Uncert ainty relations
AS iASJ > j . ( [ S i.Sj ]). (3.20)
and com pare the  uncertainties of polarization-squeezed state's to coherent states.
In our case, with a  linear y-polarized coherent s ta te  Icy,,), the only nonzero uncertain ty  
relation is
AS2AS:i > (Si) =  a2y, (3.21)
using a,, lev,,) =  n y |o,;). A s ta te  will then  be polarization-squeezed if A S ?  or AS:i is less 
than  o,,.
However, using these definitions, the fluctuations of these Stokes param eters  are re­
lated  to  the fluctuations of the  orthogonal .r-polarized vacuum  field.
SS -2 =  o !/(b'o(. +  5ax) (3.22)
6S-j =  —iaty(5al. — Sar ). (3.23)
Therefore, by considering both  polarizations, the q u ad ra tu re  vacuum squeezing is equiva­
lent to  creating a polarization-squeezed sta te . In experim ents detailed in C hap ters  8  and 9,
we use a squeezed vacuum  co-propagatiug w ith the strong orthogonal polarization to  probe 
an atom ic medium, and so these probes can be considered to  be polarization  squeezed.
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3.2  T h eoretica l sq u eezin g  levels
Early predictions showed great prom ise for PSR in R b as a source for high levels 
of vacuum squeezing [G7, 8 6 ]. To m axim ize the squeezing levels, one can minimize th e  
quantum  fluctuations of the electric field given in Eq. 3.13 to  find the optim al phase angle 
\ , v t . Next, the absorption loss in the m edium  a  is approxim ated using a beam splitter 
model, and the achievable squeezing levels are found to  be simply [67]
for a self-rotation m edium  w ith  large ro tation  and  sm all absorption. S  is the  ra tio  of 
squeezed to  unsqueezed vacuum fluctuations. Now the absorption a  and self-rotation 
param eter g must be found for the atom ic system  of in terest to make a q u an tita tiv e  
prediction.
In Refs. [67] and [8 6 ], th is is done by modeling the atom ic vapor on a simple few-level 
system  (X-scheine or A-scheme), and solving the optical Bloch equations for the  density  
m atrix  elements, sim ilar to the  calculations shown in section 4.5. T he absorption  and 
ro ta tion  can be found from these elem ents and  then  the appropriate  param eters can be 
plugged in for realistic experim ental conditions. In th is m anner, q uad ratu re  noise reduction 
levels of between 6 and 10 dB were predicted for transitions on the D ; line of s 'R b  .
To predict the degree of squeezing more accurately, m ore recent a ttem p ts  have been 
m ade which include the  full hyper fine and Zeem an degeneracy spectrum  of the ground 
and excited s ta te  energy levels [87]. This theoretical trea tm ent also m ade use of the  
Heisenberg-Langevin equations for atom ic operators, tak ing  into account the Langevin 
forces to  include quantum  fluctuations of the atom ic m edium  as well as the  light. This is 
more accurate th an  a  beam splitter m odel which ju s t assum es some vacuum  fluctuations 
entering due to  losses.
Using this m ethod, our collaborator A. Lezam a is able to  run detailed num erical sim u­
(3.24)
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lations of (lie quantum  noise under a variety of experim ental conditions. These predictions 
show th a t the noise reduction is severely lim ited by excess noise arising from in teractions 
between the light and the atom s, as well as th e  atom ic m otion [72]. T he predicted  squeez­
ing levels for conditions m atching a vapor cell experim ent were on the  order of -1 dB or 
less, b u t could be improved by optim izing the sim ulation param eters.
It is also shown th a t  reducing the Doppler broadening by using cold ra th e r th an  hot 
atom s can improve the possible squeezing levels by making use of resonant noise peaks. 
The result of one sim ulation carried out by Lezam a is shown in C hapter 11 for cold atom s 
in a Doppler-free regime. High squeezing levels approaching -10 dB are pred icted  to  be 
seen using cold atom s, depending on the input conditions (see Fig. 11.11). We investigate 
th is possibility experim entally in C hapter 11.
3 .3  L im ita tion s for sq u eezin g  gen era tion
W hile polarization self-rotation effects are predicted to  produce fairly high squeezing 
levels in some models, there  are several factors th a t  limit th e  amount of noise reduction 
t hat we can generate and  detect in practice. Several noise sources, b o th  fundam ental and 
technical can couple into the system  and raise the overall noise on the  light signal.
We have m entioned th a t  absorption of light in the at omic m edium  will act as a loss 
and bring coherent vacuum noise. T his can be included in th e  squeezing predictions, and 
prom pts us to  search for these quantum  s ta tes  using m aterials with strong  ro ta tio n  and 
low loss. It is also clear th a t the quan tum  uncertain ty  in th e  states of the  atom s used in 
squeezing generation can contribute to  adding excess noise to  the  system. A dditional noise 
can come from different interactions of the light w ith the atom s, such as from spontaneous 
emission or from scattering of photons from the strong polarization into the  vacuum  po­
larization of interest [72]. O ther effects of the light,-atom interaction are possible, such 
as nonlinear interactions th a t can transfer noise from the input light onto the  atom s. 
This contribution of "back action” can amplify th e  uncertain ty  in a m easurem ent [8 8 ].
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In theory, these fundam ental noise sources can be included in the squeezing predictions, 
though the sim ulations become more and  more com plicated. Many of the  effects th a t 
resonant interactions can have on quan tum  noise are not well understood and still under 
investigation.
O ther lim itations to  squeezing can come about due to  atom ic in teractions at high 
optical depths. Self-rotation sa tu ra tes at high atom ic densities [6 8 ], and  so squeezing 
will not continue to increase after a certain  point by increasing the optical dep th . Also, 
at m oderately high optical dep ths and high laser intensities, self-focusing can come into 
play [89]. Self-focusing is a nonlinear effect in which the changes in light in tensity  across 
the  G aussian profile of a laser beam  in an atom ic m edium  cause the light to  focus or defocus 
because of changes to  the index of refraction of th e  m edium . This is often observed in 
dense atom ic vapors if the  light, intensity  is high enough, and is observed to  lim it the  
squeezing generation [90]. Self-focusing m ay limit the squeezing generation by causing a 
mode m ism atch between the strong and weak polarizations in the atom ic vapor, and thus 
lim iting the PSR. interaction. Self-focusing can also decrease the detected  noise reduction 
levels by changing the spatial profile of th e  laser beam s used, to a po int where they are 
harder to  m ode-m atch and detect. Because it appears at high atom ic densities and laser 
powers, the sam e conditions where high self-rotation is expected, self-focusing is one of 
the m ain lim iting factors in PSR squeezing generation.
Finally, there are many wavs in which a  squeezed vacuum  sta te  m ay degrade before 
its detection, contributing to the technical noise or loss of detection efficiency. Any optical 
loss, which the light experiences on m irrors, lenses, detectors, etc, will degrade th e  quan t tun 
squeezed s ta te  and add more coherent vacuum  noise to  the light. T he quan tum  efficiency 
of the photodiodes used is less th an  10 0 %, and so some signal is always lost. Also, if th e  
classical noise in the local oscillator is high enough, or if all pum p photons during the  
squeezing process are not filtered from the vacuum  polarization, the  balanced detec to r 
may not be able to sub tract the unw anted noise. In this case, the detection  m ay not be 
shot-noise-lim ited, and noise reduction due to  squeezing will be more difficult to  detect. If
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a squeezed s ta te  is used to  further probe ano ther atom ic medium, as we study  in Chs. 8 . 
9, and 10, more sources of noise involving in teractions with these atom s are possible. This 
can include some mechanisms already m entioned, such as spontaneous emission from the  
atom s, or o ther undesirable processes such as four-wave mixing which can add noise to  the  
system.
In experim ent , great care must be taken to  avoid these sources of excess noise, which 
will reduce the noise suppression m easured in squeezed s ta tes  to levels lower th an  is pre­
dicted. E x tra  sources of noise are often the reason why squeezed light s ta tes  generated  are 
not true m inim um  uncertain ty  states. In practice, to  be considered a useful squeezed sta te , 
the am ount of noise reduction generated in a squeezing process must be high enough so 
th a t the m inim um  q uadratu re  noise is still below the shot, noise level once the  light reaches 
detection.
C H APTER 4
Resonant light-atom  interactions
In this chapter, we give details of the atom ic species used in the experim ents de­
scribed in this d issertation. We also investigate the  interaction of light w ith  atom s in 
a three level A-scheme and derive the effects of some sim ple atom ic processes includ­
ing nonlinear m agneto-optical ro tation  (NM O R). polarization  self-rotation (PSR ). and 
electrom agnetically-induced transparency  (E IT ).
4.1  A lkali a tom s and 8'R b
The atom  studied in this work is 81 Rh . R ubidium , atom ic num ber 37. is an  alkali 
elem ent, m eaning it has only one valence electron in its o u ter shell, m aking it useful for 
atom ic physics experim ents. T he ground s ta te  of th is  electron is in the  525 j/2 s ta te , w ith 
the  first excited sta tes being 52P i / 2 and 52Fa/2, exciting the  electron to  the p  o rb ita l w ith 
to ta l angular m om entum , J  =  L +  S, equal to  1/2 or 3/2. Here. L and  S are the o rb ita l 
angular m om entum  and spin angular m om entum . T he transitions from the  ground s ta te  
to  these two excited states are known as the D L line (795 11111) and D2 line (780 11111) of 
87Rb respectively.
O ur studies focus 011 the line, which is further split in to  hyperfme levels due to  the  

































FIG . 4.2: Di line absorption resonances of 8i’R b and "7I{b shown w ith sa tu ra tion  spectroscopy. 
T he transitions arc labeled Fu —> F , .
bolh  the ground s ta te  and  the Di excited s ta te , the hyperfine quantum  num ber, F  =  J  +  I. 
can have the values of F  =  1 and F  =  2. T his resu lts in four atomic resonances available 
in s 'R b  for light tuned close to  795 mn: F g =  1.2 -> F,. =  1.2. These levels are shown 
in figures 4.1 and 4.2. We have observed squeezed vacuum  generation near th ree of the  
four t ransitions in hot atom s as discussed in chap ter 6 . T h e  hyperfine energy levels can 
be further split into Zeeman substates due to  the in teraction  of a m agnetic field with the  
m agnetic dipole m om ents of the electrons. This gives us several nip s ta tes  to  work w ith 
in the 87Rb atom s, three for the F  =  1 levels (nip — —1 , 0 , 1) and live for the F  = 2 levels 
(mp  =  —2, —1 ,0 .1 .2 ). T his level s tru c tu re  allows for a wide range of possible effects for 
near-resonant- light in teracting w ith  the electrons.
4.2 D en sity  m a tr ix  and s low ly  varying en v e lo p e  ap­
p rox im ation
To describe the propagation of light in a  m edium , we use th e  density m atrix  approach. 
We s ta rt with the nonhomogeneous wave from equation  2.6 (note, p ()f() =  1 /c2). We trea t
the atom  quant um -mechanicallv and  the light classically.
1 <92E  1 <92P  , ,
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P  is the polarization induced in the m edium , an d  is described bv the  average dipole 
moment of the  atoms.
p  =  7 < d >> (4-2)
w ith N  being the num ber of atom s contained in th e  volume V'. T he dipole moment, is
(d) =  e(r) where e is the  electric charge.
We wish to  write equation 4.1 in term s of the  density m atrix of the atom ic system .
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T he density m atrix  is defined for a pure s ta te  |C’(f)) a-s
p ( t )  =  \ V ' { t ) ) ( l : ' ( t ) \ .  (4.3)
Tin* expectation value of an operator A  can be calculated from  the density  operato r using 
the trace,
<A) =  T r ( p A ) .  (4.4)
For a given basis { |n)}. the  density operato r is
P =  E !77t) (?n| p  |n) (n| (4.5)
m ,u
with m atrix  elem ents pm„ =  (???|p|n). T he diagonal elem ents represent the  probabilities
of being in the sta tes |rr>), while the off-diagonals are the expectation  values of coherence
between sta tes |in) and \n).
Using equations 4.4 and 4.5, we can w rite the expectation  value of th e  dipole operato r 
d  in term s of t he density m atrix  as follows,
(d ) =  (F'l d |'U) =  ^  P m n P r n n ,  (4.6)
in  .it
where we have defined the  dipole mom ent mat rix elem ents p mu =  (m | d |n).  Now we have
the wave equation in term s of the  density m atrix  elements.
V72T 1 ^  V "  d 2 P t n n  , , ^
c2 Of* e0c2 V  df> ( ]
n i .n
We cum reduce this second order equation to  first order by using the  slowly varying 
envelope approxim ation (SVEA) [82]. We rew rite the electric field and  density  m atrix  




FIG. 4.3: Three-level lam bda-schem e. 
in tim e and space com pared w ith the optical frequency u and  wavevector k  =  vjc .
E j(z ,  t) = £j{z.  t )e ikjZ~iVit + £; {z , t ) e . - ikJz+i,/£
P 71 in  P m n ^
(4.8)
(4.9)
We assum e a plane m onochrom atic wave for the electric field. By su b stitu tin g  the above 
expressions into equation 4.7. and  keeping only the first tim e and spat ial derivative® of th e  
slowly-varying am plitudes, we find a first, order wave equation for the envelope functions.
—  f  4 _  — — —  V '
Oz c Ot ~  2(i) V  ^
(4.10)
This eciuation can now be solved for a given system  to  find th e  time and spatial dependence 
of the electric field in a medium.
4 .3  T hree-level a tom  A sy stem
Many im portant atom ic physics in teractions can be modeled using, a three-level A- 
scheme as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Here, we use uij for the atom ic frequencies and u, for th e  optical frequencies. We have 
two optical fields defined in term s of their slowly varying am plitudes.
e 2 = + c.c. (4.11)
T he separat ions betw een the excited and ground s ta tes  are u;31 =  w3—uq and  cn32 — o>3 —w2. 
T here also may be a  splitting  between the ground s ta te  levels. u.’2i =  cv2 — uq. T he optical 
fields may be detuned from the resonances by A i =  v\ — o;3j and A 2 =  v2 — uj32. T he 
one-photon detunings can change due to  detuning the laser fields from s ta te  |3), or due to  
shifts to  the ground s ta te  levels. This leads to  the tw o-photon detuning 25 =  A j — A 2 =  
Ui — v2 — u;2i. Note th a t the tw o-photon detuning is equal to  the ground s ta te  sp litting  if 
the light fields are in resonance w ith |3) (for the case of no splitting).
For this system, we have th e  m atrix  elem ents pm„, for th e  density operato r as follows.
/  \
Pll P VI P 13
P21 P22 P ta
\i>:n Pm Paa J
(4.12)
T he diagonal elem ents indicate the population  of each level while the off-diagonal elem ents 
describe the coherences between energy levels. T he dynam ics of the system  will be d e ter­
mined by the H am iltonian of the  atom s combined w ith the  H am iltonian of the light-atom  
interactions.
H  =  +  H /  (4-13)
T he atomic, H am iltonian describes the energy of each level.
— /fw3|3) (31 +  /kv2|2){2| -I- fiu q |l)(l| (4.14)
In the dipole approxim ation, the in teraction H am iltonian is H / d - E .  For this
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system  we find
H , =  - / / , a | l ) ( 3 |£ ;1 -  /(i:i |3 )( l|L 7  -  /fa;1|2)<3|E-, -  p 2:i|3 )(‘2 |E 2*. (4.15)
noting tha t we are considering the case where = finm.
Now. with the  full H am iltonian, we use the Von N eum ann equation to  find the  equa­
tions of m otion of the density  operator.
=  (4.1C)
This leads us to  the density m atrix  equations of m otion.
dll =
h
{ P n E x p i i P v . iE \P i \) (4.17)
P‘2’2 =
— i 
~h (P 2 3E 2 P23
-  P 2 3 E 2 PS2 ) (4.18)
Pl2 =
— i 








(/iu.’2/>2;i —hlOAp‘yA + P-V.iE*p2i ~  P:aE^Pxi  +  P 2 3 E 2 P2 2 ) (4.21)
The other equations of m otion can be found by using the facts th a t p n  +  p22 +  — 1
and p mn Pjiut
We can separate out the  fast-oscillating tim e dependence in these expressions by 
again making the substitu tions from equations 4.8 and 4.9. T h e  interesting density  m atrix  
substitu tions are as follows.
P1 2  = (4.22)
Pis = lh3e"'1,- ,kiz (4.23)
P2A =  p h c iv-2,- i h z . (4.24)
•12
where p,„„ are slowly varying in tim e and space. Now. we apply  the rotating-w ave approx­
im ation (RWA) by neglecting fast oscillating term s such as These fast oscillations
will not have a strong effect on the  atom ic populations. T h e  equations of m otion are 







These indicate the coupling streng ths between the light fields and the transitions. Now. we 
wish to  include various decay and dephasing mechanisms. Due to spontaneous emission, 
we must add radiative decay term s from the  excited s ta te  to  the two ground states: 73 =  
IY -a +  r 3_*2- We assum e there is 110 rad ia tive decay from the  ground sta tes. Also, th e  
nonradiative decoherence of pmn is j mn. We have ',31. 7 32. an d  721- bi th e  rad ia tive decay 
limit, these are 1/2 the ra te  of radiative decays from each state. I11 general, these will 
also include the dephasing rates caused by collisions with th e  cell wall, buffer gas atom s, 
etc. We consider a closed system  where the population exchange ra te  between the ground 
states 712 can encompass various loss and repum ping rates. Including these decays, the
p i  1 — i ^ \ h i  —  'T ? i  P vj,
P'2'1 A I2/732 — / I b /O ; !
P 1 2  =  - i ( 2 5 ) p vl +  >{VJhi2 -  iQ-2 (>i:!
P n  =  —i ^ i p n  +  i f t*(p: r . i  ~~ P u )  — J ^ 2 / h 2 
(h i = —i^ i(h :i — i^ iP 2 i + ffijKAst “  fhv),
We have also introduced the R abi frequencies, D,;.
p  _ P'l-i&i
1 ~  h
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equations of m otion become
/>n — i^iP.si “  iQiPv.i +  I 3-+iP:m (4.31)
f>22 — — iQ‘2f>2:i +  F 3-+2 PSA (4.32)
Pn  — ~  (2 iS +  -,12) p u  +  if lipM — i^hpv.i (4.33)
P13 — ~  (j-^1 +  ' 13) P\A +  iQ*(P:i3 — P11) ~~ *^2^12
Pm =  — (/’A 2 +  723) pta — iQi fc i  +  ~~ P-n)-
(4.34)
(4.35)
Note th a t the sta tes jl) and |2) gain population from the spontaneous decay of |3). S ta te  
|3) will lose an equal am ount of population. Also, the  coherences depend upon the one 
and two photon detunings (A i. A 2 .2<5). We are now in a position to  solve for p roperties 
of the system . We write the wave equation for the envelope functions (equation 4.10) in 
t erms of the R abi frequencies using equation 4.30.
Using the  equations of m otion, we solve for th e  steady s ta te  density m atrix  elem ents pmn
^  ^ P n i n P ' t (4.36)
; mi
bv setting  all tim e derivatives pmn to  zero. We also define the generalized decay param eters
f  12 =  i2S + 712 (4.37)
F 13 — fA i +  713 (4.38)
I At — i A 2 +  723- (4.39)
We arrive a t equations for the ground s ta te  coherence.
P12 = (4.40)
and the polarization elements.






\ i h \ 2
I'l:,
X *  -L . V H r
“ +  r;.
(4.41)
(4.42)
in term s of the atom ic populations, th e  R abi frequencies, and the  generalized decay term s. 
(j>mn — Pmm — Pun) gives the atom ic population  difference between the s ta tes  |m ) and |n ). 
Equations 4.41 and 4.42 are fairly general to  a three-level system  and can be su b stitu ted  
into equation 4.36 to  fincl the effect of the polarization on an  input light field {E\ or E?). 
They can also, in principle, be used in equations 4.31 and 4.32 to solve for the  steady  s ta te  
populations.
4.4  N on linear m a g n eto -o p tica l ro ta tion
We saw th a t  elliptically polarized light can interact w ith  a resonant atom ic m edium  
in such a  way th a t the axis of polarization ro ta tes as the  light travels th rough  the m edium . 
This is closely related to  another well-known effect,, nonlinear m agneto-optical ro ta tion  
(NM OR) of the polarization [91, 92. 93, 94]. I11 particular, we will exam ine the nonlinear 
Faraday effect, which comes about from a  nonzero m agnetic field parallel to  the  direction 
of light propagation [95. 96].
In this effect, polarization ro ta tion  results not from the ellipticitv of light, b u t is due to  
shifts of the Zeeman energy levels caused by the  presence of th e  magnetic field. T he process 
is as follows: the atom s are optically pum ped by the  light causing additional dichroisin of 
the atom ic vapor. T he atom ic alignm ent th en  processes in th e  nonzero m agnetic field and  
the polarization of light ro tates due to  the in teraction with th e  atom s [91].
By using the three level model developed in the previous section, we can describe 
the Faraday rotation  for a strong linearly-polarized light field, traveling in the ;  direction.
interacting with an alkali atom  in an ex ternal m agnetic field.
T he interaction of an  atom  w ith a m agnetic field B  is given by [97]
H a  = - I I b Uf F zB z- (4.43)
where n B =  is the Bohr m agneton, w ith e being th e  electron charge and  m ,  the  
electron mass. gF is the  gyrom agnetie Lande ratio . F. is th e  to tal angular m om entum  
quantum  num ber, and B z is the z com ponent of the  m agnetic field. For weak m agnetic 
fields, the energy levels will split linearly according to
Given th is energy shift, we find the propagation equations of the light intensity  and  ro­
ta tion  angle in a three-level model bv using equation 4.36. We assume a strong, m onochro­
m atic and linearly polarized inpu t light field. In Fig. 4.3, E { and E 2 are the  right and  
left-handed circularly-polarized com ponents of the linear field (£ i — a + . E 2 =  cr_). For 
the degenerate case of no Zeeman splitting , the one-photon detunings of the light fields 
will be equal, A i =  A 2 =  A. We identify the  Zeeman shift to  a level (equation 4.44) as 
half the two-photon detuning. 5.
If the states |1) and |2) correspond to  the m F =  —1 and  m F = + 1  Zeeman sublevels, 
it is easy to  see tha t their energies shift in opposite directions in response to  m agnetic 
held, and we can redefine the generalized decay param eters from equations 4.38 and 4.39 
as
hfi = fi a<iFm f B , (4.44)
1 12 — -(- 71 2 (4.45)
F 13 =  i(A  +  S) + y 1:j (4.46)
r23 — t(A  — S) +  723 (4.47)
•">6
We also make th e  following identifications, and relabel the decoherence ra tes as
"13 =  “31 =  723 =  732 =  7 (4.48)
712 =  721 =  7ti- (4.49)
For now we assum e th a t the one-photon detun ing  is zero (A  =  0 ). so tha t the laser is 
exactly on resonance for the ease of no m agnetic field.
We can further m ake the  following approxim ations,
Ml /
where |f i |2 =  i n ^ 2 +  |f i2|2. This allows us to  simplify the equations for the  polarizations 
(4.41, 4.42) by w riting ou t the  generalized decay param eters and  keeping only term s linear 
in S.
We can also estim ate the atom ic populations. In  the zeroth order.
I ^ i  2 I2 .  , _ x
Pi 1,22 — ■ |^ ’|2 P33 — 0. (4.51)
To lowest order, the excited s ta te  is nearly unpopulated , and if the light polarizations have 
equal streng th  ( |f i i | 2 =  | 12) - the ground states will be populated  equally (pn  ~  p22 — 
1/ 2 ).
We arrive at a simple form for the polarizations.
(4.52)
( l i n p  +  ^ l ^ l 2)  (4.53)
p 'J l  -  |n|“
/fio
P32
We insert these expressions into equation 4.36,
on, 1 OQi
0:  '  V W  ! l ' 5 4 )
where we have introduced the  real coefficient, k . defined as
v  A' ,, 37TC2 jV „ „
-V“ = -7T-TT7~- (4 -*->)2c0/ic V' 2v2 Y ' '
Again, v — kc  is the optical frequency, and  we are now only concerned w ith  the polar­
izations p:il and  /);32- Note that k can also be expressed in term s of 7 =  73 , by using the  
W eisskopf-W iguer spontaneous emission decay ra te  [82], for an atom  decaying from the  
excited s ta te  |3) to the  ground sta te  |?).
i/:y
7 “  37TC„/^ (4-°b)
If we assum e the  input light is continuous and n o t changing in t ime, the  tim e derivative 
in equation 4.54 is ignored and  we have the  optical Bloch equations for fb  and  il>-
(?|n|2_,w) (4'57) 
l i t  ~ _K]§F ^ |n|i + w|ni12) (4"58)
We now make the substitu tions fix =  |f2i|c ,,?1 and  fi2 =  |n 2 |e'd’2, and separate  these 
equations into their real and im aginary parts. T he real p a rt will describe how the  light 
intensity  changes w ith d istance in the m edium .
d |Q |2
=  - 'O o . (4.59)
T he im aginary part will describe the index of refraction of the  m aterial and  the changes 
in phase of the  light. In this ease, because the fields E x and  E-2 represent th e  orthogonal 
circular polarization com ponents of the inpu t light, the phase difference betw een the  fields 
will correspond to a  ro tation  of the light polarization. 2<p =  <pi — c>2.
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Now. perform ing the sim ple in tegration  over we have the  expressions for th e  light in­
tensity and polarization ro tation  angle after traveling a d istance c th rough  the medium.
Note tha t the ro tation  angle in th is  case is proportional to  S. which according to equa­
tion 4.44 is proportional to  B z. Thus, for sm all m agnetic fields and linearly polarized light, 
the result is a polarization ro ta tion  angle >^jg ~  B z . The nonlinear Faraday ro ta tion  is 
therefore useful for optical m agnetom eters [37, 98], as we stu d y  in C h ap ter 8.
4.5 P o lariza tion  se lf-ro ta tio n  g  p aram eter
Using a similar procedure as described above in a A-configuration, we can calculate 
the  properties of light in teracting w ith  a m edium  and undergoing polarization self-rotation. 
Now. the  ro ta tion  is due to  the unequal strengths of th e  circular com ponents of light ra ther 
than  a m agnetic field. These com ponents can again be p ic tu red  as th e  two optical fields 
in Fig. 4.3, {E\ = a +, E 2 = <r_).
We consider the case where the  dominant, contribution to  the polarization  ro ta tion  
is due to  a second excited sta te  |e) (not shown in Fig. 4.3). While the  light fields are 
near-resonant with s ta te  |3), they are detuned  from |e) by an  am ount A f . If the  ellipticity 
c is small, and we assum e no additional absorption from th e  off-resonant in teraction, the  
int ensity and polarization rot ation angle will take t he same form as in equations 4.61 and 
4.62 for the nonlinear Faraday ro tation . We assum e zero m agnetic field, so there is no 
Zeeman splitting, but now with unequal strengths of the fields, the  ground s ta tes  can 
experience different ac S tark  shifts due to  their different couplings w ith  the  excited s ta te
10(c)!2 =  |n(Q )|2 -K 7o= (4.61)
(4.62)
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|c> (in particu lar /q,. =  —//•>, )■ This will result in the  two-photon detuning 2d, equal to  [99]
M ^  |n . ( 0 ) | » - | » , ( Q ) r  (4 c:S)
Simplifying equation 4.62, we have
S (  K^tixZ \  S h z  ,
=  ~ 2 ^  11 (  “  P W f )  ~  2 |n (0 ) |2‘ (' 0 }
Bv inserting 5. from the S tark  shifts we find.
1ST!2 -I fT - l2 nz  
*  |fi(())|2 4A,, ’
(4.65)
but the first term  is ju st another way to w rite the  ellipticity of light assum ing th a t e is 
sm all and does not change substantially  in the m edium  [86].
i  . |E i |2 - 1£2]2| i | n y - | ^ i 2
f 2 aicsm |E i |2 +  | ^ | 2 ~  2 | n |2 ’ ( }
(Com pare w ith equations 3.4 and 3.5 in section 3.1.3).
Therefore, we find the familiar self-rotation angle from equation 3.2.
'P p s r  =  <J(~ (4.67)
T hus we identify, in this simple three-level model, the  self-rotation p aram eter
k 3nc2 N  7
» -  2 s r  =  (“ 8)
In a more com plete model, the ro ta tion  response will be slightly a ltered  by the more 
complex Zeeman structu re of all atom ic levels.
We now sec how the interplay of these variables determ ine the  self-rotation in an 
atom ic vapor, and therefore also the possible squeezing levels obtainable in th is system .
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By substitu ting  the appropriate  experim ental param eters in to  equation 4.68 for g. one can 
use equation 3.13 for th e  variance of the  electric field to  predict the  possible squeezing 
levels in a PSR  system.
4 .6  D ark  sta te s  and e lec tro m a g n etica lly -in d u ced  tra n s­
p arency
Consider the interaction H am iltonian from equation 4.13 for a  general th ree level 
system.
H / =  - / ( KJ|l>{3 |i;1 -  /ii:,|3>< l|£ : -  P 2 3 | 2 ) ( 3 | i - 2 -  /J2a|3)<2|£S (4.69)
One can show th a t there exists an  eigenstate \D)  for th e  interact ion H am iltonian w ith 
an eigenvalue of 0. i.e. H |£>) — 0. This condition is satisfied for the s ta te
when the difference in laser frequencies is equal to the  difference in energy of the  ground 
states (iq — i/2 — u-i — u>i). An eigenvalue of 0 indicates th a t  atom s in the  s ta te  |D) do 
not interact w ith the light fields, and so |D)  is said to be a  "dark s ta te 1’ . For an  ideal 
dark state , atom s th a t are pum ped into th is  s ta te  will rem ain  there indefinitely because 
they become noninteracting. This is the m ost basic form of coherent popu lation  trapp ing  
(C PT) [100],
T he dark  s ta te  picture is quite useful for understanding some in teresting properties of 
a three-level atom ic system . In the previous two examples for NM OR and  PSR  in teractions 
of a linearly polarized light field, the  lowest order solution to  the system  is the  ideal dark  
state , when S = 0. W hen the condition ux ~  v2  = w2 — w’i is not met. the  atom s begin to  
interact w ith the light, adding corrections to  the dark  s ta te  solution.
Because atom s in the dark  s ta te  do not in teract with the  laser fields, for a  narrow
range of frequencies (where V\ — ~  arn). light tha t would normally be absorbed by
the  atom s is instead tran sm itted , and the  atom ic m edium  becomes transparen t. This is a 
simple form of electrom agnetieally-induced transparency  (E IT ) [101]. Also, the  dispersive 
properties of the m edium  for a dark s ta te  will depend on the  ground s ta te  coherence, due 
to  the fact th a t |D)  is m ade up of the ground s ta tes  |1) and  |2).
E IT  is an  im portant effect w ith a m ultitude of applications in atom ic physics [102], In 
EIT , one generally uses a  strong control field (£)■) to  d ic ta te  the propert ies of the  atom ic 
medium, and a weaker probe field (Ep) to gain inform at ion abou t the m edium , for exam ple 
the absorption as a function of the detuning.
We now derive the optical properties of the probe field in an EIT  system  for a  A- 
configuration, such as th a t shown in Fig. 4.3. N ote th a t ‘2d could correspond to, for 
example, a Zeeman splitting  (S <  MHz) or hyperline sp litting  (<t ~  GHz) of an atom ic 
g roundstate  (for Aj =  A_> — 0).
We are interested in the electric susceptibility \  =  where P  is the polarization 
and E  is the electric field. By solving the density m atrix  equations (4.31 to  4.35) in steady  
sta te , we can su b stitu te  the relevant m atrix  elem ent into
We designate E t = E p as the weak probe field, and E-2 = E,. as the strong control 
field. Therefore, we wish to find the susceptibility experienced by the  probe field.
We start w ith the expression for p Vi in equation 4.41. G iven the large difference in light 
intensity between the two fields, we can make the following assum ptions, where all atom ic
(4.71)
where r  =  JT,— is a constant .2f
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populat ion is pum ped into t he ground st a te  |1).
I«!l2 <c \ a 2\ \  
h i  = h i  ^  




By inserting the populations and ignoring th e  |O i | 2 term s. p 13 simplifies to
h i  = - i t t ] r21r I3 + |ntl2' (4.76)
Again. F r2 =  2iS +  70 and T !3 =  i (A) +  d) +  7 .
We can fu rther assum e th a t A. 6,7 0  C  7 . ^ 2  for sm all detunings. In th is ease, we 
ignore the smallest term s and find
..fit (4.77)
Thus we obtain the  final expression for the susceptibility
X = t
r
2~ l ^ + ( E ) 2
(4.78)
where we have defined the constan t T =
From equation 4.78. we have found the  absorption o  and  the index of refraction n  of 
the m aterial, proportional to  the im aginary and real p arts  of the susceptibility  [82].
a  ~  Im[y(/y)]
. .  ,  , M \ ( h \




We see t hat the im aginary and real parts of the  susceptibility for a weak probe propagating
FIG. 4.4: Transmission and dispersion of a medium undergoing EIT. (Blue) -In i(\). (Red) 
Ib'ix)- \ ' s tho electric susceptibility.
in an  EIT  medium  are
We plot the  basic shape of these functions versus the detuning S in F ig .4.4. T he im ag­
inary term  shows a Lorentzian transm ission lineshape (bracketed term ) as expected [101] 
w ith respect to 5. T h e  transm ission peak is sym m etric around <5 =  0. where the E IT  
condition (iq — v2 =  w2 — a>i) is exactly met (see Fig. 4.4. bine trace). Note th a t in equa­
tion 4.81, the characteristic E IT  w idth (FW HM ) is given by T. This term  depends on the  
intensity of the control beam  |0 2|2- as well as the decay ra te s  7 . 70.
T he real part of the  susceptibility is proportional to  th e  index of refraction n  seen 
by the light, and thus indicates the dispersion of the m edium  (^ 7). For sim ple E IT , the  
dispersion has an antisym m etric shape centered around < 5 = 0  (see Fig. 4.4. red trace). 




rotations resulting from PSR  and the nonlinear Faraday effect.
We use the unique properties of an EIT  m edium  for the experim ents described in 
th is dissertation. In C hap ter 9, we describe how steep dispersion in an  atom ic vapor 
can lead to  changes in the group velocity of light propagating  through it. and investigate 
this effect while using pulses of squeezed light. T hen in C hapter 10, we describe our 
experim ents studying the in teraction of quan tum  light sta tes with resonant atom s, and use 
the  frequency-dependent absorption in an  EIT  m edium  to  m anipulate squeezed vacuum  
states.
It should Ire stressed th a t a three-level m odel is only an approxim ation of the  be­
havior in an atom ic system. To accurately predict t he com plete behavior of a  light-atom  
interaction, the full level-seheme as well as all decoherence mechanisms must, be included. 
Also, more com plicated models are necessary for reliable predictions of th e  quan tum  noise 
properties of a system.
4 .7  Q uantum  n o ise  op era tors
To fully describe a  system , erne must consider b o th  the  light and  the  atom s quantum - 
mechanically. including the noise of the  system . T his can be accom plished by  recasting 
the  wave equation, from equation 4.10, w ith  quan tum  operators,
c) \  0
—  k ( z . t )  + - — a ( z , t )  =  i g N & mn(z , t ) .  (4.83)
where g is a constant proportionality  factor. N ote th a t we now use the  annihilation 
operator to  describe the optical fields (£  —» a), and  the atom ic operators to  describe the 
atom s in place of the density m atrix  elem ents (pmn -> a mn). Now, the atom ic evolution 
can be described by using the  set of Heisenberg-Langevin equations [103].
0  _ i
01 a 'un = h r m„ +  F „m (4.84)
T he first two term s are familiar, being analogous to  equation 4.16 w ith the  in teraction 
H am iltonian V . and including the decay term s explicitly. In the last term . F m„ are the 
Langevin force operators, and are necessary for the  quan tum  description of the system. 
These operators will com pensate for the energy seemingly lost from th e  system  due to  the 
decays, b u t which can actually  contribu te as back action noise from the atom s to  the  light 
fields. For example, spontaneous emission will cause the population to  decay from s ta te  
|3), but the em itted  light can also add  noise to  the light field.
This prom pts us to rew rite ('([nations 4.31 t hrough 4.35. In term s of these operators, 
they will take the form
d u  — i a j d 31 —i d  13 +1 3] d 33 +  F n  (4.85)
d22 =  i 3-2 d 3'2 —i a_) d 23 + F 32 d 33 +  F 22 (4.86)
d r ) =  + /  a j d 32 — i &2 dm — Ti2 d]o +  F 12 (4.87)
d i3 =  +? aj (d33 — d ii)  ~  i a 2 d J2 —F 13 a xi +  F 13 (4.88)
d23 =  - i  a j d-2i +i  a.j(d33 -  d 22) -  Ib:i d 23 +  F 23 ■ (4.89)
These ecjuations must be solved to  find the evolution of the creation  and  annihilation  
operators. For this three-level system , the relevant propagation equations are
—  ai(~ , t) +  & i(r, t) =  i()\A d  13(r . t) (4.90)
t) 1 c)
—  aj(;r,/.) +  - — a  l iz. t .)  =  ig2N a 32{zJ) .  (4.91)
In the case of self-rotation, w ith a  strong linearly-polarized input field, th e  two fields 
described by a i and  a j  are the right and left-handed circular polarization com ponents.
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and the noise on the vacuum polarization can be found using the relationships.
E., = E~  + E~
E v — ~ i ( E ^  — E ~)
if E~  are the circular light com ponents (E\  and E? in th is case).
It is possible to  obtain  the Langeviu noise operators from the fluctuation-dissipation 
theorem  [104], Due to  their com plexity however, we cannot find an analytic solution to  the 
Heisenberg-Langevin and propagation  equations. It. was also found th a t the  full hvperfiue 
and Zeem an degeneracy spectrum  must be taken into account to  accurately predict the 
quantum  noise [72], Therefore, for theoretical noise predictions, we rely on num erical 
sim ulations such as those carried ou t bv A. Lezama. and in this d issertation , we inostly 





5.1 H om od yn e d e te c tio n
In section 2.5, we calculated the  variance of the  q uadratu re  operato rs X I and  X2. 
These operators correspond to  d irect observables, an d  so t he noise power of the  am plitude 
and phase quadratures can be m easured. An intensity  m easurem ent of the light., however, 
only gives inform ation abou t the am plitude. If a light s ta te  is am plitude squeezed, the  
noise reduction will lie visible in the light intensity, bu t for phase-squeezed sta tes, a  phase- 
dependent m easurem ent is required. Also, to  m easure squeezed vacuum sta tes, or squeezed 
states w ith very few photons, we need a way to am plify the quantum  noise signal to  levels 
above electronic noise, and do so w ithout adding m ore noise to  the system .
To achieve this, we make use of homodyne detection.  In  this detection scheme, the 
weak signal we wish to  m easure is mixed w ith a strong local oscillator (LO) beam  on 
a 50/50 beam splitter. T he two ou tpu ts  of th e  beam splitter are then  sent to  a balanced 
photodetector (B PD ). two identical photodiodes whose signals are sub tracted .
We start off classically w ith our two fields, the weak inpu t field w ith am plitude £;„(/.). 
and the stronger local oscillator with am plitude £i„{t), and an arb itra ry  phase c 'v com pared 
to  the input field. These am plitudes are described by their m ean values w ith tim e-varying
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quadratu re fluctuat ions.
£,„(<) — SiH +  SX l ,„ ( t )  + S X 2 in(t.) (5.1)
£i,M) = [Sio +  6Xl,„(t-) + S X 2 lo(t)} (5.2)
The m ean-valued am plitudes (£iu,Si„) are s ta tic  in tim e, so th e  noise of th e  signal will come 
only from the q uadratu re  fluctuations. T he two beam s com bine on a 50/50  beam splitter 
whose ou tpu ts are sent ter two identical photodiodes D 1 and  D2. T he o u tp u ts  are the 
same except for the phase shift in troduced by the beam splitter.
S di = \ f l T 2  £h,(t) +  s / l j 2 £ in(t) (5.3)
£ m  =  s / l / 2 £ lo(t) -  s / l / 2 £ m(t) (5.4)
The intensities of these beams, which will be converted to  the pho tocurren ts and 
io-2 , are proportional to  the  squares of th e  am plitudes. |£ m |2 and \£d 2 \2- We keep only 
term s m ultiplied by £i„, which is large com pared to  £ in. and  when the  photocurren ts are 
subtracter}, we end up w ith [2]
i - ( t )  ~  |£ m |2 -  I £  D2 12 ~  2£i„ [3X1,;,, cos \  +  3 X2,;„ sin \ ] . (5.5)
This equation for the detected  signal holds as long as the input beam  is weak com pared 
with the local oscillator (£„, <C £/«). Upon taking the variance of th is signal to  analyze 
the noise, we have
A /2 ~  4£f() [3 X I2, cos2 \  +  3 X‘22, sin2 \ ]  . (5.6)
We see tha t w ith hoinodyne detection, the  quadratu re  fluctuations of the  input are am ­
plified bv the am plitude of the local oscillator £,„. which allows us to  raise the noise level 
above the electronic noise. However, this signal does not depend on the  noise of the lo ca l 
oscillator (3 X,„). or on the streng th  of the input am plitude {£,„). By controlling the phase
\  of the local oscillator com pared to  the inpu t, we can select the noise q u ad ra tu re  that we 
measure; for \  =  0, we m easure only X I, and  for \  =  7r/2, only X2.
We find th a t the same derivation holds true for the quantum  case where the  ou tput 
s ta te  of the beam splitter is
And so we get the sam e basic expression for the variance of the su b trac ted  curren t as in 
equation 5.6.
where cv,„ is the  m ean value of the  am plitude of the  local oscillator field described by
the local oscillator am plitude and  the detection is phase dependent. N ote tha t the input 
s ta te  could be a weak probe, or even the vacuum  st a te  known to have nonzero q u ad ra tu re  
fluctuations.
It is clear from equation 5.10 th a t if the in p u t is a  coherent s ta te  or a coherent, 
vacuum, the detected  noise wall depend only on the  LO strength  o [o. and  will carry  no 
phase dependence due to  equations 2.38. 2.39 and  2.43. However, if the  inpu t s ta te  is an 
ideal squeezed s ta te  or squeezed vacuum, the  hoinodyne detection se tup  wall m easure
The subscripts r  and t denote t he reflected and  tran sm itted  states described by th e  oper­
ators
A,. = A m =  ^ / l j 2  ( a , „  +5 Xl.„, +& X 2 m)  +  y / l j 2  (A ,„ +6 X l, „  + 5  X 2 ,„) c* (5.8)
A , =  A m  = s / l j 2  (A ,„  +6 X l m +<S X 2t„ )  -  y / l j 2  ( h lo +d X I, „ + 5  X2,u)  e '* . (5.9)
(5.10)
A,„. Just as when trea ted  classically, the noise quadratu res of the input are amplified by
with noise th a t depends on the  phase \  and the amount of squeezing given by ?y (see 
equation 2.55).
In experim ent, to  actually measure the  variance of the subtracted  photodiode current 
and extract these quadratu re  fluctuations, we can perform  a Fourier transform  on the signal 
or use a spectrum  analyzer (SA). Thus, we are able to directly  measure the  quan tum  noise 
floor (shot noise), as well as the squeezing and antisqueezing levels of the light.
5.2  S p ectru m  an alysis
To m easure these noise levels, we analyze the  signal from the hom odyne detection 
to  look at its noise spectrum . As we saw in the previous section, the  difference curren t 
will depend only 011 the  LO am plitude and the fluctuations of the input s ta te , which in 
our case is a vacuum or squeezed vacuum  s ta te  (equation 5.5). Any de com ponent of the 
input sub trac ts  out and the noise of the LO is suppressed. To m easure the  noise power 
a t different detection frequencies, the spectral variance of this current is taken using a 
spectrum  analyzer or Fourier analyzer.
W hile an  oscilloscope m easures a signal in th e  time domain, a spec trum  analyzer 
m easures in the frequency dom ain. Fourier theory  sta tes th a t any tim e dom ain signal 
can be decomposed into several sine waves w ith different frequencies. Any m odulation or 
noise 011 top of an optical signal frequency, or carrier, can be thought of as a  sideband, a 
spectral com ponent a t a  different frequency. W hen 110 m odulation is added  to  the signal, 
the  sidebands are only present due to  the noise, w hether it be classical or quantum . To And 
the  noise power at each frequency, a Fourier transform  is perform ed 011 the tim e-varying 
function.
T hough the transform  contains an integral over infinite tim e, it can still be perform ed 
using a finite time scale and over a certain  bandw idth  of detection frequencies. Therefore,
(5.12)
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the noise spectrum  of the hom odyne signal can be found by taking the  Fourier transform  
on a tim e-dependent signal directly, with som e type of Fourier analyzer. A lternately, a 
spectrum  analyzer can be used, which m easures the current, power spectrum  as a physical 
value.
A spectrum  analyzer, which is often faster th an  taking th e  full Fourier transform , com ­
bines th e  input current with an internally generated  oscillating signal to  m easure the  beat 
frequency power. T his essentially will pick o u t the am plitudes of any sinusoidal m odula­
tions at cert ain frequencies. Tin: reference signal's frequency can be swept th rough  a range 
of detection frequencies. The mixed signal passes th rough  a narrow band filter which de­
fines the resolution bandw idth  (IIBW ), the  sm allest spec tra l component spacing which can 
be resolved. T he final output is also averaged for a certa in  t ime, the inverse of which is the 
video bandw idth  (V BW ). before being displayed. T he noise power spectrum  is m ost often 
displayed as a power ratio  011 a logarithm ic scale in decibels. dB =  10 log10 ( P / P r,./). W hen 
referenced to 1 m W . we find the absolute power ratio , such th a t 0 dBm =  101og10 (1 inW ). 
In this wav, the noise power in a signal can be displayed as a function of frequency, and 
the squeezed or antisqueezed noise will become apparen t by com paring the relative noise 
powers of a signal to  the  shot, noise level. A squeezing level of -10 dB m eans the  noise is 
reduced by a factor of 10; Squeezing of -20 dB gives a  factor of 100 less noise, and  so 011. 
There is 110 fundam ental limit to  the am ount one can squeeze a state  theoret ically, bu t the 
actual squeezing level will generally depend on the s treng th  of the nonlinear in teraction  
used, and  the optical losses or o ther experim ental challenges.
5.3 E xp erim en ta l d e te c tio n  sch em es
To m easure the quantum  noise of squeezed vacuum  st ates, we m ake use of balanced 
hom odyne detection as described in section 5.1. This can be achieved by using two different 
detection schemes, one in which the vacuum  field and local oscillator s ta rt off as separate  









FIG. 5.1: D etection scheme # 1 : LO-local oscillator. Sq.Vac.-squeezed vacuum , PB S-polarizing 
beam splitter, PZT-picw(-electric transducer, A/2-half-wave plate, NPBS- nonpolarizing 50/50 
beam splitter, B PD -balaneed photodetector.
5.3.1 D etec tio n  schem e # 1 :  In terferom etric
The first m ethod (# 1 ) is the more com m on for detecting  squeezed vacuum , and  m ust 
be used when the vacuum  field is separate  from the  s tro n g  local oscillator (LO) field. 
In this m ethod, shown schem atically in Fig. 5.1, the  squeezed vacuum field is com bined 
w ith the LO in a M ach-Zender interferom eter. T he LO need not originate from the  sam e 
beam  as the  squeezed vacuum  as shown in this setup , but it. does need to  have a sp a tia l 
profile m atching the  vacuum  field and a well-defined phase w ith respect to  th is field, and 
so generally, the beam s should originate from the  sam e laser. The two beam s should also 
travel sim ilar pa th  lengths and encounter sim ilar optics so th a t the spatial overlap is very 
good upon com bination.
The LO is directed to a  m irror a ttached  to  a piezo-electric transducer (PZ T ). which 
changes size when a  voltage is applied, and therefore changes the distance traveled by 
the LO beam. This allows th e  phase \  between th e  LO an d  the probe beam  (Sep Vac.) 
to  be swept. Recall th a t  the phase determ ines the  noise q uadratu re  being detected  (X I. 
X2) according to  Eq. 5.10. T he probe beam  and  LO are then com bined on a 50/50  
non-polarizing beam splitter (NPBS). T he NPBS ou tp u ts  two beams, each containing half 
the streng th  of the local oscillator and half the s treng th  of the squeezed vacuum  (see 
equation 5.7). These ou tpu ts  are then  directed to  the balanced pho todetecto r (B PD ),
where the signals are electronically sub tracted . The resulting signal is amplified by the LO 
intensity bu t only sensitive to  fluctuations of the squeezed probe as previously described. 
T he BPD  is m ade from two m atched photodiodes (H am am atsu  S5106) w ith 95% quan tum  
efficiency and a low-noise high-bandw idth  T I OPA37U operational amplifier. T his gives a 
relatively flat noise spectrum  in a bandw idth  from tens of Hertz up to  over 2 MHz. T he 
variance of the  resulting signal is taken to obtain the  noise power spectrum , using either 
a spectrum  analyzer or a Fourier analyzer.
For this detection scheme to function properly, the  probe beam  and LO m ust be
aligned with near-perfect spatia l overlap. This can be checked with th e  interference visi­
bility,
.  , I  m u .i I  m i l l  , ~V =    y y —  , (0.13)
Mm a .r  « J m m
where I is t he m easured int ensity. To see this interference, the vacuum field can be replaced 
by a stronger coherent field by inserting a half-wave p la te  (A/2) at the s ta r t of the  detect ion, 
allowing some tran sm itted  photons into th is port. T he polarizations of th e  probe and LO 
fields also must be the same, and so the second A/2 ro ta tes the LO field polarization  so 
th a t it m atches the  probe. A PBS or polarizer inserted  after the wave p la te  cleans th is 
polarization and allows for control over the in tensity  of the LO field. W ith  the proper 
alignm ent and beam  profiles, when the LO and probe intensities are m atched, a perfect 
visibility (V =  1) should be measured. In reality, we can achieve visibilities up to  98%. 
Once the interferom eter is optim ized, the first A/2 is removed and  the  LO is set to  a 
constant power, satisfying the  condition £ in <C £Ut. To calibrate the  detection  to  shot, 
noise, the squeezed vacuum  is sim ply blocked, which replaces it. w ith n a tu ra l coherent 
vacuum. It is im portan t to note th a t the local oscillator power (proportional to  £lt, or n/„) 
determ ines the u ltim ate shot noise level according to  equations 5.6 and 5.10. T his level is 
then  used as a reference for all o ther noise m easurem ents (see Fig. 5.3).
T his detection scheme has been successfully employed in many different experim ents 







FIG. 5.2: D etection scheme # 2 : C o-propagating LO. A /4-quarter-wave plate.
the phase \  is swept to  transition  from m easuring th e  m inim um  (squeezed) and m axim um  
(antisqueezed) quadratures. T he m ain lim itations of this m ethod come from the beam  
overlap and the  interferom eter stability. If the probe and LO beams travel a  long distance 
separately, or encounter different optics which change th e  spatial profiles, the resulting 
im perfect overlap will lead to  a degradation  in visibility an d  detected  noise suppression 
upon recom bination. A nother issue comes w ith the interferom eter phase stability . We have 
found th a t providing a constant voltage to  the P Z T  in th e  LO path  does not result in a 
constant phase angle \  stable enough to  detect a  particu lar noise q u ad ra tu re  for extended 
periods of time. Therefore, to  hold the noise at a  m inim um  or m axim um , active noise 
locking is required [105].
The noise locking is achieved w ith a  hom e-m ade PI feedback controller. Locking to 
the noise signal itself proved unstable, and so we instead locked to the  photodiode signal, 
which was m odulated due to  interference bet ween th e  LO an d  a sm all num ber of photons 
which leaked into the vacuum channel of th e  device. This allowed us to  stabilize \  and 
reliably hold the noise a t the m inim um  or maxim um.
5.3 .2  D etection  schem e # 2 :  C opropagating
T he second detection m ethod used in these studies solved some of the  problem s with 
the interference m ethod, bu t is only an  option for some of the  experim ents carried out. 
Detection scheme # 2  is depicted in Fig. 5.2 and was first used to detect squeezed vacuum 
in Ref. [74].
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In th is detection m ethod, the LO and probe beam s are never separated , allowing for 
perfect overlap of their spatial profiles. T he two beam s initially have orthogonal linear 
polarizations. Then, the beam  polarizations are ro ta ted  by 45° w ith respect to the axis 
of a PBS vising a half-wave plate. Thus, the  PBS splits the  beams w ith  an equal 50 /50  
ratio , and each beam  consists of the sam e am ount of LO and probe intensities. T his 
o u tp u ts  the same states as the NPBS in the first, detection m ethod (equation 5.7), and  the 
hom odyne detection works in the sam e m anner. After the PBS. the two split laser beam s 
are directed to  the balanced photodiode and the noise can be analyzed. T in1 balanced 
detector is identical to  tha t used in the  first m ethod described above.
In th is cast1, we need a different way to  change the phase \  of the  LO w ith respect 
to  the vacuum  probe. This is accom plished w ith a  phase-retarder th a t shifts the  phase of 
one polarization w ithout affecting the perpendicularly-polarized light,. We use a quarter- 
wave plate (A/4), which is placed before the A/2 and set, in such a way th a t the  ordinary 
and extraordinary  axes coincide w ith the  laser beam  polarizations. In th is arrangem ent, 
a sm all tilt of the quarter-w ave plate  introduces a controllable phase shift between the 
squeezed vacuum and LO beam . T he phase shift is the result of th e  beam s propagating  
through a different distance of the birefringent m aterial as the wave p la te  is tilted . This 
phase shift could also be accom plished using a Pockels cell, for exam ple, as long as the 
shift was stable and the losses rem ained low. Because the  two beam s are not separated , 
the phase between them  is stable and active locking of \  is not necessary. Instead, to  
change the phase, and thus the  detected  quadratu re , the A/4 is simply ro ta ted  to  achieve 
t he desired phase and then  held at a  constant angle with respect, to  the direction of light 
propagation.
To calibrate to  shot noise, a PBS is inserted into the beam  p a th  before the  A/4 and 
set in such a way as to block all photons in the vacuum  polarization, thereby replacing t he 
squeezed vacuum with coherent vacuum. T here is a small loss associated w ith this due 
to weak absorption in the polarizer, which decreases the shot noise level by ab o u t 0.2 dB. 
This will decrease the am ount of squeezing observed by th is am ount, but th is correction
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can be taken into account., and this m ethod is much faster and easier th an  removing the 
influence of the atom s by cooling or removing the  squeezing cell.
Due to  the increased detection efficiency com ing from the perfect beam  overlap and 
b e tte r phase stability, this m ethod has allowed for noise suppression levels of up to  3 dB 
in similar PSR  squeezing setups [74], However, in some experim ents and other m ethods 
for generating squeezing, the  vacuum field m ust be separated  from the  pum p field, and 
so this detection m ethod cannot always be used (see e.g. C hapter 10). Also, there is no 
way to separately control the  power of the pum p beam  ac ting  as the  local oscillator. The 
photodiodes then see much higher intensities which can lead to sa tu ra tio n  or an increase 
of classical laser noise which is not fully su b trac ted  by the balanced detector.
As noted, the u ltim ate noise power for the  shot noise will depend on t he LO intensity. 
This intensity, which is amplifying th e  quantum  noise, m ust be strong enough so that, the 
noise level is above the electronic noise, also called "dark” noise. In Fig. 5.3, we show' the 
shot-noise-level noise power com pared to  the dark  noise for different local oscillator powers 
(in mW ). W ith  these photodiodes. w7e see flat, noise spectra  over the detection  range of 
0-2 MHz, which are far above dark  noise. Only m oderate LO powers are needed to  amplify 
the  noise above dark  noise. T he photodiodes are also able to  handle relatively high light 
intensities when the signals are sub tracted , as seen in the  figure. S a tu ra tio n  effects can 
sta rt to  be seen at near 2 MHz detection frequencies for the  highest power (16 inW ). Note 
th a t w ith every doubling of the LO power, the  noise power increases by abou t 3 dB. This 
is the expected behavior for the quan tum  noise (Doubling th e  LO intensity  doubles af() in 
Eq. 5.10. which doubles the detected  noise power: 101ogU) (2) =  3.0103 dB). If there is any 
classical noise from the local oscillator which is not su b trac ted  in th e  balanced detection, 
there will be ex tra  term s in Eq. 5.6 proportional to  S X io and the LO intensity, and the 
noise power will increase by more th an  3 dB. This gives us confidence th a t the  laser light 
we use is shot-noise-lim ited in most cases, and  th a t the B PD  can accurately  m easure the 
quantum  noise.
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FIG . 5.3: Shot noise power vs frequency for several to ta l LO powers. T he dark  noise is the 
result of blocking all light. Spectrum  analyzer settings: RB\V =  10 kHz. V B \V =30 Hz.
CH APTER 6
Squeezed vacuum generation and 
optim ization in hot atom ic vapor
Most of the work of this d issertation  was carried  out w ith  squeezed vacuum  generated 
in hot atom ic 8'R b  vapor cells. In th is chapter, we describe the experim ental setup  of 
our hot atom ic squeezer and detail our steps tow ards the optim ization of squeezing on tin ' 
D] transition . This includes searching for squeezing on all of the four resonances. Fg =  
1.2 -* F, — 1.2. and looking for the proper pum p laser power, laser detuning, and atom ic 
density, as well as various o ther experim ental conditions to  generate the  m axim um  noise 
suppression levels. The level of obtainable squeezing is shown to depend on a com bination 
of these related  param eters. M oderately high squeezing levels were found near th ree of 
the four resonances, Fy =  1 —» F,, = 1. F(J — 2 —> F( =  1, and  Fg =  2 —» Ff =  2, w ith  the 
highest observed squeezing found very close to  th e  Fg =  2 —> Fr =  2 transition . Efforts 
to  discover squeezed light generated near the  Fg =  1 —> F( — 2 transition  as well as brief 
a ttem p ts  m ade looking near the 87Rb D2 line proved unsuccessful. W e also investigate the 
effect, of m agnetic fields on the squeezing levels and use th is  interaction to  create  a pulsed 











Rb cell in magnetic 
shielding
FIG . 6.1: E xperim ental se tup  fur hot atom ic squeezer: E C D L -E xtended cavity  diode laser.
A /2-half waveplate, G P -G lan  polarizer, L-lens. Sq.Vac-Squeezed vacuum.
6.1 S q u eezin g  g en era tion  ex p er im en ta l se tu p
For studies of squeezed vacuum  generated in hot vapor cells, the sam e basic setup  
was used for several different experim ents. This simple experim ental setup  is depicted  in 
Fig. 6.1. T he output of a DL100 Toptiea extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) is tuned  
to  the 8'R b  Dj line (795 11111) and can be tuned  to  any of the four atom ic resonances, 
then  actively locked using a sa tu ra ted  spectroscopy d ither lock [106]. T he laser o u tp u t 
is sent through a polarization-m aintaining single-m ode fiber to clean its spatial mode, 
achieving an axially sym m etric G aussian intensity  d istribu tion . The m axim um  achievable 
power after the  fiber is 20 m W . T he light then  passes through a half-wave p late  and G ian 
polarizer (G P) com bination, which serves as a  power a tten u a to r and. most, im portantly , 
produces a high quality linearly-polarized laser beam. T his beam  will drive the  squeezing 
process; the orthogonal polarization is initially a na tu ra l vacuum field.
T he laser beam  is focused w ith a  lens ( /  =  400 111111) to  achieve a 100 /an  beam  w aste 
approxim ately in the center of the  75 mm-long P.vrex cell with isot.opically pure 87Rb. 
The atom ic density is controlled w ith  an  active heater th a t  holds the cell tem p era tu re  
constant., anywhere between 25 and 85 degrees Celsius (±1°) for these experim ents. T his 
corresponds to  a 87Rb sa tu ra ted  vapor density range between 1 .3x 101U and 2.2 x 1012 cm -3 . 
T he vapor cell is surrounded bv a  three-layer p,-metal m agnetic shield, to  m inimize the 
effect from any external fields, and placed inside a solenoid, which gives us precise control 
over the internal longitudinal m agnetic field.
After the cell, we collim ate the laser beam  w ith a  second lens ( /  =  300 111111) to  a
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beam diam eter of about 500 /an . At th is o u tp u t, we have a beam  which is m ade up 
of the rem aining strong linear po larization of the  pum p, and the vacuum  field in the 
orthogonal polarization. Under th e  proper conditions, th is vacuum field is quad ra tu re  
squeezed. T he fields are then d irected  through fu rther experim ents or detection  schemes. 
The noise properties of the vacuum  held can Ire detected  by one of the  two m ethods 
described in C hap ter 5. The pum p field and  vacuum  polarizations are orthogonal, so they 
can be separated  with a  polarizing beam splitter (PBS) if necessary, or the  pum p can be 
filtered out w ith a high quality polarizer. E xtrem e care is needed to  m inim ize losses to 
the squeezed vacuum  field once it is generated to  preserve noise suppression. T here is an 
unavoidable 3% loss from the o u tpu t window of th e  glass vapor cell, and fu rther losses 
are incurred on steering mirrors, lenses, and  beam splitters, giving a to ta l loss of between 
5 and 20% depending on the experim ental setup.
6.2 P u m p  laser focu sin g
T he pum p laser int ensity is an  im portan t param eter for determ ining if PSR squeezing 
is generated and the significance of the noise reduction. Aside from the  inpu t power, this 
is determ ined bv the beam  size and  level of focusing of the  light w ith in  the  vapor cell. 
A sm aller beam  size m eans a higher in tensity  incident on th e  atoms, b u t while the  beam  
is focusing or diverging, there also could be an intensity  gradient th roughout the  length 
of the cell. To experim entally find the  best arrangem ent for our experim ents, we tested  
different- beam  sizes and degrees of focusing w ith lenses of different focal lengths. We found 
th a t while squeezed vacuum  is still generated  from an unfocused pum p beam , the noise 
suppression was less, and the pum p power could not be increased enough to com pensate in 
our experim ent. This led us to using a focused beam . Table 6.1 shows resu lts for m axim um  
squeezing levels observed for different focusing lens strengths. A short focal length implies 
a sm aller m inim um  spot size with higher intensity, but also a  smaller d ep th  of focus, and 
so w ith a long cell, there could be a large in tensity  gradient throughout the  atom s, with
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those near the  center of the focus experiencing m ore light intensity th an  those farther 
cnit. We found th a t the squeezing levels im proved for longer focal lengths, likely dvie to  
the  fact tha t the  intensity was more uniform  over th e  entire sample region. For very long 
focal lengths, it is possible th a t more pum p power was required, and more space is needed 
for beam  paths. All further squeezing optim ization and experim ents are carried out w ith 
eit her the 400 mm or 500 111111 focusing lenses. We also found tha t the  focal point of th e  







TABLE 6.1: M axim um  squeezing levels (dB ) observed for several focusing lenses, f is th e  focal 
length in m m , and the th ird  colum n shows th e  range o f pum p powers where th e  squeezing was 
present. Pum p laser tuned  near F;t =  1 —> F,. =  1 . Cell tem p era tu re  is 71° C.
6 .3  V apor cell se lec tio n
T he Rb vapor cell found to  yield the  best PSR  squeezing results was a 75 mm long 
Pvrex cell containing only pure 8,R b . PSR squeezing has also been reported  using cells 
containing some am ount of buffer gas, such as neon, which extends th e  spin coherence 
tim e for the atom s in teracting w ith the  light [71. 94], In Ref. [71] for exam ple. -0.9 dB of 
squeezing was m easured in a 75 mm cell w ith  2.5 T orr neon buffer gas pressure. We also 
checked a shorter cell (10 mm), in hopes of a  more uniform light intensity  over the  entire 
interaction length, but the available cell also contained 5 Torr of neon gas. T he length  
of the  cell will fact,or into the  obtainable squeezing because a longer cell m eans a longer 
interaction length (L  in equation 3.2). However, a shorter cell may produce sim ilar results 
as a longer one if kept at a higher tem peratu re  to  achieve the  same atom ic density. We
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observed a m axim um  of about -0.G dB noise reduet ion vising the sho rter buffered cell 011 
the FtJ — 2 ->  F, — 1 transition  at low laser power (~ 2  m\V).
However, upon full optim ization, we observed squeezing closer to  -2 dB near the 
Fy = 1 —> Ff. — 1 , Fy =  2 —> Fe =  1 , and Fy = 2 —> F, =  2 transitions in the 75 111111 cell 
without buffer gas. It is not im m ediately clear if the  difference comes from the  length of 
the cell, or the presence of buffer gas. W hile it appears th a t squeezing can be generated  
at lower pum p laser powers in cells with buffer gas. the highest levels of squeezing are 
seen in the pure 8‘R b cell w ith higher powers (ranging from 5-20 m W ). T he 75 111111 Rb 
vapor cell containing 110 buffer gas is used for squeezing production in all o ther hot vapor 
experim ents described in th is dissertation.
6.4  D e tec to r  a lign m en t
Most of the  squeezing optim ization w ith hot atom s was carried ou t using detection  
scheme # 1 , where the squeezed vacuum is com bined w ith the  LO in a M aeh-Zender in ter­
ferometer. T he exact arrangem ent and p a th  lengths varied depending 011 the  particu lar 
study, and  so the  figure of m erit for assuring good alignm ent and beam  overlap was the 
interference visibility. M aximizing the visibility assures th e  highest possible efficiency for 
detect ion of the  squeezing produced, and  allows for the results of slight ly different setups 
to be com pared accurately. T he visibility for these experim ents was always kept above 95% 
to ensure good beam  overlap and detection efficiency. Fig. 6.2 shows the effect 011 noise 
suppression th a t imperfect alignm ent or overlap can have. S tarting w ith a noise suppres­
sion level near 2 dB w ith  the best visibility (97%). we see th e  detected suppression drops 
quickly w ith a decrease in visibility (caused by in ten tional m isalignm ent), dissappearing 
completely once V =  90%. Interestingly enough, at very low visibilities, the  noise power 
does not se ttle  to  shot noise level, b u t to  some value above, meaning t hat there is excess 
noise as com pared to  a coherent beam . This could be due to  different spatial regions of 
the vacuum  and LO beam s beam s interacting. It is possible th a t the central, m ore intense
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FIG. 6.2: Noise power vs interferometer visibility V. The shot noise level is 0 dB. Visibility was 
decreased by intentional misalignment, of a steering mirror into the NPBS. Pump laser is tuned
to F„ =  2 -4  F,, =  1 .
legion of the vacuum  beam  contains the noise suppression while the outer regions have 
m ostly excess noise, which is then the part, being am plified by the LO when alignm ent is 
imperfect. These results show how im portan t it is to  have very good beam  overlap when 
detecting squeezed light.
6.5 L im ita tion s d ue to  c la ssica l laser noise
Unfortunately, our laser had ra ther large in tensity  noise at low frequencies, and thus 
the noise detection was not always shot-noise-lim ited. We dem onstrate this by shining 
the laser light onto only one photo-diode of the balanced setup. In th is configuration, 
the detector is sensitive to the  am plitude noise q u ad ra tu re  of the laser field. As can be 
seen in Fig. 6.3(a), the noise spectrum  is not flat an d  increases by 6 d B in /y /H z at every 
subsequent doubling of the laser power: traces (i). (ii), and (iii). In o ther words, the  noise 
spectral density scales as the square of the laser power, which is a signature of residual 
intensity noise (RIN). We found this to be due to  phase-to-am plitude noise conversion 
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FIG . 6.3: Com parison of the noise power spectral density  of th e  laser residual in tensity  noise 
detec ted  hv a single photodiode (a) and balanced PD  (b) for different laser intensities. Intensity  
of the laser doubles betw een subsequent traces (i). (ii), (iii). T he  bottom  trace  (iv) corresponds 
to  th e  dark  noise of th e  detector.
frequencies, and we detect 110i.se at the level of th e  stan d ard  quantum  lim it (SQL). To 
prove this, we open bo th  PD of the  BPD  and  carefully mat ch beam intensities arriving to 
each. As can be seen in Fig. 6.3(b), the  spectral density now scales linearly w ith the laser 
beam  power, i.e. it increases by 3 (IBni/v'TIz a t each doubling of the  laser beam  power 
(see traces (i). (ii). and (iii)). T he noise spectrum  is generally flat w ith exceptions of the  
resonant noise peaks from the electronics (compare to trace  (iv) depicting the detector 
dark noise). Com paring traces in Fig. 6.3(a), where one P D  is blocked, and  Fig. 6.3(b), 
where bo th  PD are open, we see th a t  we can easily achieve about 25 dB residual intensity  
noise suppression. Unfortunately, this is insufficient for tru ly  shot-noise-lim ited detection 
at frequencies lower th an  200 kHz. indicated bv the sm all rise above the  SQL level of 
the noise spectral density at such frequencies (see also Fig. 6.11). Therefore, while our 
squeezer offers noise suppression at detection frequencies as low as 100 Hz (Fig. 6.11). we 
are only shot-noise-lim ited to s ta rt w ith in this case at frequencies above 200 kHz due to
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FIG . G.4: Noise power vs laser detun ing  for several phase angles. Shot noise level is 0 dB.
Each trace  shows a different a rb itra ry  constan t phase-angle \ .  Pum p laser power is 10 mW .
Cell tem pera tu re  is 65.5° C. T he upper p lo t shows th e  sa tu ra te d  absorption spectrum  of the 
Di 87Rb line, w ith the  d o tted  lines indicating  th e  tran sition  frequencies. Isotopicallv  pure 
8'R b  vapor cell w ith no buffer gas present.
laser noise. This ex tra  noise can he taken into account in experim ents, as it should be 
present in the coherent and squeezed probes alike. To elim inate it. a high quality  laser 
w ith exceptional phase and intensity  stab ility  could be used.
6.6  D etu n in g  d ep en d en ce
One of the main factors determ ining the amount, of squeezing, or squeeze factor (equa­
tion 2.46). resulting from polarization self-rotation is the  light detuning. P SR  is a  frequency 
dependent effect, with antisym m etric dispersion-like lineshapes (see Fig. 11.4(b)). T he 
highest squeezing and antisqueeziug levels then  should occur where PSR  is greatest, bu t 
th is can be com plicated by the  Doppler w idths, power broadening, overlapping transitions, 
and satu ra tion  effects in hot atom ic vapors.
By sweeping the detuning of the pum p laser slowly across the H' Rb D] line transitions, 
we can m onitor the quantum  noise level versus the  laser detuning. T he results for such a 
m easurem ent are given in Fig. 6.4. In this m easurem ent, the  noise power of the squeezer 
ou tput was m easured, using detection scheme # 2  w ith fixed phase angles ( \ ). Each trace  in 
the figure corresponds to  a different phase angle. Squeezing is clearly present a t detunings 
near the Fg =  2 —> F, =  1 , Fg = 2 -»  F,. =  2 . and F (/ =  1 —» F(, = 1 transitions 
of the 87R b Di line, with nothing below shot noise detected  near the Fg =  1 —> F(. — 
2 resonance. This is in agreem ent w ith previous observations of PSR  squeezed vacuum  
generation [71. 72. 73. 74], Some differences in the squeezed and antisqueezed noise levels 
and their response to  detuning are likely due to  differences in buffer gas, laser power, and 
cell tem peratu re, though the basic shapes of the  noise traces close to  the atom ic transit ions 
are sim ilar to  what is reported  in Refs. [73] and  [74].
It is im portant, to note th a t a fixed angle \  does not guarantee the noise to  be either 
m inimized or m axim ized at all laser detunings. T he P SR  squeezing process o u tp u ts  vac­
uum  which is squeezed at some squeezing angle, 0„. This angle will itself depend on the  
streng th  of the ro ta tion  effect and the  laser detuning, and so the phase angle needed to  
bring the noise to  a m inimum or m axim um  will likely change with laser detaining. T his is 
evidenced by looking at the Fg =  2 -> Fr =  1 and Fg =  2 -> F, . =  2 transitions in Fig. 6.4. 
We see that, squeezing is obtained near bo th  transition  frequencies, but at. the pliase-angle 
where the Fg =  2 -o Ft, =  1 transition  shows squeezing, th e  Fg = 2 -> Fe =  2 transition  
does not , and vice versa. It may not be surprising th a t  near these two transitions, the  
squeezed vacuum  produced has different squeezing angles 0S, because the  self-rotation 
occurs in opposite directions near one transition  versus the  other (see Fig. 11.4(b)).
It is also evident that the op tim al squeezing conditions will not depend on only one 
param eter such as detuning, bu t on the com bination of detuning, laser power, atom ic 
density, etc. For example, we have seen evidence in support of Aglia at. al. [73], who 
observed tha t in a similar system, the  optim al detuning from the Fg — 2 transitions 
increases w ith increasing laser power. In our experim ents with lower laser powers, the
squeezing is m ostly seen to  occur at or near zero detun ing  from the  three transitions 
m entioned (0 GHz, .815 GHz. and 6.83 GHz in Fig. 6.4). and so we norm ally lock the  
pum p laser to  these frequencies.
6 .7  T em p eratu re d ep en d en ce
We now search for the conditions to  optim ize squeezing near each of the th ree tra n ­
sitions where it has been observed. We s ta r t by varying th e  tem peratu re of th e  R b cell, 
while keeping the  laser detuning and power fixed, to  find th e  optimal atom ic density  for 
PSR and noise reduction. By using equation  1 from  Ref. [97], and th e  ideal gas law, we 
can easily relate the R b cell tem peratu re  to  the  atom ic density. For convenience, Table 6.2 
shows the range of tem perat ures and densities used in our various experim ents.
T(°C) density  ( » )
25 1.29 x  1010
30 2.17 x  101U
35 3.59 x  10ll)
40 6.04 x  1010
45 9.48 x  10U)
50 1.47 x 10u
55 2.24 x  1011
60 3.38 x 1011
65 5.03 x 1011
70 7.40 x  10"
75 1.08 x  1012
80 1.55 x  1012
85 2.21 x  1012
TABLE 6.2: Range of tem pera tu res and calcu lated  atom ic densities for isotopieally pu re  8'R b  .
We expect th a t the squeezing level will improve as the atomic density  is increased be­
cause the  light in teracts w ith more atom s leading to  a stronger rotation (see equation  4.68, 
proportional to  ??,). However, obtainable squeezing levels depend on the  com bined effect 
of m ultiple param eters (detuning, density, laser power), and  the op tim al atom ic density 
will change for different sets of conditions. T he situation  is further com plicat ed by factors
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FIG . 6.5: Noise power vs Rb cell tem pera tu re . Shot, tioise level is 0 dB. P um p  laser locked to  
F,, — 1 —> Fr =  1 transition , pum p power 15 mW . 1.4 MHz detec tion  frequency. T he da ta  is 
fit to  a polynom ial function (solid line) to  guide the eve only.
such as atom ic noise and self-focusing, known to occur at high atomic densities. Therefore, 
we attem pt to  locate the optim al squeezing cell tem p era tu re  experim entally for specific 
conditions of our experim ents.
Figure 6.5 shows the dependence of squeezed noise levels on th e  cell tem peratu re  
for the F,, =  1 — Fr = 1 transition . We see th a t noise suppression levels improve 
with increasing tem perature, bu t upon reaching a certain density, the  suppression stops 
improving and the squeezing sharply degrades. T he origin of such degradation is not 
completely understood. One potential explanation is the self-focusing of the light fields 
as discussed in section 3.3. At these high atom ic densities where squeezing is degraded, 
the  squeezer ou tpu t beam  can Ire seen to  change size and shape as the  laser is scanned 
through resonance. T he squeezing pum p polarization may focus or defocus by a different 
am ount th an  the  weak vacuum polarization, leading to a m ism atch of the spatial modes 
of the  probe beam  and the  LO.
Figure 6.6 shows a  com parable set of d a ta  for when th e  laser is locked to th e  F v =  
2 —> Fr = 2 transition , our transition  of choice for most experim ents. Here we show 
the effect on both  the squeezing and antisqueezing. The tem peratu re  dependence for this
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FIG. (i.6: Noise power vs Rb cell tem pera tu re . Shot noise level is 0 dB. P um p  laser locked to  
Fg — 2 —> F, = 2  transition , power a t 21 niVV. 1.1 M Ilz detec tion  frequency. Left: M inim um 
and m axim um  noise levels shown. Right: Zoomed view of m inim um  noise. Polynom ial fits are 
to  guide the eye.
transition  show's sim ilar behavior to  Fig. 6.5, bu t w ith  a lower optim um  tem p era tu re  (for 
squeezing). T he squeezing levels w ith detunings near the Fg =  2 -» Ff, =  1 transition  (not 
shown) displayed nearly the sam e response to  tem p era tu re  and  a sim ilar opt imum density 
as for Fg =  2 —> F, = 2 . P roducing noise suppression on these two transitions tended 
to  require lower atom ic densities th an  for the  F(J =  1 —> F, =  1 transition . T his could 
possibly be due to  differences in response to  the light am ong the different transitions. We 
also see in Fig. 6.6 (left) how the  m axim um  noise levels (antisqueezing) are affected. T he 
m axim um  noise continues to  increase w ith tem peratu re , and  so the  optim al conditions 
for noise suppression do not correspond to  where one observes the highest contrast of 
phase-dependent, noise. This seems to  indicate that, at high atomic densities, self-rotation 
still occurs bu t there is additional excess noise coming from the atom s which degrades 
squeezing while also increasing ant isqueezing.
One should note that, Figs. 6.5 and  6.6 show only noise levels m easured at 1.4 M Ilz 
detection frequency. W hile we expect a flat, broadband noise power spectrum , this is not 
always the case, and the  atom ic density can play a role in the shape of the  noise power 
spectrum . W hile not well understood, this may be t he case because of atom ic effects w hich
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add noise at particu lar detection frequencies. We also suspect that, the  atom ic m edium  
at high densities can amplify the classical laser noise of the pum p polarization, which can 
then  couple into the probe polarizat ion.
It is also worth noting th a t the  optim um  tem peratu res for s q u e e z i n g  can change de­
pending on laser power, as well as unw anted atom ic interactions, such as self-focusing, 
which depend on the laser power. In the case of self-focusing, the d istance traveled by 
the  ou tput squeezed beam  can also be im portant to  optim ization of t he noise reduction. 
T he above da ta  was collected by recording the  m inim um  and  m axim um  noise levels ob­
served by using detection scheme # 1 ,  em ploying longer p a th  lengths. However, detection 
scheme # 2  guarantees shorter p a th  lengths, and thus may be less sensitive to  squeezing 
detection degradation caused by self-focusing, which can affect the beam  focusing at high 
atom ic densities. If the probe and LO polarizations are focusing by different am ounts 
after the squeezer, the spatial m ism atch of the  beam s will get worse w ith  longer p ropa­
gation distances, and so our first, detection m ethod may be more sensitive to  this effect. 
T his tem peratu re  dependence was also taken with relatively strong laser pum p powers 
(15-21 rnW ). We found th a t for the  Fa = 2 —> Fe =  1 and Fg =  2 —> Fe =  2 transitions, 
by using lower pum p powers ( «  7 m W ), and  w ith detection scheme # 2 ,  the problem  of 
self-focusing was somewdiat alleviated, and we m easured noise suppressions of over -2 dB 
for higher cell tem peratures (T«s 66°C).
6.8  Pow er d ep en d en ce
T he other main param eter influencing the  generation of quantum  squeezed vacuum 
via the  PSR  effect is the laser pum p power. We see from Eq. 4.63 th a t  the  ac S tark  shift, 
and thus the ro tation will depend on the inpu t light intensities. Also, a t high powers, 
self-focusing and satu ra tion  effects can contribute, and so the  optim um  noise reduction 
should come wdth the proper balance of pum p power and detuning.
In the range of pum p powers test ed, we found the squeezing levels followed a trend  w ith
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FIG . 6.7: M inim um noise vs squeezer input, pum p power for th ree  8 ,Rb tran sitions . Shot noise 
level is (1 <1B. Cell tem pera tu res are 73. 73, 57 °C  respectively and laser frequency is tuned 
directly  to  each resonance. D etection frequency is set to  1.4 MHz. Fit lines are  to  guide the 
eye.
increasing power as shown in Fig. 6.7. Here we show the power dependence of t he m inim um  
noise for the Fa = 1 —> F,, =  1 , Fg — 2 —> F(, =  1 , and  Fy =  2 —» F,. =  2 transit ions (left to 
right), while the  cell tem peratu re  and beam  focus are held constant. T he noise reduction 
appears to  follow sim ilar behavior in each case, improving w ith power un til it levels off or 
s ta rts  to  worsen. We can see th a t this allows us to  use relatively low laser powers for our 
squeezer and still obt ain good levels of noise reduct ion, one of the m ajor advantages of this 
squeezing m ethod. At the same time, the  antisqueezed noise levels are largely unaffected 
by the  pum p power. We also show the  full frequency-dependent, behavior w ith  a color plot 
for the  Fy = 2 —> Fe =  2 transition  in Fig. 6.8. It is evident th a t the  power dependence 
is not uniform over every detection  frequency. At. low pum p powers, the  noise appears 
to raise at higher detection frequencies, wdiile at high light powers, noise is added at low 
frequencies. T his may be part ially explained by the  classical noise of the  laser leaking into 
the detection a t lowr frequencies and high powers. However, we also suspect th a t  there is 
an ex tra  atom ic effect th a t ro ta tes  the squeezing angle, and therefore the  noise levels are 
different for different detection frequencies. This is again illustrated  in Fig. 6.9, p lo tting  
individual power slices from Fig. 6.8, where it is clear th a t th e  noise frequency dependence 
changes for different laser powers. Keeping this in mind, we keep th e  pum p pow'er at a
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FIG . 6.8: M inimum noise vs power and noise frequency for Fg =  2 —> F, =  2 tran sition . Shot 
noise level is t) dB. Ceil tem pera tu res is 57 °C . RB\Y =1t) kHz, V B\Y =30 Hz.
m oderate level to  m aintain a flat, noise power spectrum  w ith  broadband squeezing.
We note th a t we also observed a  frequency dependence of the  noise power while 
m easuring the tem perature dependence.
6.9 B est sq u eezin g  resu lts
By optim izing all of these param eters sim ultaneously, we have observed the  best 
squeezing results to  da te  for this lab. O ur goal was bo th  to achieve the  highest possible 
noise reduction, bu t also to  see th is  reduction at th e  lowest possible noise frequency, since 
for most applications of squeezed vacuum, the  detection frequency is im portan t .
Some of our best squeezing results are shown in Figures 6.10 and  6.11. F igure 6.10 
shows our m axim um  noise reduction of -2.60 dB (± 0 .3 ). We see th a t the  power spectrum  
is fairly flat, and squeezing is broadband, though th e  best noise suppression is seen around 
0.8 MHz noise frequency. This result was ob tained  with the  pump laser tuned  on top of 
the Fg — 2 —> Fr =  2 transition  of the 87Rb Dj. line, w ith a laser inpu t power of 7 mW  
and cell tem peratu re  of 66 °C. T he detection range of the  spectrum  analyzer lim its this 
m easurem ent to  detection frequencies above 100-200 kHz.
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FIG . 6.9: M inimum noise vs noise frequency for several laser powers tuned to  th e  F„ =  2 —► F, =
2 transition . Shot noise level is 0 dB. Cell tem pera tu res  is 57 °C . RBW =1() kHz. V B W = 30 Hz.
To probe these lower detection frequencies, we can use a Fourier transform  on the  
tim e-dependent photodiode signal as described in  section 5.2. We m easure these low- 
frequency com ponents with a Lecrov w averunner oscilloscope in its Spectrum  A nalyzer 
m ode (see App. C). Figure 6.11 shows a squeezing m easurem ent using th is m ethod. T he 
noise power is given in dB m /H z to  account for the different resolution bandw id ths used for 
different frequency ranges. We see broadband noise reduction of abou t -2 dB, with some 
suppression extending to  noise frequencies as low as 100 FIz. This is the  lowest detected  
frequency shown to  display noise reduction to  da te  for PSR  squeezing and  for wavelengths 
near 795 urn. Note the  red line which indicates th e  true level of the s tan d ard  quan tum  
limit. At low frequencies, classical laser noise overcomes the  shot noise, as discussed in 
section 6.5. b u t a reduction of noise is still visible using the squeezed as opposed to  coherent 
vacuum.
6 .10  E ffect o f  m agn etic  field  on  sq u eezin g
Most calculations of q uadratu re  squeezing via the polarization self-rotation effect are 
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FIG. 6.10: Noise spectrum  o f squeezed and anti-squeezed quad ra tu res vs de tec tion  frequency. 
Fa =  2 —> Fr =  2 transition . Laser pum p power =  7.0 m W . R B W =10 kHz, V B W = 30 IIz. 




























FIG. 6.11: M inim um  noise vs noise frequency for F;l =  2 - t  F, =  2 transition . Laser pum p 
power =  7.0 mW , R B W = 0.9  Hz. T„, -  66°C. D etection # 2 . SQL indicates th e  approxim ate 
standard  quantum  limit (shot noise level), which should he constan t over all frequencies.
ing generation, the vapor cell is enclosed in //-m etal shielding to avoid any effects caused 
by m agnetic field. We occasionally can run  a high curren t through these shields for de- 
Gaussing. to elim inate any held which may have built up near the atom s. However, if there 
is still some sm all m agnetic held present, this nonzero held will change the polarization  
ro ta tion  experienced by the  light due to Zeeman shifts resulting in Faraday ro tation . In 
this section, we investigate the m odification of quan tum  fluctuations of a vacuum  optical 
field after propagating through a R b vapor under PSR conditions in the  presence of a 
m agnetic field. We find th a t an external m agnetic field will always lead to  excess noise, 
and so will generally be detrim ental to  squeezing, bu t th a t  th is influence can be used in 
the creation of a form of pulsed squeezed light.
To gain some intuitive understanding of the m agnetic field effect on the q u ad ra tu re  
noise, one has to  consider the  effects of Zeem an shifts of the  relevant m agnetic sublevels. 
As described in section 4.4, a longitudinal m agnetic field results in phase shift between 
the circular polarization com ponents of the  input light, and  thus polarization  ro ta tion  
proportional to  the field. This ex tra  ro ta tion  and change of the detailings d istu rbs the 
PSR  squeezing process. Experim entally, an ex ternal m agnetic field is observed to  add 
excess noise to  the  o u tpu t light.
To m easure the  influence of the  m agnetic field on th e  quantum  noise, we use an 
identical setup to  th a t described in section 6.5. w ith  detection scheme #  2 as shown in 
Fig. 6.12. This type of detection allows us to hold the phase angle \  constant while 
m aintaining good beam  overlap. We focus on the Fg =  2 —> F, =  2 transition  for the best 
squeezing levels. Sim ilar results were observed for th e  o ther squeezing transitions.
In the absence of m agnetic field, we observe a  suppression of the  quan tum  noise in 
the vacuum field below the s tan d ard  quan tum  limit (shot noise). This suppression exceeds 
2 dB, and spans from around 100 kHz to  several MHz (see Fig. 6.10). To add  a longitudinal 
m agnetic field to  the  atom s, we apply a current to  the  solenoid surrounding the vapor cell. 
This allows us to  create a uniform  field of up to  several G auss aligned in either direction 












FIG . G.12: E xperim ental setup. T he description of com ponents is provided in th e  tex t.
Fig. 6.13 shows m easurem ents of the  m inim um  (squeezed) and m axim um  (antisqueezed) 
noise quadratures as functions of the  applied longitudinal m agnetic field. It is clear that, 
the squeezed quad ra tu re  has a strong dependence 011 the m agnetic field while the an ti­
squeezed quadratu re  noise level has a  much weaker response. We observed the  response 
to be fairly sym m etric around 0 field, m eaning th a t  a m agnetic field in one longitudinal 
direction has the same effect 011 the  noise as the  field applied in the opposite direction. T he 
noise level, bo th  for the  squeezed and antisqueezed quadratures, is observed to  increase 
w ith the addition of m agnetic field, never improving the noise reduction for the  squeezed 
vacuum.
There are several o ther rem arkable features of the observed m agnetic field depen­
dence. F irst, we verified th a t the  change in m inim um  noise quadratu re  caused by the 
applied m agnetic field is not accom panied by any changes in its phase w ith  respect to  the  
local oscillator. This m eans that, in Fig. 6.13, the lower trace  represents the lowest achiev­
able noise for each m agnetic field, and cannot be lowered by adjusting the  phase-angle. 
Therefore, for the best noise suppression, m agnetic field should be kept at a minimum.
We also had the ability to  apply a transverse m agnetic field by using a different 
orientation of solenoid coils. We observed that the  transverse m agnetic field has a much
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FIG . 0.13: Noise power (dB) of (a) anti-squeezed and  (b) squeezed quad ra tu res  vs applied 
longitudinal m agnetic field. Inset zooms in on sm all fields used for th is experim ent. The 
spectrum  analyzer is set to  1 MHz central frequency w ith  the R B\V =100 kHz.
weaker effect oil the squeezed quan tum  noise. In particu lar, we observed no m easurable 
change or deterioration of quan tum  noise suppression resulting from transverse m agnetic 
fields up to several Gauss, even though this is a much stronger field th an  we apply  in 
the longitudinal direction. T his difference is likely due to  the  fact th a t in the  Faraday 
configuration (B  || k). ro ta tion  is linear in the applied field, but in the  Voigt configuration 
(B i  k). the effect is quadratic, and therefore m uch weaker in this case [92].
It is im portan t to  note th a t  the overall ro ta tion  of the  linear pum p polarization due 
to the nonlinear Faraday effect is ra th e r small, and does not modify the shot noise level
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for small (B  < 0.2 G) magnetic fields. We also verified th a t this ro ta tion  cannot explain 
the deterioration  of squeezing since it cannot he com pensated for by optim izing th e  angles 
of the half and quarte r waveplates at the  detection  stage.
Given this dependence of the q u ad ra tu re  noise level on m agnetic field, by m odifying 
B : , we can change the generated noise level from a  m axim ally squeezed, to  shot noise and 
beyond. This provides us with ano ther handle for altering the quan tum  noise of a light 
state.
6.11 S q u eezin g  g en era tion  su m m ary
In this chapter, we have outlined the experim ental details for generation  and  op ti­
m ization of squeezed vacuum  via PSR  in hot s 'R b  vapor c ells. By study ing  th e  influence 
of such param eters as pum p laser detuning, light intensity, and  atomic, density  on the  noise 
suppression levels, we have found a range of condit ions where light wit h q u ad ra tu re  noise 
levels falling below the standard  quan tum  limit is generated. We have bu ilt a squeezer 
which o u tp u ts  a robust -2 dB of broadband  noise reduction at a 795 xim light wavelength. 
W it h careful opt im ization of the squeezer and detect ion, we have observed squeezing levels 
up to -2.6 dB (±0.3) below shot noise, and noise reduction at. noise frequencies down to 
20 kHz, and possibly as low as 100 Hz. T he m ain lim iting factor is classical laser noise 
which often couples into the noise spectrum  below 200 kHz and especially below 20 kHz, 
raising the overall noise level above the  SQL. O nce optim ized, the squeezed vacuum  gen­
erated  can be used as a  reliable quan tum  probe in fu rther studies. We have also studied 
the effect of an external magnetic field on the PSR  vacuum  squeezing generated  in hot 
87Rb vapor, and find m agnetic fields to  always add  noise to  the squeezed quadratu re .
We find this m ethod of squeezed vacuum  generation simple and reliable for the  pro­
duction of light w ith about -2 dB noise suppression of i t ’s noise quadratu res. Therefore, 
single-pass PSR squeezing in hot atom ic  vapors is applicable to  many optical m easurem ents 
and in experim ents requiring a quantum  probe.
CH A PTER 7
Pulsed squeezing generation
One im portan t application for squeezed light comes from continuous variable quan tum  
inform ation and quantum  memory protocols. Due to th e  steep dispersion possible in 
atom ic vapors under conditions of electrom agnetically-indueed transparency  (E IT ), the  
group velocity of light propagating through  such a m edium  can be drastically  reduced 
[107. 108], which can be used for quan tum  m em ory protocols [101]. S tudies of quan tum  
memory realizations based on the  E IT  effect have led to  several experim ents exploring the  
propagation and  storage of a squeezed s ta te  w ith E IT  [55. 56. 57, 109, 110, 111. 112] in 
connection to  quan tum  memory applications.
We have developed a novel technique which uses the influence of longitudinal m agnet ic 
fields on the noise levels in squeezed vacuum  generation to  create tem poral pulses of 
squeezed vacuum. This may be crucial to  th e  developm ent of a source of pulsed squeezed 
vacuum used in continuous variable (CV) quan tum  inform ation protocols. In th is chapter, 
we give a brief background of pulsed squeezed light production  for m em ory applications, 
and then  outline our m ethod of pulse shaping for P S R  squeezed light.
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7.1 Q u an tu m  in form ation  a p p lica tio n  for p u lsed  sq u eezed  
light
As previously sta ted , much of the interest, in squeezed light s ta tes  comes from its 
application to  CV quan tum  inform ation protocols. Squeezed light can act as an  inform a­
tion carrier which can be coupled to  resonant m a tte r  system s, such as atom s (warm  or 
cold) [53, 113], "atom-like" defects in solid-state system s (such as nitrogen vacancy centers 
in diam ond) [114], and nanostructures (such as quan tum  dots) [115]. Due to  its quan tum  
nature, squeezed light is a good candidate for testing  the fidelity of quan tum  memories.
Any experim ental im plem entation of continuous variable m easurem ents or operations 
recjuires precise knowledge, or b e tte r yet, active control over the spatia l and  tem poral 
profile of the involved optical fields. It becomes im portan t, for example, for reliably recon­
structing the  quantum  sta tes [116], and for m atching the bandw idth  of an optical signal 
w ith the linew idth of a resonant light-atom  in teraction  to  achieve optim al coupling [113]. 
Good examples of the la tte r use of tem poral pulse shaping can be found in realizations of 
maxim ally efficient quan tum  memory in atom ic ensembles [117. 118]. Recent com prehen­
sive theoretical studies by Gorshkov et al. considered a wide range of po ten tia l quan tum  
m em ory protocols [119, 120. 121, 122. 123]. such as: electrom agnetically induced tran s­
parency (E IT ) in a cavity and in free space, far-off-resonant Ram an, and a variety of spin 
echo m ethods including ensembles enclosed in a cavity, inhomogeneous broadening, and  
high-bandw idth  non-adiabatic storage. Theoretically, high optical d ep th  is necessary to  
achieve a storage efficiency close to  100 % for m ost of these memories [119]. In practice 
however, residual absorption and com peting nonlinear processes m ake atom ic ensembles 
w ith m oderate optical dep ths most practical. In these situations, shaping of quan tum  
optical signals into predeterm ined tem poral envelopes m ay be required to  achieve o p ti­
mal efficiency. For example, for E lT -based quan tum  memories, the efficiency of quant um 
storage for a given optical dep th  is fundam entally  lim ited by the balance between the
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compression of an optical pulse inside the lim ited length of an  atom ic ensemble, and the 
w idth of the transparency spectral window. Thus, the tem poral profile of signal a n d /o r 
control optical fields must be tailored to  minimize losses and store the signal w ith optim al 
efficiency [124. 125, 126].
Generating pulses of squeezed light and squeezed vacuum  however, can be noil-trivial. 
Many cavity-based crystal squeezers and atom ic P SR  squeezers operate in the CW  regime 
and generate a continuous squeezed vacuum  field. T he form ation of the  pulses has been 
done externally, using either m echanical choppers or acousto-optical m odulators (AOM). 
E ither of these approaches has serious drawbacks: an  additional optical element such as 
an AOM introduces additional losses, and may distort t he spat ial m ode of the generated  
field due to therm al nonhom ogeneities in its nonlinear crystal. M echanical choppers, such 
as ro tat ing slits, do not add any losses, bu t produce only tem poral envelopes of fixed shape 
and duration , which are not ideal for many experim ents.
One possible way to  m odulate the noise level of th e  P S R  squeezing is bv controlling the 
input pum p power, in  particu lar, lowering the pum p power degrades and  eventually kills 
the squeezing process, and thus makes it possible to  shape th e  noise pulses [73]. However, 
this variation of the pum p laser intensity  makes it difficult to  reuse the  sam e beam  as a LO 
and accurately m easure the quan tum  noise levels. T h is  problem  can be alleviated by using 
an independent LO field, but at the price of the increased com plexity of the experim ent , a 
lower quantum  detection efficiency due to the  im perfect overlap of the LO and squeezing 
beams, and a reduced hom odyne phase stability. In addition , we note th a t one cannot 
m odulate the light signal after it is already squeezed due to  the resulting  degradation  of 
the noise suppression.
However, pulsed scpieezed vacuum states can be created , avoiding m any of the above 
problems, by taking advantage of the effect on the squeezing process of an ex ternal m ag­
netic field as detailed in the previous section. This m ethod offers an im portan t step  tow ard 
using PSR squeezed vacuum in CV quan tum  inform ation protocols.
7.2 Q uadrature n o ise  p u lse  sh ap in g
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We see in Fig. 6.13 th a t adding a longitudinal m agnetic field has a d ram atic  effect on 
the noise levels of the PSR -generated squeezed vacuum. Therefore, changing the  m agnetic 
field B - with tim e, translates into changing the squeezed noise t,ime-dependence. By 
creating arb itra ry  tem poral pulses of the m agnetic field, we can generate a rb itra ry  pulse 
shapes in the squeezed vacuum  quad ra tu re  noise. T his met hod offers im p o rtan t advant ages 
since it does not change the angle of the squeezing q u ad ra tu re  with respect to  the  local 
oscillator, and thus allows convenient pulse shape form ation without- the need to  adjust 
th is angle as well. Also, a m odest m agnetic field st rength  does not affect the  st rong pm np 
field. Thus, th is field can be used afterw ards as a local oscillator th a t intrinsically  has the 
same spatial profile as the squeezing beam.
B oth the squeezing and anti-squeezing noise levels have a nonlinear response to  the 
longitudinal magnetic field (see Fig. 6.13) which m ust be taken  into account for the gen­
eration of a rb itra ry  pulse shapes. To produce the necessary m agnetic field pulse shapes, 
we use a voltage controlled current source, driven by a program m able SRS DS345 func­
tio n /a rb itra ry  waveform generator.
To dem onstrate the capabilities of our m ethod, we chose several different tem poral 
profiles w ith different param eters for the o u tp u t squeezed vacuum field. Fig. 7.1 shows a 
few exam ple pulse shapes: (a) a positive Gaussian pulse of approxim ately 30 /r.s duration , 
(b) a 60 /is negative G aussian pulse, (c) a negative 200 fj.s triangular pulse, (d) a positive 
1 ms square pulse, (e) a negative 1 ms Gaussian pulse, (f) a  positive 1 ms triangu lar pulse. 
Here, pulses deemed "positive" s ta r t  a t a m axim ally squeezed level and  show an increase 
in noise up to  shot noise, while for the ‘‘negative" pulses, the  m easured noise s ta rts  at 
the shot noise and then  drops to the  m axim um  squeezing level. T he desired profile can 
be reliably reproduced in the m easured spectral noise power by calib rating  the effect of 
the m agnetic field on the  squeezed noise levels (Fig. 6.13). We can use this to  determ ine 
the transfer function and  thus calculate the  m agnetic field pulses required to  produce the
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desired noise pulse shapes.
We see an excellent m apping from the desired to  observed pulse shapes, im portan tly  
w ith 110 degradation of the maxim ally squeezed noise quadratures, w ith the  lowest noise 
levels recorded (maximum squeezing) always occurring at zero m agnetic field. T he ap ­
plied m agnetic field is chosen so th a t the  q u ad ra tu re  noise moves betw een the  m axim ally 
squeezed level (~  —2.1 dB) and the shot noise level, following the pulse shape we desire. 
The pulses are sm ooth and continuous and we have easy control over their d u ra tio n  and  
repetition  rate. T his m ethod can be expanded to  any other arb itrary  pulse shapes (w ithin 
the detection VBW  and RBW ) by using the known relationship between squeezing and 
magnetic field.
T he shortest generated and detected  pulses are on the order of 30 // s. D uring the  m ea­
surem ents of the squeezing pulses above, we set th e  spectrum  analyzer central frequency 
to  1 MHz, the resolution bandw idth  (RBW ) to 100 kHz. and  video bandw id th  (VBW ) 
to  3 MHz while we m onitored the tim e-dependent noise level with an  oscilloscope. T he 
SA bandw idth  setting  naturally  lim its the m axim um  bandw idth  of th e  pulses or shortest 
possible detected  pulse. However, the  m ain lim itat ion 011 pulse du ra tion  was set by the  
hom em ade controllable current source which was used to  control the solenoid current. T he 
bandw idth  of this current, source was lim ited to  ab o u t 10 kHz and for shorter pulses, it 
d istorted  the  program m ed pulse shapes by adding unw anted transient effects. We can see 
the ripples of the set current in Fig. 7.2 when the  signal bandw idth exceeds the in stru ­
m ental one. Note however th a t the detected  squeezing accurately follow's the  d isto rted  
m agnetic pulse shape, illustrating th a t it can poten tially  be m odulated m uch faster. To 
avoid ring-down oscillations, we sm ooth  the sharp  fronts of the input rectangu lar pulse 
(see Fig. 7.1(d)).
This pulsing m ethod adds to the u tility  of PSR squeezing without m any of the  draw ­
backs of o ther m ethods, and can potentially  be used in CV quant um inform ation protocols. 
T he advantages of this squeezing generation m ethod  is its simplicity and robustness, good 
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FIG . 7.1: M odulation of th e  quan tum  noise w ith  different pulse shapes. Top plots: m agnetic 
field pulses applied to  the atom s. B ottom  plots: resu ltan t squeezed noise pulses com pared w ith 
the sho t noise limit, (SNL). Desired noise pulse shapes were: G aussian (a, b, and  e), tr ian g u la r 
(c and  f). and square (d). T he dashed lines indicate th e  desired pulse shapes.
or R am an transitions), and the possibility to  use the pum p field as a local oscillator for 
perfect spatial m ode m atching. T his technique is thus su itab le for tim e encoding of the  
quantum  states for quantum  com m unication and m em ory applications.
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FIG . 7.2: A 100 //.s t riangular pulse of squeezed noise. L im its of th e  current supply  bandw idt h 
cause visible oscillations in the m agnetic field, which show up in the  squeezed spectrum .
CHAPTER 8
Quantum enhanced m agnetom eter
In this chapter, we dem onstrate  an optical m easurem ent application for the  source of 
squeezed vacuum detailed  in the previous chapters. We present our experim ental results 
from studying an optical m agnetom eter, based on nonlinear m agneto-optic (Faraday) ro ta ­
tion (NM OR) [127. 128] in 8/R b . We observe a  quan tum  enhancem ent to  the sensitivity  of 
this device by injecting a  polarization-squeezed s ta te  of light. We study  the perform ance of 
such a m agnetom eter and  the m easured noise power sp ec tra  for several atom ic densities to 
determ ine the  conditions most favorable for high precision and  sensitivity. O ur p ro to type 
device reaches sensitivities of ~ 1  p T / y / H z ,  and is enhanced, due to  the  squeezed light 
probe, for a large range of atom ic densities and detection frequencies. We observe that th e  
m agnetom eter transitions from a shot-noise-lim ited device a t lower atom ic densities, to  a 
region where excess noise is observed resulting from in teractions of th e  light w ith atom s 
at higher densities.
O ptical m agnetom eters now reach the  sub-fem totesla/ v/TTz level of sensitivity  [88, 98], 
surpassing superconducting quan tum  interference device (SQUID) m agnetom eters [129]. 
Ultimately, such optical m agnetom eters are lim ited by quantum -m echanical noise sources, 
in particu lar by the photon shot noise at detection, spin projection atom ic noise, and 
the back action of light noise onto  atom s [88. 98, 130]. T h e  former noise source can be
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addressed w ith injection of polarization-squeezed light s ta te s  [36]. O ur squeezer offers 
great advantages for tnaguetom etry m easurem ents in its sim plicity and  low power require­
m ents. which would allow it. to  be easily m iniaturized. It offers about -2 dB of broadband 
noise suppression under most experim ental conditions, and  could be applied to  the  m ost 
sensitive, state-of-the-art optical m agnetom eters.
8.1 M a g n eto m eter  se tu p
T he setup of this experim ent is depicted  in Fig. 8.1. I t  contains two im portan t com ­
ponents'. the squeezer, which prepares the  polarization-squeezed probe beam , and the  
m agnetom eter, which can be probed w ith either the  squeezed or shot-noise-lim ited (un­
squeezed) beam.
T he operation of the  squeezer is discttssed in section. 6.1. We lock the  squeezing pum p 
laser to the Dj line Fg — 2 —> Fe — 2 transition  of 8 ,Rb w ith zero detuning  and  m ain tain  a 
power of 7 inW . T he squeezing cell tem p era tu re  is held at 66° Celsius, corresponding to  an 
atom ic num ber density of 5.4 x 1011 atom s/c.m 3. We find these param eters experim entally 
to  be optim al for noise suppression (squeezing) of 2.0T0.35 dB with respect to  the shot 
noise level a t frequencies in the  range of several kHz to  1 MHz. Once we account for 
detection noise, we see noise suppression a t frequencies as low as 100 Hz (see Fig. 8.4). 
The squeezed vacuum s ta te  in this case is linearly polarized in the y  d irection (orthogonal 
to  the x-polarized pum p laser field) as shown in Fig. 8.1(a). After the squeezer, we make 
a collim ated m agnetom eter probe beam  from the squeezer output w ith a waist size of 
900 //m. We must, trea t this probe quantum -m echauically and thus describe quantum  
fluctuations in bo th  ./: and y  polarizations. T he mixing of th e  squeezed-vaeuum  field in 
the //-polarization, w ith the strong pum p field in the orthogonal polarization, creates a 
polarization-squeezed sta te  [84, 85]. W hen we set, a polarizing beam  sp litter (PBS) at 
45° w ith respect to  the polarization of the squeezed vacuum (see Fig. 8 .1(b)), and thus 
split the laser power 50/50 for the balanced photodetector (BPD ). we make the detector
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FIG . 8.1: Experim ental setup. T he squeezer prepares an optical field with reduced noise p rop­
erties. which is used as a probe for the m agnetom eter. SM PM  filler: single-m ode polarization- 
m aintain ing fiber, A/2: half-wave plate. PhR : phase-retard ing  wave plate, PB S: polarizing beam  
sp litte r, G P: G ian polarizer. BPD: balanced pho todetec to r. Axes x and v coincide w ith ho ri­
zontal and vertical polarization axes of all PB Ss in our setup, axis z is along beam  propagation  
direction. Inserts show the polarization  of squeezed vacuum  (Sq.Vac) field and  laser field before 
th e  m agnetom eter cell (a) and righ t before th e  hist PB S (b).
sensitive to  the quantum  fluctuat ions in the  squeezed vacuum  field [36, 74. 131]. We use 
t his polarization-squeezed beam  as the probe field for our m agnetom eter and refer to  it as 
the squeezed probe. The laser power of this squeezed probe is 6 rnW afte r absorption  loss 
in the squeezing cell.
T he m agnetom eter itself consists of a  sim ilar cell of isotopically enriched 8'R b  w ith 
the addition of 2.5 Torr Ne buffer gas. The presence of buffer gas in the  m agnetom eter cell 
extends the coherence times for atom s in teracting w ith  the probe beam leading to  a sharper 
NMOR, response and a more sensitive device [94]. W ithout the buffer gas. the NM OR 
curve is too broad to  be useful for m agnetom etry. T he m agnetom eter cell is also enclosed 
in m agnetic shielding, but an in ternal solenoid controls the  m agnetic field (B ) which is 
parallel to  the direction of probe beam  propagation  (£). We also vary the  m agnetom eter
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cell tem peratu re  to determ ine the optim al atom ic density  for the m agnetom eter response.
After the m agnetom eter cell, we use a  detection  scheme to m easure the polarization 
ro ta tion  angle of the  probe through the  atom s. T he scheme consists of a PB S set to  45° 
with respect to  the probe light polarization, which splits th e  probe field at a 50/50 ra tio  
and directs it to  the balanced photodetector. T he signal from the  B PD  is sent to  an 
SRS SR5G0 voltage pream plifier and then  to  a Lecroy 640Zi oscilloscope to  analyze the  
response of the  system  to  the m agnetic field and also m easure the quan tum  noise spectrum  
(w ith the spectrum  analyzer feature enabled by th e  scope). We tilt the  phase-retard ing  
p la te  after th e  squeezer to control the phase shift between orthogonal polarizations and  
adjust, the squeezing angle of the vacuum  field relative to  the strong field. In this way. 
we can choose the  phase angle to  achieve t he m axim um  quantum  noise suppression in the  
squeezed vacuum  light. This is equivalent to  using detection  scheme # 2  to  m easure the  
noise, but w ith the m agnetom eter cell in the  m iddle of the detection.
We can remove the squeezed vacuum  field from the squeezed probe beam  by inserting 
a PBS before the m agnetom eter, which rejects squeezed vacuum in the  y polarization 
and t hus creat es a shot-noise-lim ited, unsqueezed, coherent vacuum q u an tu m  s ta te  in th is 
polarization, orthogonal to the x-polarized pum p laser. Meanwhile, it leaves th e  intensity  
and the quantum  s ta te  along the x  polarization of the probe virtually  unaffected (we 
disregard small optical losses inside the PBS). We use th is  norm al unsqueezed beam  to 
calibrate the  response of our m agnetom eter, and we call it the coherent probe. Such a 
probe allows us to  see the shot noise limit (SQL) of the m agnetom eter.
8.2 E xp erim en ta l ob servation s
W hen we apply a longitudinal m agnetic field to  the m agnetom eter cell, the po lar­
ization of the probe field ro tates due to  the  NM OR effect, and the photodiodes detect a  
signal proportional to  the angle of ro ta tio n  (for sm all angles) and the  incident intensity  
of the light.. We fix the intensity of light; thus the B PD  signal is proportional only to  the
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FIG . 8.2: Sample of th e  m agnetom eter response to  th e  longitudinal magnetic field. T he narrow  
feature a t zero field is due to  repeated  coherent in teractions o f a tom s w ith th e  light, field. Cell 
tem pera tu re  is 40° C, density  is 6 x 101() a tom s/cnvJ, and  probe power is 0 m W .
angle of ro tation. A characteristic response curve is depicted  in Fig. 8.2. T he broad  S-like 
response is governed by the Zeeman sp litting  of th e  ground-state m agnetic sublevels and  
their decoherence tim e subject to  power broadening. The tim e of flight of t he atom  in t he 
probe beam  is estim ated to  be around 3.3 (is, which corresponds to  a resonance w idth  of 
300 kHz. which in tu rn  governs the relevant Zeem an sp litting  to be about. 50 //T  for our 
S-like resonance. T he narrow resonance at. zero m agnetic field is due to  velocity changing 
collisions and repeated in teraction of the atom s th a t  diffuse away from th e  laser beam  and  
then ret u rn  back to  the  beam  [94. 132]. For such atom s, the effective lifetime in the  beam  is 
significantly longer, resulting in a narrower spectral feature. We a ttrib u te  the asym m etric 
shape to  the  presence* of o ther hyperfine levels nearby th a t break symmetry. We note th a t 
if we reduce the  power of the  probe beam  to  below 1 — 2 m W , the narrow resonance dis­
appears, since the probe beam  intensity drops below th a t required to  sa tu ra te  the  narrow  
resonance. T he sm allest detectable m agnetic field (i.e. sensitivity) of the m agnetom eter
I l l
is inversely proportional to  the slope of th is curve; the  slope is m easured on the  steepest 
p art of the response curve on the  left side of the narrow peak. T his narrow  resonance 
thus increases the response of the m agnetom eter to  very sm all m agnetic fields, and so we 
m aintain the intensity  of the probe light at the  level of several milliwatts. An easy way to 
boost the response of th e  m agnetom eter is to  increase the num ber of in teracting  atom s in 
the m agnetom eter cell (i.e. increase the cell tem peratu re). T he ro tation  signal slope (and 
thus the  m agnetom eter response) grows w ith increasing density  for sm all atom ic densities 
(see Fig. 8.3) but then tends to  sa tu ra te  since w ith  increased atom ic density, the probe 
beam  is a tten u a ted  which leads to a weaker signal a t the B PD  [86]. If the  density  is in­












FIG . 8.3: M agnetom eter response (solid) and probe transm ission (dashed) vs atom ic density. 
D ensity uncertain ties due to  tem pera tu re  fluctuations correspond to  the size of the m arkers. 
Laser power is 6 m\V. Cell tem pera tu res range from 25-70° C in 5 degree increm ents.
T he u ltim ate sensitivity is governed bv the  signal-to-noise ratio according to  the equa­
tion S B Z = ( d 0 / d B z)~16o, where 0 o / 0 B z is the slope of ro tat ion and 8<p is the noise level. 
In our experim ent, we use the signal and noise of th e  voltage response of the oscilloscope.
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which is directly proportional to  the angle of polarization rotation. T he noise level is set 
by the quantum  noise floor at frequencies higher than  200 kHz. Wo com pare the noise 
floors of our m agnetom eter under two experim ental conditions: first , when we probe with 
unsqueezed coherent light, which sets the shot noise limit,, and second, when we use the 
polarization-squeezed light probe. Sample results are shown in Fig. 8.4. T he left panel 
shows the noise power resulting from each probe around a 30 kHz detection  frequency, 
where a magnetic field m odulation has been added w ithin the m agnetom eter cell. T he 
noise spike resulting from the m odulation is the desired signal. N ote th a t the  signal is 
identical for the two probes, bu t the  noise floor is lower for the squeezed com pared to 
the coherent probe, giving an overall improvement to  th e  sensitivity. T he right panel of 
Fig. 8.4 shows the full detection frequency range w ith a m odulation now added at 220 Hz. 
This shows a broadband noise reduction of abou t 2 dB using the scpieezed probe, and 
dem onstrates the low frequency capabilities of th is device, w ith noise reduction  visible as 
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FIG . 8.4: M agnetom eter quan tum  noise spectrum  w ith  (a) shot-noise-liinited and
(l>) polarization-squeezed probe fields. Laser probe power is 6 m W . Left: m agnetom eter cell 
tem pera tu re  of 43°C w ith a m agnetic field m odulation  at 30 kHz. R B W = 28.6  IIz. Right: 
m agnetom eter cell tem p era tu re  of 35°C w ith  m odulation  at 220 Hz. The insert shows the  low 
frequency p a rt of the noise spectrum  ( 0 to  1 kHz) R,BW=0.() Hz.
We conduct this com parison at different tem peratu res and atom ic densities. T he 
results are depicted in Fig. 8.5. During these m easurem ents, we m odulate  the  in ternal 
longitudinal m agnetic field a t various frequencies to  ensure tha t the noise floor of the
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m agnetom eter is unaffected by the presence of a lternating  m agnetic field. In Fig. 8.5. 
the noise m easurem ents were taken w ithout m agnetic field, but m odulation can be added 
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FIG . 8.5: M agnetom eter quantuin-noise-floor spectra  w ith polarization-squeezed (light trace) 
and coherent probe (dark trace) fields taken  a t different tem p era tu res/a to m ic  densities of the 
m agnetom eter, (a) 25°C. (b) 35°C. (c) 50°C, (d) 550C. (e) 60°C, (f) 70°C. Laser p robe power 
is 6 mW . Spectrum  analyzer resolution bandw id th  is 28.6 Hz.
At lower atom ic densities (cell tem peratu res), when classical noise does not con tribu te 
much to  th e  overall noise budget , we see broadband  noise suppression of ab o u t 2 dB from 
hundreds of hertz to  several m egahertz, which is independent, of atom ic density  and follows 
the  input squeezed s ta te  noise spectrum  (see for example Fig. 8.4(right panel), obtained 
w ith the  m ost careful balancing of the  detector). High resonance-like peaks are due to 
resonant spikes in electronic dark  noise of the B PD  and the electronic noise of our solenoid 
current source. Note th a t in Fig. 8.5, one can see an  increase of the noise above the SQL 
level at frequencies below 200 kHz and especially below 10—20kHz. This is due to  residual 
intensity noise (PIN ) of our laser, discussed in section 6.5, making our de tec tion  not tru ly  
shot-noise-lim ited at these frequencies, even w ith the  m ost careful balancing of the light
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power at the PDs.
W ith  increase of the atom ic density in the m agnetom eter cell, we see th a t at lower 
frequencies noise grows significantly above the SQL level. The sim ilarities between the  
RIN power sp ec tra  (Fig. 6.3) and the m agnetom eter spec tra  (Figs. 8.5(d).(e) and (f)) lead 
us to  conclude th a t  this contribution of the  noise is from th e  strong x  polarization of the  
probe. This contribu tion  is due to  the dependence of the NMOR effect on probe power, 
thus the  RIN in the  r polarization couples into the  tj polarization noise th a t our BPD  
detects, due to  the  presence of t he at oms. To test th is, we block the //-polarized light wit h 
a PBS after the m agnetom eter and  com pare th is noise floor to  that of t he probe beam  when 
it com pletely bypasses the  atom s in the m agnetom eter. We find these noise levels are the  
same, (adjusted for optical losses in the cell), indicating th a t the increase in noise a t high 
densities is due to  the x-polarized noise coupling in to  the //-polarized field. However, we 
note some interesting dynamics: the  squeezed probe shows a  higher noise floor com pared 
to the coherent probe, where squeezing was replaced w ith a normal vacuum  s ta te  in the 
y  polarization (see Figs. 8.5(d),(e) and (f)). We conjecture that this is due to  the  back 
action noise resulting from strong interactions of th e  light w ith the atom s, since we are 
unable to  bring the noise level of the squeezed probe below the coherent, probe level no 
m atter how we adjust the squeezing angle.
We choose several noise spectral frequency com ponents from Fig. 8.5 to  b e tte r  illus­
tra te  this s ituation  in Fig. 8.6. Here. 0 dB indicates the  noise level seen using the  coherent 
probe (unsqueezed state). Note th a t a t lower atom ic densities, the squeezing clearly im ­
proves the m agnetom eter noise floor, and th e  noise spectrum  is nearly independent of the  
detection frequency. At higher densities, squeezing is degraded due to  absorption by the  
atom s and so we expect less noise suppression. We also see th a t a t th e  highest densities, 
due to  t he back action of atom s, the  to tal noise is amplified ra ther th an  suppressed. T his 
effect shows th a t  using squeezed light, will only improve the m agnetom eter sensitivity  at 
certain  atom ic densities and experim ental conditions.
We calculate the m agnetom eter sensitivity by dividing the  noise am plitude densities
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FIG . 8.6: Noise suppression level vs atom ic density  norm alized to  shot noise level for several 
noise frequencies. Positive' values indicate noise suppression, negatives ind icate  noise am plifi­
cation. T his level is found fry averaging the' coheren t probe noise level su b trac ted  from the 
squeezed probe noise level over 100 points (2 kHz) centered a round  the chosen noise frequency.
T he average uncertain ty  of ± 0 .35  dB is not included in the p lo t for clarity. Laser p robe power 
is 6 mW ,
(calculated from the d a ta  presented in figure 8.5) taken at 500 kHz. by the  m agnetom eter 
response shown in Fig. 8.3. Due to  absorption  and the  increased noise described above, the  
NM OR m agnetom eter does not benefit from polarization squeezing at all atom ic densities 
and tem peratures as we show in Fig 8.7. However, benefits of the polarization-squeezed 
s ta te  probe are clearly visible at lower atom ic densities for th e  chosen detection  frequency. 
T he m agnetom eter sensitivity can likewise be im proved for any set of param eters (detection 
frequency, atom ic density, etc.) where noise suppression below shot noise is observed.
8.3 M a g n eto m eter  su m m ary
We dem onstrated  an all-atom ic quantum  enhanced NM OR m agnetom eter w ith sen­
sitivities down to close to  1 p T /\/H z . This is th e  first dem onstration  of a squeezer at. 
















FIG . 8.7: N M OR m agnetom eter sensitivity  as a  function of th e  atom ic density w ith polarization- 
squeezed (a) and coherent, (h) (shot-noise-lim ited) optical probes. E rrorbars are  sm aller than  
t he size of the m arkers. Laser probe power is 6 mW . D etection  frequency is 500 kHz.
from a few hundred hertz. T his brings such a quantum -enhanced m agnetom eter into the 
realm  of practical applications in medicine and biology where the characteristic  m agnetic 
signatures are a t sub-kilohertz frequencies. T his is also t he first dem onstration  for a m ag­
netom eter which uses PSR  squeezing, which offers several advantages due to  the  sim plicity 
of t he m ethod. We note th a t the increase in noise below 200 kHz frequencies in our squeezer 
is not fundam ental, and can be improved w ith t he use of a  laser w ith less intensity  noise 
and an improved design of the  BPD.
CHAPTER 9 
Slow and fast squeezed light studies
9.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter, we study the  propagation of a  squeezed vacuum th rough an atom ic 
vapor of 8' Rl) atom s undergoing steep dispersion. We concentrate on th e  m edium ’s ability  
to  delay pulses of squeezed light, i.e. creating sublum inal squeezed light, an important; 
first step  for E IT  quan tum  memory. We also see evidence for superlum inal. or fast light, 
bo th  for coherent pulses and squeezed pulses of light . The propagation of quan tu m  noise at 
group velocities faster th an  a is of interest for fundam ental studies of quan tum  inform ation 
transfer. Slow and last light m ay find additional applications in certain  m easurem ent 
techniques such as interferom eters and gyroscopes [133, 134], This has prom pted  fu rther 
studies into the propagation of squeezed light w ith slow and fast group velocities [135. 136. 
137].
9.2 D isp ersion
In section 4.6, we saw how the  electric susceptibility  \  of an  atomic system  is related  to  
the absorption and index of refraction experienced by light in a medium. (See equation 4.78 
for \ , calculated for a  three-level A model of E IT ). The real and im aginary p arts  of the
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electric susceptibility \  are related  according to  the K ram ers-K ronig relations [82],
P  denotes the principal value, and the integral is taken  over all frequencies. This relation 
indicates tha t the absorption and index of refraction are not independent, and  so a  sharp  
change in the absorpt ion, which can be accom plished with a  narrow E IT  resonance, implies
For this reason. EIT-like interactions in atom ic vapors can to  lead to  a d ram atic  
slowing of the group velocity of light [107]. T he group velocity in a m edium  is re la ted  to 
the index of refraction and dispersion bv the  following.
in the m aterial to  speeds lower th an  c. T his is a necessary step in E IT -based  quantum  
memories [53]. A lternately, the dispersion can be negative (anom alous dispersion), leading 
to the group velocity of a wave packet being either higher t han c or negative in a m edium .
We investigate these effects for pulses of squeezed light, generated using the pulse 
shaping m ethods outlined in C hap ter 7.
9.3 E xp erim en ta l se tu p
We are able to investigate t he changes in light pulse propagation speed using a sim ilar 
experim ental arrangem ent to  tha t used in the  m agnetom eter experim ent, shown in Fig. 9.1. 
We generate a squeezed vacuum field in th e  first R b vapor cell and optim ize conditions 
for the best, noise suppression. T he squeezing pum p laser is locked to  th e  Fy =  2 —> F, ---
(9.1)
(9.2)
a steep dispersion ^  of the m aterial.
(9.3)
































FIG . 9.1: Experim ental setup  for group velocity studies. £?- indicates the d irection of applied 




FIG . 9.2: Energy level d iagram  showing m ultiple lam hda-sehem es between the strong  (solid) 
and weak (dashed) polarizations.
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2 transition , and the  squeezing cell tem peratu re  (T.M/) is held at 66°C. Here, the  linearly- 
polarized piunp field (./:) copropagates w ith the squeezed vacuum field ( tj) th rough the 
second vapor cell (w ith 2.5 Torr of neon buffer gas), resulting  in A-seheines consisting of 
the circularly-polarized com ponents of the light in teracting  with the  Zeem an sublevels of 
the ground s ta te  (see Fig. 9.2). T he EIT  resonance causes the medium  to  be dispersive, 
and results in an optical ro tation  of the probe polarization  which can be detected  bv 
the balanced detection. An exam ple of this ro ta tio n  response, (which is equivalent to the 
dispersion lineshape of the  m edium ), is shown in Fig. 8.2. T h is  response gives an  indication 
of how drastically  the group velocity of light is expected to  be altered. In particu lar, the 
vapor cell is shielded from external m agnetic fields, and  so we are concerned w ith th e  slope 
of the response curve at zero field.
T he am ount of ro ta tion  of light polarization induced by the nonlinear F araday effect, 
will depend upon the num ber of in teracting  atom s as well as the light intensity, as seen 
from equation 4.62. We therefore vary the p u m p /p ro b e  light, intensity in this experim ent 
to  study  the effects on the Faraday ro ta tion  and the  group velocity in the  atom ic m edium . 
The tem peratu re  of the interaction vapor cell (T/) is held constant at 50° C. Exam ples 
of the ro ta tion  response at several laser powers are shown in Fig. 9.3. Notice th e  narrow  
feature due to  repeated  coherent interactions, which was present in the  previous chapter, 
only appears a t the higher laser powers where this resonance is sa tu ra ted . Fig. 9.4 shows 
the slope of these response curves at zero m agnetic field versus the  pum p laser power. 
Because the feature w ith posit ive slope is absent at low laser powers, we see t hat t he curve 
in Fig. 9.4 actually  crosses zero, going from negative to positives slopes w ith  increasing 
power, when the ex tra  feature appears around 4 mW . Since this response is an indication 
of the dispersion of the m aterial, it follows th a t at this zero-crossing point, the  m edium  
switches from regular dispersion to  anom alous dispersion, and we expect to  see a transition  
from sublum inal to superlum inal light p ropagating in the vapor cell.
To gain inform ation about, light propagation speeds through the dispersive m edium , 
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FIG . 9.3: R otation  response of the m edium  vs m agnetic  field for several laser powers. T his 
response indicating polarization ro ta tion  is shown in a rb itra ry  un its  of th e  voltage m easured 
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FIG . 9.1: Slope of the ro ta tion  response (in Volts per G auss) around  zero m agnetic  field vs the 









FIG . 9.5: Noise power vs tim e for th e  bypass optical pa th  and  interaction p a th  where light 
passes through the second vapor cell. T he noise traces can be fit to  sine waves to  com pare 
the phases and determ ine a difference in group velocity. Differences in noise power level is 
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FIG . 9.6: Minimum noise level vs laser power for bo th  th e  input and o u tp u t signals from the 
in teraction  vapor cell. The input noise power is m easured along th e  bypass p a th . T he light is 
squeezed for noise levels under 0 dB. T sq=6d°  C. 7 /= 5 0 °  C.
pulse shaping m ethod developed in section 7.2. By changing the m agnetic field in tim e 
within the squeezing vapor cell, b u t holding the phase angle \  constant, the  q u ad ra tu re  
noise level of the squeezer o u tp u t will change in tim e (see Fig. 7.1). In th is way. we create 
a probe for the interaction vapor cell th a t  has a near-const ant, intensity bu t a noise profile 
which oscillates as a sine wave w ith time, as shown in Fig. 9.5.
T his regular noise signal, after traveling through the in teraction vapor cell and reach­
ing the detectors, can be com pared w ith a sim ilar signal which bypasses th e  cell b u t travels 
the sam e distance (labeled bypass). These two signals, which share a  trigger, are th en  fit, 
to  sine functions. By com paring the small differences in the  phases, we determ ine w hether 
the atom ic medium has caused a delay or advancem ent of th e  light pulse1 as com pared to  
the arrival tim e of a pulse though air. Given a sine wave sin (d> =  2ttf t )  w ith frequency / ,  
the difference in phase translates to  a difference of pulse arrival time by A t =  A <p/(2tt/). 
T he m odulation frequency used in these m easurem ents was /  =  2 kHz.
We also keep track of the  noise level of the  pulsed light com pared to  the shot, noise
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level (which is unaffected hy the pulsing process). Notice in Fig. 9.5. th e  light can only he 
considered squeezed when the noise power falls below the shot noise level at 0 dB. Because 
the pum p power of the squeezing ('ell is being changed on subsequent m easurem ents, and 
also due to  some small absorption in the in teraction  vapor cell, the pulsed noise signals 
are only squeezed for a certain  range of laser powers. Fig. 9.6 shows the  m inim um  noise 
level detected w ith respect to  shot noise versus the  laser power at the  inpu t and  o u tp u t 
of the interaction vapor cell. T he optical loss experienced in the in teraction  vapor, as 
well as possible light-atoin interactions, add excess noise to  the  light field and degrade the 
squeezing levels.
9.4  P u lse  d e la y /a d v a n cem en t m easu rem en ts
T he main results for these group velocity m easurem ents are given in Fig. 9.7. T his 
plot shows the arrival tim e of the  light pulse traveling through the in teraction  vapor (-ell 
com pared to  the  arrival of the sam e signal on the bypass p a th  for different pum p laser 
powers. Negative values indicate th a t  the  pulse through the atom s is delayed, m eaning it 
arrived to  the detectors later th an  the bypass signal. This means th a t the group velocity 
in the atom s was slower th an  that, in air. and th e  light is sublm ninal. Positive values 
indicate an apparen t advancem ent of the  pulse, caused bv e ither a negative group velocity, 
or a group velocity higher th an  c. This will indicate superlum inal light.. We show results 
bo th  for the coherent probe (in blue) and  for the  squeezed vacuum noise propagating  
through the atom ic medium (in red  and pink). W hile the magnetic field m odulation used 
to  create noise pulses on the vacuum  polarization left the intensity of the  strong ort hogonal 
polarization m ostly unchanged, there was still a sm all ro ta tion  of the  polarization  of the  
pum p beam  due to the nonlinear m agnetic Faraday effect in the squeezing cell. T his is 
detected  as a  small voltage signal oscillating in tim e, which can be used directly  to  make 
com parisons of the coherent ligh t’s group velocities. This m ethod does not rel.v on the 
noise of the signal, and is based on the strong coherent polarization (x) of the  probe
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FIG . 0.7: Pulse delay versus laser power for signals traveling th rough  the in teraction  vapor cell 
com pared to  those from the bypass pa th . N egative values ind icate  delays (slow light) while 
positive values indicate advancem ent (fast light). R esults for th e  strong coherent p robe (solid 
blue) as well as two trials for the pulses (red and pink points) a re  shown.
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undergoing rotations, and so we label this d a ta  th e  coherent probe. N ote the sim ilarity 
of the delay tim es versus power w ith the coherent probe to  the slope versus power from 
Fig. 9.4. There is a switch from slow light at low laser powers to  fast light at higher powers 
as expected, though the exact zero crossing points are different, and we m ay expect to  see 
more advancem ent of the light pulses at the highest powers. T he discrepancy is still under 
investigation, but may be due to  tem peratu re, detuning, or alignm ent instabilities.
T he rem aining d a ta  points in Fig. 9.7 come from  m easuring the  phase differences of 
the  tim e-dependent sinewaves in the noise spectrum  of the weak probe polarization using 
a spectrum  analyzer. W hile using this balanced detection  scheme and holding the phase 
angle between tire strong and weak polarizations constan t, th e  detection is only sensitive to 
the noise of the squeezed vacuum  on the y  polarization. T he balance of the light intensity  
onto the  photodiodes changes slightly due to  the polarization  ro ta tion  m entioned above, 
bu t this change is very sm all and does not effect t he shot noise or squeezed noise levels. For 
the iroise pulses, we see a  sim ilar tren d  in the  pulse arrival tim es as for the coherent probe. 
T he pulses are clearly slowed down in the atom ic m edium  by as m uch as 2 /is  com pared 
to  propagation through air for small laser pum p powers. Given the length of the vapor 
cell used (75 m m ), this indicates a group velocity through  th e  atom s of around 40000 m /s  
com pared to the speed of light c. As the dispersion flips from norm al to  anom alous, the 
noise pulses appear to be delayed less and show' h in ts of advancem ent a t the higher laser 
powers, indicat ing superlum inal squeezed vacuum.
However, we can see by these two trials th a t the  uncertain ty  in delay tim e is qu ite  
large, and advancem ent can not be shown definitively. W hile the  uncertain ty  in m easuring 
the  phase of the signal from fitting is less th an  ±  0.1 ps, th e  d ata  clearly can deviate by 
more th an  ±  1 //-s at, high pum p powers. Further investigation show'ed th a t  the effect, of 
the atom ic m edium  on the group velocity of the squeezed vacuum  depended very strongly 
on the input polarization sta te . We could not purify the  polarization after the squeezing 
cell w ithout introducing loss to  the squeezed vacuum field, and so the  polarization s ta te  
used as an input into the in teraction cell could change over time due to  fluctuations in
■P| IR H|H
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the tem peratu re  of the squeezing vapor cell (±1 °C) and affect, the results. T em peratu re 
fluctuations m ay result in polarization fluctuations tha t can lead to  ellipticity  and self- 
ro tation . unwanted in this case. Therefore, a trend  in th e  m easured group velocities 
may be seen over a short m easurem ent period, but under slightly different experim ental 
conditions, the results m ay differ. T he two trials shown in Fig. 9.7 are  taken over a short 
tim e frame and under nearly identical experim ental conditions. O ther factors such as 
pulse deform ation in the  dense atom ic m edium  may also have contributed to  the  increased 
uncertain ty  for the  noise m easurem ents.
It is im portan t to  note th a t while we do dem onstrate a  decrease of the  group velocity 
of the noise pulses, at these low powers, the  pulses are not squeezed because the pum p 
is not strong enough to  result in noise reduction below shot noise (see Fig. 9.6). To 
dem onstrate th a t the light can be slowed while m aintain ing its noise reduction, one could 
use a sufficiently strong pum p power to produce squeezed light, bu t lower the in teraction  
probe power by a ttenua ting  the  strong  x  polarization only, or bv using a separate control 
beam  to facilitate an E IT  interaction.
9.5 C h ap ter su m m ary
We have dem onstrated  an experim ental setup  which can  be used to  investigate the 
dispersive properties of an  atom ic vapor and  the associated changes to  the group velocity 
of squeezed vacuum sta tes of light. By taking advantage of th e  influence th a t  th e  m agnetic 
field lias on the noise of light during PSR  squeezing generation, we show th a t we can effec­
tively create pulses in the  noise of squeezed vacuum  to be used in applications related  to  
quantum  memory. We show the first step  to  such a  m em ory protocol, the  slowing of pulses 
of light in an atom ic medium  due to  steep dispersion. We observe b o th  sublum inal anti 
superlnm inal light m easured using intensity  m odulation of th e  strong probe polarization. 
The m easured advancement or delay depended on the laser power due to  the dispersive 
response of the medium. W hile m easuring the arrival of tem poral pulses in the  noise of
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the (signal, we confirm the slowing of light and also see indications of fast light where the 
pulses are squeezed. This claim , however, is not definitive due to the  large uncertain ties 
seen when m easuring the noise pulses, resulting from a  strong sensitivity  to  the  input 
polarization state.
This setup could be im proved by having b e tte r  control over the  s ta tes  of light which 
are input into the in teraction  cell. This includes im proving the tem p era tu re  stab ilization  
in the  squeezing cell and stabilizing the polarization  of the  probe. Also, by using a  sepa­
ra te  control beam  in the  in teraction  cell, an  experim enter could achieve a  larger range of 
absorption effects, and therefore have b e tte r  control over th e  dispersion lineshape of the  
m aterial. This would allow for more flexibility of th e  m ethod and can be used to  achieve 
the very low group velocities necessary for quan tum  m em ory protocols. As it stands, 
this experim ental setup using pulsed P SR  squeezed vacuum  generation appears to  Ire well 
suited for such studies where the goal is to  store and  recall a  quantum  s ta te  of light.
CH APTER 10 
EIT noise filtering experim ents
10.1 In trod u ction
We saw in the previous chapters th a t  squeezed light can have m ultiple uses ranging 
from optical m easurem ent to  quan tum  inform ation. However, w ithout tools to  effectively 
m anipulate the  noise properties of squeezed states, their applications are som ew hat lim ited. 
In the  following section, we focus on another aspect of the interact ion of squeezed vacuum  
and electrom agnet ically-induced transparency, in which we can use E IT  as a  frequency- 
dependent filter to m anipulate the noise properties of the squeezed states.
T his type of filtering of the  squeezing am plitude has been dem onstrated  by several 
groups [55. 56. 57. 109, 110. I l l ,  112] using nonlinear crystal squeezers in application  
to  atom ic quantum  memories. However, m anipulation of the squeezing am plitude and  
squeezing angle can be im portant in and of itself in precision m easurem ents as well. In 
particu lar, enhancing the  sensitivity of large interferom eters (such as LIGO) w ith  squeezed 
light, requires large degrees of squeezing as well as frequency-dependent- squeezing angles, 
to  com bat the  shot, noise at high detection frequencies and radiation  pressure a t low fre­
quencies [138]. Such a  m anipulation of squeezing is possible with an  optical cavity [139]. 
but it requires a narrow cavity linew idth below 1 kHz. set by LIG O ’s in ternal cavities.
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Such a high finesse cavity would be large and bulky (on the  order of 10 m eters or larger) 
even with ultra-high reflecting mirrors.
It was suggested by Mikhailov et al. [140] th a t narrow optical transm ission resonance's 
arising from coherent interaction w ith  atom s (E IT  resonances) could be used to create 
frequency-dependent filters for the q u ad ra tu re  noise am plitude and angle in squeezed light 
states to  Ire used in gravitational wave detection. The previous exam ples dem onstrating  
E IT  filtering have been able to show the am plitude filtering effect of squeezed vacuum , 
but the frequency-dependent squeezing angle m anipulation has not vet, been dem onstrated . 
Also, these dem onstrations have relied on squeezing generation using frequency doubling 
nonlinear crystals for optical param etric oscillators (O PO s). While th is m ethod has been 
shown to generate high noise reductions, th e  squeezing has not been shown to extend 
down to  the lower wavelengths required for E IT  experim ents due to  increased losses in 
the nonlinear crystals. As a result, groups using nonlinear crystal based squeezers for 
EIT  experim ents, w ith Rb atom s a t 795 mil, typically use around -3 dB noise suppressed 
squeezed s ta tes  [56, 109. 110, 111, 112]. C rystal squeezing also suffers from a high experi­
m ental com plexity and high laser power requirem ents.
Here, we dem onstrate  the EIT  noise am plitude filtering and  possible frequency-dependent 
squeezing angle m anipulation in an experim ental se tup  using only atom ic vapors, for bo th  
squeezing generation and m anipulation. We use our atom ic PSR squeezer to  generate 
squeezed vacuum  th a t will then be filtered in an E IT  medium. This is studied in two 
different configurations of E IT , first where the  A-scheme uses two ground s ta te  Zeem an 
sublevels, and second, using two ground s ta te  hvperfine sublevels. These two cases of 
EIT are com pared because different E IT  characteristics can be a ttained  for different con­
figurations; for example different configurations m ay have different param eters  such as 
peak transm ission and lineshape sym m etry. T he desired properties of th e  E IT  interact ion 
used in an  experiment, will depend on the applications. Advantages and experim ental 
complexities for these two cases of E IT  filtering will be discussed.
T he generated noise suppression of upwards of -2 dB a t low sideband frequencies (20
kHz - 2 MHz) [37], as well as the simple all-atom ic experim ental design, using low laser 
powers and neither nonlinear crystals nor optical cavities, make our setup  prom ising for 
this filtering application. We also study sources of excess noise which can couple into 
the system . U ndeistanding  the  in teraction of squeezed vacuum  w ith  EIT-like m edia is 
im portant not only in filtering, bu t also for vapor quan tu m  memory protocols and o ther 
experim ents using quan tum  states of ligh t.
10.2 T h eory
Using Caves and Shum aker’s tw o-photon formalism  [7], we sta rt w ith the following ex­
pressions for am plitude (X I )  and phase (X2) quadratu re  operators (equations 2.62, 2.63),
X i  =  a(qy) +  0 )  +  a t (a,’o -  Q) ^
X2 =  afa,» +  n ) - & t ( a ; o - n ) ) (102)
in term s of the sideband frequency Q w ith respect, to  the light carrier frequency uj0. T he 
quantum  noise power of the corresponding quad ra tu re  is equal to  the  variance of the
quadratu re, V I =  V2 =  1/4 for coherent states. In this experim ent, we initially  m easure
noise powers of about -2 dB for the  m inim um  (sepxeezed) quadratu re  and 8 dB for the  
m axim um  (antisqueezed) noise q uadratu re  (see for exam ple figure 10.3).
W hen a quantum  light s ta te  in teracts w ith a  m edium  which has the com plex field 
transm ission coefficient
T (« 0 ± f i )  = T ± e ,'e ± ! (10.3)
due to  the changes to light t ransmission and  phase, the noise levels are altered  according 













FIG . 10.1: Illustration  of a Lorentzian transm ission profile, ujo is th e  carrier frequency. 7+ are 
th e  transm issions a t  the  sideband frequencies Sl±.
Here. A ± = \{ T + ±  T -) .  The term s T± are th e  transm issions a t the positive and negative 
sideband frequencies, ±12 with respect to  the  carrier u;0. as illustrated  for a sym m etric 
Lorentzian in Fig. 10.1.
We use a  beam splitter model to  approxim ate the E IT  medium as a  passive a tten u ­
ator of the light intensities. T he first term  of th e  above equation corresponds to  a tte n ­
uation /abso rp tion  of th e  propagating  field. The second takes into account the  n a tu ra l 
vacuum sta te , which couples in and replaces the absorbed inpu t field due to  the loss. In 
the experim ent, noise values are m easured w ith respect to  th e  shot noise, and so the nor­
m alization to  the vacuum  noise (V' =  1/4) is already taken care of and does not appear in 
the above equation.
Due to accum ulated phase shifts of the  positive and negative sidebands, th e  squeezed 
s ta te  might also experience a ro ta tion  of the  squeezing angle by
o  =  i ( e + ± © _ ) .  ( i o .o)
For a sym m etric resonance lineshape w ith respect to  u>o. the  K ram ers-K ronig relationships 
d ictate tha t 0 +  =  —0 _ .  thus o  is zero and no ro ta tio n  occurs.
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Given the input noise for the squeezed and antisqueezed quadratu res of a signal, and 
knowing the light transm ission lineshape through EIT , we can use these equations to  pre­
dict the ou tput q uadratu re  noise levels. The trea tm en t is identical for bo th  the  Zeeman 
and hyperfine E IT  configurations where we are only concerned with changes to  the noise 
brought about due to  the  transm ission shape of the  m edium . In the following examples, 
the  EIT  medium can act as a  low-pass filter for the quan tum  noise of the scjueezed probe. 
W hen the EIT  transm ission window is centered 011 the carrier frequency u>o. the highest 
transm ission will occur for sideband frequencies (± f i)  close to  the carrier. Therefore, cor­
related pairs of photons at these low sideband frequencies will not be absorbed, while at 
higher sideband frequencies, where the  atom ic m edium  is less transm issive, the  correlated  
pairs will be absorbed, and th e  squeezed noise will be replaced by shot noise. T his should 
result in high levels of squeezed and antisqueezed q u ad ra tu re  noise a t low detection  fre­
quencies which is filtered out a t higher frequencies depending 011 the E IT  linew idth. Also, 
if the transparency window is asym m etric, the  unequal absorption of pho ton  pairs can lead 
to  a phase shift between them , and a ro ta tion  of the  squeezing angle.
10.3 Z eem an E IT
As described in section 4.6. a transparency  window can be created for a probe field 
in an atom ic vapor, when a control light field of the appropriate  frequency is provided, 
forming a  A-scheme. F irst, we show the filtering results when the  A-scheme uses two 
Zeeman sublevels of the Fy =  2 groundstate. T he choice of th e  energy level configuration 
will depend on the  exact application and desired transm ission properties or filter shape. 
Zeeman EIT  is easily achieved because the control field is tuned  very close to  the probe 
frequency (4 <  MHz), and can originate from the squeezing pum p light m odulated  by 
acousto-optical m odulators (AOMs).





V  B PDSq Bypass
FIG . 10.2: Experim ental setup: A/2- half-wave plate. A/4- quarter-w ave p late , Sq- Squeezed 
vacuum , LO- Local oscillator. AOM- A cousto-optical m odulator, B PD - Balanced photodetector.
T he insert shows relevant 8 'R b  sublevels and  optical fields. T he  weak probe field is depicted 
w ith dashed lines, the control w ith solid. 5 is th e  tw o-photon detuning.
T he arrangem ent of our experim ent using Zeeman E IT  is shown in F igure 10.2. Its 
three m ain com ponents are the squeezer, where squeezed vacuum is generated , the E IT  
cell, where filtering occurs, and the balanced hom odvne detector, which boosts the  optical 
quantum  noise above the  electronic dark  noise, allowing it to  be m easured. T he squeezer 
used for these studies is unchanged from th a t described in section 6.1, and  we make use 
of detection scheme # 1 . where the  squeezed vacuum is separated  from the  LO prior to 
detection. T he squeezing cell again contains pure isotopicallv-enriched 87R b vapor while 
the E IT  cell contains an additional 2.5 T  neon buffer gas ju s t as in the previous two studies.
For this study, we lock the pum p laser to  the Fg =  2 -A F, = 2 transit ion of 8'R b  to 
generate squeezed vacuum at this frequency. For the  best squeezing conditions, we choose 
an atom ic density of around 2.9 x 10u  (corresponding to the cell tem peratu re  of
58°C) and input laser powers ranging from 10-20 mW . We measure noise suppressions of 
up to  2 dB for the squeezed quadratu re , as well as several dB of antisqueezing. We separate 
this squeezed vacuum field from the  orthogonal strong pum p laser field w ith a PBS after 
the squeezer. The squeezed vacuum field can be directed straight into th e  detection optics 
bypassing the E IT  filter cell (Sq Bypass) to  check th e  prepared squeezed noise levels, or it
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can be directed through the EIT  vapor cell (Sq) and  then to  detection.
In each m easurem ent, we can com pare the  original squeezing levels w ith  those modified 
by the E IT  filter by sending the squeezed vacuum  around th e  EIT cell instead of th rough  
it using flipper m irrors in the beam  path . We can also com pare the m easured noise levels 
to  the shot noise by com pletely blocking th e  squeezed vacuum  state, thereby replacing it 
with norm al vacuum which combines w ith th e  LO.
To facilitate E IT , we split the  power of the strong laser field from the o u tp u t of th e  
squeezer and use part of it as the E IT  cont rol field, which overlaps and  propagates almost 
colinearlv w ith the squeezed vacuum  th rough the  E IT  vapor cell. T he quarter-w ave plates 
on either side of the E IT  cell are used to  convert th e  polarizations of the squeezed and  
control light fields to  circular orthogonal polarizations while traveling through  the  E IT  
cell, and then  back to linear after the cell. We then  separate  the squeezed beam  from the  
control w ith two polarizing beam  sp litters (PBS) to  improve polarization separation, and  
send it to  the hom odyne detector. To fu rther reduce the E IT  control field influence, we 
introduced a slight angular m isalignm ent between th e  beam s so most of the  control field 
misses our photodiodes and thus does not in troduce large background light levels. Since 
the circularly-polarized control field is very strong, it optically pum ps most of the  atom s 
into the  F = 2 , m F= -2 ground sublevel, and effectively creates a  single A configuration w ith 
the squeezed field and Zeeman sublevels of R b (see insert in Fig. 10.2).
To characterize an  EIT  resonance, we send a weak coherent p robe field (instead  of 
a squeezed field) into the  E IT  cell by introducing a  half-wave plate after the  squeezer. 
Since the  EIT  signal depends on the  tw o-photon detuning, we sweep th is detuning. This 
is accomplished by two different, but essentially equivalent methods. In first case, we 
change the detuning of the control field w ith  two acousto-optical m odulators (AOM s), 
taking the  negative and positive first order beam s, shifted by -8 0  MHz and 80 +  5 MIIz 
respectively. T he resulting control field is detuned  from the probe by S. and we have full 
control over the two-photon detuning. We find th a t due to  th e  A C-Stark shift induced by 
the control field, the E IT  resonance is centered around 900 kHz tw o-photon detun ing  and
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we were not able to  fullv filler the control field out, resulting in a large beat note resonance 
between the LO and the  control field on our noise spectrum . We removed points around 
th is resonance from our noise spectra (see Fig. 10.3(b)). For subsequent m easurem ents, 
we used a  second m ethod of sweeping the EIT  resonance. W ith  the  AOMs. we detuned  
the control field bv 5 MHz and additionally  introduced a m agnetic field in the  direction 
of light propagation in the E IT  cell to  com pensate for th is detuning shift. A calibrated  
sweep of th is m agnetic field corresponds to  a change of th e  tw o-photon detuning. W ith  
this m ethod, the  LO-control field beat note was placed outside of our detection band which 
improves the  m easured noise spec tra  by removing the  large resonant, peak (see sp ec tra  in 
Figs. 10.4(b) and 10.5(b)).
During the  noise EIT  filter m easurem ents, we fixed th e  two-phot,on detuning  5 on 
top of the E IT  resonance, and the overall shape of the  transm ission resonance versus 
tw o-photon detuning is shown w ith respect to  th is  fixed detuning (see Figs. 10.3(a), 
10.4(a), and 10.5(a)). In this case, positive and  negative frequency transm issions reflect 
the absolute value of T (± H ) in equation 10.3; i.e. we directly  m easure T±. We fit the  
transm ission m easurem ents to  the following em pirical function suggested in Ref [141],
* ' r2 + ( S o  ±  n)2 r 2 + ( s 0 ±  n y 2 ( ^
Here, the first and second term s are the sym m etric and anti-sym m etric Lorenl zian and  the  
last constant term  represents residual absorption of the light, due to incoherent processes; 
F is the effective half-w idth half-m axim um  of the  resonance; <50 is the  shift of the  E IT  
resonance w ith respect to  the squeezed vacuum  field (essentially zero, as we keep the  t.wo- 
photon detuning on top  of the E IT  resonance); A . B . and C  are the  fitting  param eters. 
Once we have the num erical expression for 71. we input these transm ission coefficients 
into equation 10.4 to  predict the ou tpu t noise level. We d id  not m easure th e  sideband 
phase lag 0 ± in our experim ents, and so neglected the squeezing angle ro ta tion  in our 
calculations.
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FIG . 10.3: (a) E IT  lincshapc: Solid line shows fit. Peak transini.ssion= 52%. F W H M =  '1 MIIz. 
control pow or= 4.2 m W . E IT  cell tem p era tu re  T e i t =  46° C. (b) Q uad ra tu res noise power 
spectra, (i) inpu t max. noise, (ii) input min. noise, (iii) expected max. noise, (iv) expected  mill, 
noise, (v) m easured m ax. noise, (vi) m easured mill, noise. Squeezer pum p power =  21.6 mW , 
squeezing cell tem pera tu re  TH,t— 59° C. We removed d a ta  points in  the o u tp u t noise between 
0.8 and 1.1 MHz due to  a large spike caused by the b ca tn o tc  betw een the local oscillator and 
th e  control field which was detuned by 900 kHz and leaked into th e  detection.
The influenee of the atom ic m edium  on the squeezed vacuum s ta te  can be observed 
by com paring the inpu t m inim um  and maxim um  noise levels to  the levels m easured after 
interaction. By a ttenua ting  the control field and thus decreasing the power broadening 
of the E IT  resonance, or by slightly changing the  control field alignm ent, we can  narrow  
the EIT  linewidth and change the transm ission window used in the  experim ent. As an 
example of squeeze am plitude attenuation , we show two noise spectra and their associated 
E IT  transm ission curves in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4. In Fig. 10.3(b), we s ta rt off w ith a squeezed 
vacuum showing up to -1.5 dB noise suppression and  nearly 9 dB of excess, antisqueezed 
noise. Any frequency dependence of the  input noise levels, we a ttrib u te  to  laser noise which 
was not com pletely sub trac ted  by the  balanced photodiodes (see discussion in section 6.5). 
This prevents us from detecting the best squeezing at. the lowest noise frequencies.
For the first m easurem ent, we make the transm ission curve ra th e r broad, w ith full- 
width half-maximum  (FW HM ) of the  resonance g reater th an  4 MHz (see Fig. 10.3(a)), 
and with a fairly small contrast between the peak transm ission of 52% and the background
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transm ission of 28(/c. As a result,, in Fig. 10.3(b), the o u tp u t noise levels are uniformly 
a ttenua ted  due to  the light absorption, but there is no visible frequency-dependent filtering 
of the noise, since in the  detection bandw idth  of 2 MHz. transm ission for all sidebands 
is almost the same. We also calculate the  expected filtered noise spec tra  based on equa­
tion 10.4 and transm ission coefficients (T_) ex tracted  from th e  fit of the  EIT  transm ission 
d a ta  (Fig. 10.3(a)). We see a very good m atch between th e  theoretical prediction and the  
experim ental data . T he output noise follows along the sam e shape as th e  inpu t noise close 
to  the predicted noise levels, w ithout changes in its frequeucy-dependence. We removed 
d a ta  points in the o u tp u t noise between 0.8 and 1.1 MHz due to  a large spike caused by the  
b ea tno te between the local oscillator and the control field, which was detuned  by 900 kHz 
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FIG . 10.4: (a) E IT  lineshape: Solid line shows fit. Peak transm is.sion= 50%. F W H M =  2 MHz, 
control pow or= 3.8 mW . E IT  cell tem p era tu re  T e i t =  50° C. (b) Q uadratures noise power 
spectra, (i) inpu t m ax. noise, (ii) inpu t min. noise, (iii) expected  max. noise, (iv) expected 
min. noise, (v) m easured m ax. noise, (vi) m easured m in. noise. Squeezer pum p pow cr=13 mW . 
squeezing cell tem perature  T„q=  57° C.
Note the difference in Fig. 10.4. Here, as shown in Fig. 10.4(a), we narrow  the  
E IT  transm ission window to  abou t 2 MHz FW IIM  and increase the  contrast between 
maxim um  and background transm ission. Now, w ith sim ilar input squeezed (-2 dB) and 
antisqueezed (8 dB) noise levels, the ou tpu t noise shows m arked frequency dependence. At 
lower frequencies where transm ission is a t a maxim um, the  output noise levels are closer
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to  the inputs, bu t a t higher frequencies, we see more and m ore a tten u a tio n  due to  the 
light absorption at the wings of the E IT  resonance. This d a ta  set shows the sim ple use of 
the EIT window as a low-pass filter. T he effects of the  filter are m ost easily observed in 
the antisqueezed noise quadratu re  due to  the high am plitude, s ta rtin g  w ith  8 dB of excess 
noise. T he squeezed quadratu re  also appears to  follow the shape of the  filter, bu t due to 
ex tra  noise raising the noise floor, th is m inim um  level rises above shot, noise ra th e r th an  
settling closer to  it.
We a ttr ib u te  this ex tra  noise to  the several po ten tial sources. F irst, our num erical 
prediction model assumes th a t  there is no squeezing angle ro ta tion  influencing the  noise 
in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4. T his is clearly an  oversimplification, because a  sm all visible 
asym m etry of the E IT  resonance in Fig. 10.4 d ictates, according to  the  K ram ers-K ronig 
relations, th a t some frequency-dependent ro ta tion  should be present , which m ay show up 
as a  deviation from the predicted noise levels. A second possibility is th e  sim plicity of our 
model, which trea ts  the EIT  resonance as a  passive1 absorptive filter and  disregards the back 
action of light noise onto the atom s as well as the atom ic noise contribution. T his simple 
approach may be successful up to  a  po int, b u t could lead to  deviations from experim ent 
when excess noise contributions become sizable. We note th a t in th is experim ent, the  
noise level resulting from blocking the  squeezed probe before the E IT  cell was identical 
to  th a t seen when the probe was blocked after the atom s and  just before detection (shot 
noise). This leads us to  believe the atom ic noise contribu tion  is sm all in th is case, and  
th a t  most of the excess noise must then  be due to  back action of the light noise. Lastly, as 
m entioned, any laser noise which is im perfectly balanced by the hom odyne detec to r can 
raise the  noise floor and add apparent frequency dependence.
Fig. 10.5 depicts a very interesting effect which appears to be frequency-dependent 
squeeze angle ro tation . Here, because of the asym m etry of the  E IT  lineshape. there is 
a  resulting phase shift between the left and right noise sidebands leading to  a  ro ta tion  
of the  squeezing angle, which now changes w ith frequency. We see th a t the LO phase 
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FIG . 10.5: (a) E IT  lincshapc: Solid line shows fit. Peak t r a n s m is s io n  25%. FVVHM= 1.4 MHz. 
control p u w c i-  2.3 m W . EIT  cell tem p era tu re  T e i t =  50° C. (b) Q uadra tu res noise power 
spectra: w ith noise power m inim ization at 300 kHz (solid-blue line) and a t  1.2 MHz (dashed- 
green line). Squeezer pum p pow cr=15 mW , squeezing cell tem pera tu re  T » ,=  57° C.
minim um  noise level at all frequencies. This indicates th a t the  squeezing angle has actually  
become frequency-dependent,: as it ro tates w ith  frequency, it requires different phases for 
different noise frequencies in order to  m easure th e  m axim um  squeezing. N ote th a t  the 
noise spectrum  resulting from choosing the proper phase a t a  lower frequency (300 kHz), 
looks very different from the result when th e  m inim um  noise is found by choosing the 
phase angle a t a  higher noise frequency (1200 kHz).
To the best of our knowledge, th is is first reported  m easurem ent of t he squeezing angle 
ro ta tion  done w ith atom s which was previously theoretically predicted in Ref. [140]. Until 
now the only successfully reported  way to  ro ta te  the squeezing angle was w ith cavities [139]. 
Unfortunately, our d a ta  has a lot of excess noise and sub-shot-noise reduction did not 
survive after the passage through EIT .
We note th a t  for experim ental conditions corresponding to  Figs. 10.3 and  10.4, we 
did not observe such rotation. Here the squeezing angle seems to show good frequency 
independence. The difference in Fig. 10.5 is unclear, as the  E IT  asym m etry does not look 
drastically different. It is possible th a t sources of excess noise that are no t w ell-understood, 






FIG . 10.6: Noise power spectrum  w ith control field set, to  6.9 m W  (a) and  blocked (b). LO 
phase angle is continuously scanned.
We also dem onstrate  the capability  to  com pletely replace the squeezed s ta te  w ith un ­
squeezed ordinary  coherent vacuum  s ta te  bv changing the E IT  media to  a s trong  absorber 
by switching off the control field. Fig. 10.6, shows the  o u tp u t noise levels of the  quan tum  
s ta te  after the E IT  filtering cell, first (a), while th e  control field is on and  we sweep the  
local oscillator phase while recording the  noise spectrum , and second (b), in  the  sam e 
situation  but w ith the control beam  com pletely blocked. N ote tha t while the control beam  
is on, we see high phase-dependent noise levels and  the squeezed vacuum  is tran sm itted  
through the atom s. However, with the control off, we do not have E IT  conditions and  our 
vacuum  s ta te  is absorbed by the  atom s. Thus, the  ou tpu t noise level corresponds to  shot 
noise, identical to  the noise spectrum  generated  by blocking the  squeezed p a th  ju st before 
the  BPD . As expected, the quantum  noise is not tran sm itted  through th e  atom ic m edium , 
so the noise level re tu rns to  shot noise and  does not depend on the  LO phase. Such a 
sw itchable filter can be of interest for quan tum  repeaters and  quantum  m em ory protocols.
W hile these experim ents using Zeem an E IT  have dem onstrated  filtering capabilities 
of the  R b atom s, we are lim ited by peak transm issions of only 50% and ex tra  noise which 
enters the system  due to  unknown processes w ithin the E IT  cell. This m akes it difficult to  
preserve a m easurable am ount of quad ra tu re  noise reduction at the ouput of the  second
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vapor cell.
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FIG . 10.7: Energy level diagram s for hyperfine E IT . (a) P robe laser on F,, — 1 —> F, =  1 . (b) 
P robe laser on F9 — 2 —► Fr =  2 .
Next, we dem onstrate  results using an a lte rn a te  energy level configuration in which 
E IT  is observed w ith the  use of two hyperfine ground s ta tes  of 87Rb. We investigate
tuning the  squeezed probe light in resonance w ith  either the iq F, =  1 or
Fy = 2 —> F,. — 2 transitions as shown in Fig. 10.7. These transitions can be accessed bv 
detuning the control field farther from the carrier frequency of the squeezed vacuum  so 
th a t the  frequency difference m atches the hyperfine sp litting  (6.834 GHz). T his allows us 
to  probe a  slightly different in teraction from the previous experim ent, and  gives us more 
flexibility in the possible E IT  windows, at th e  cost of increased complexity of the experi­
ment. E IT  can be realized eit her w ith the probe and  control beam bot h linearly polarized 
and perpendicular to  each o ther (linL lin ), or using two opposite circular polarizations. 
W hile b o th  configurations were studied, the resu lts of th is  section were obtained  using 
Im L Im  fields where the peak transm ission of the  atom s was higher.
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10.4.1 H yperfine experim ental setu p
T he initial experim ental setup used for EIT  filtering was nearly identical to  the Zee­
m an EIT  filtering setup shown in Fig. 10.2. T he m ain difference is the  origin of the control 
laser field, which m ust now he detuned  from the squeezing frequency by G.834 GIIz. the  
ground s ta te  hyperfine splitting  of 87 Rb. T he available AO Ms are insufficient for this 
purpose, and so instead, we make use of an  electro-optic m odulator (EO M ) t hat can m od­
ulate a t the required frequency. To m aintain  phase coherence, we passed a port ion of the 
original pum p laser through the EOM  to create sidebands a t  m odulation frequencies of 
±  6.754 GHz, after which the beam  passed through an etalon  to tran sm it only one of t he 
sidebands while reflecting the o ther sideband and carrier. T he etalon tem perat ure could be 
tuned  to  transm it either the red-sliifted or blue-shifted sideband, depending on the  tran si­
tion being probed. To generate the required control power, th is  field was injection-locked 
into a slave laser (JDSU SDL-5431-G1 laser diode) which could o u tp u t tens of m illiw atts 
of power. T he output of the slave was t hen shifted by an  additional 80 MHz using an AOM 
giving the  desired detuning of 6.834 GHz, and the beam  was cleaned w ith  a single-m ode 
fiber and directed through the E IT  cell, overlapping the probe. The E IT  transm ission of 
the m edium  can then be m easured by sweeping the EOM  m odulation around  the  hyperfine 
splitting, and the control power can be changed to  affect th e  linewidth and  transm ission 
of the transparency window.
T he noise levels of the squeezed light probe after traveling through the  E IT  m edium  
are again com pared to those recorded when the beam  bypasses th e  R b cell. However, 
in this configuration, we could not obtain  m eaningful EIT  filtering results because of an 
interesting ex tra  interaction of the light beam s with the  atom s, which brings a large am ount 
of excess noise into the system.
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10.4.2 U ndesirab le excess p h ase-depend en t noise
We initially sought filtering results from the  hyperfine in teraction  sim ilar to  Fig. 10.4. 
and m easured noise power noise spec tra  on the Fy — 1 —> Fe — 1 transition  w ith high 
peak transm ission. However, for a  given EIT  transm ission, where most phase-dependent 
noise should be absorbed and filtered above 250 kHz. we instead  observed large broadband 
phase-dependent noise (Fig. 10.8(e,d)). T his occurred when the  EIT window' was centered 
at 0 Hz detection frequency, and showed no frequency dependence in the  noise transm ission 
as is expected from the  atom ic filter. T he natu ra l question arose if this noise was influenced 
by the excess q uadratu re  noise produced in the squeezing cell, and modified by the atom s 
in the EIT  cell, or was due to  an  independent mechanism. To investigate the  source of this 
noise, we inserted a  PBS after the squeezing vapor cell in th e  probe beam  p ath , so th a t the 
squeezed vacuum polarization was rejected and replaced w ith  coherent vacuum. In this 
case, where we expected only shot noise with no phase-dependence, we again observed the 
ex tra  phase-dependent noise a t the o u tp u t of the E IT  cell. T h is  confirmed th a t th e  origin of 
the  ex tra  noise was independent of the  quan tum  s ta te  of th e  input field, but while present , 
this noise source will obscure any quan tum  noise m easurem ents. Exam ples of th is effect 
for bo th  coherent and squeezed probes are shown in Fig. 10.8. We can gain m any insights 
into the  source of this ex tra  noise from th is figure. We show the noise m easurem ents for 
bo th  a coherent vacuum  probe (a, b), w ith  the PBS inserted after the  squeezing cell, and 
for a  squeezed vacuum probe (c. d) w ithout the PBS. T hese m easurem ents were taken 
at different E IT  cell tem peratu res to  change the atom ic density  of Rb. W hile using the  
coherent probe, the atom ic m edium  should be probed w ith norm al vacuum , and  we expect 
to  detect only shot noise. W hile the detected  noise is close to  shot noise at low atom ic 
densities (Fig. 10.8(a)), a  phase-dependence can still be seen, and th is noise is greatly  
amplified at high atom ic densities (Fig. 10.8(b)). T he density  dependence of this noise is 
shown in more detail in Fig. 10.9.














FIG . 10.8: Noise power vs detection  frequency after in teraction  w ith  the E IT  vapor coll. (a) 
C oherent probe a t 25°. (Is) C oherent p robe a t 65°. (c) Squeezed probe a t  25°. (d) Squeezed 
p robe a t 65°. Inpu t m inim um  and m axim um  noise levels shown in black (c, d). T he coherent 
p robe uses a  PBS to  block th e  squeezed vacuum  polarization. R B \V =10 kHz, V B W = 30  Hz.
Local oscillator phase is scanning. P robe on Fg =  1 —t F, =  1 .
tru ly  a vacuum  or squeezed vacuum. W hen the vacuum probe is separated  from the 
strong squeezing pum p polarization (LO). due to  a  lim ited extinction ra tio  of the  PBS, 
coherent photons of the pum p field in the orthogonal polarization leak into the probe 
field. It is evident that this leaked field, though small (~ 4 .5  pW ), contribu tes to the  
phase-dependent noise seen, because when the probe is blocked entirely w ith an opaque 
object, shot noise is again m easured. T he am plitude of th is noise is also found to  depend 
on the am ount of leakage light which is present in the probe field as seen in Fig. 10.10, 
fu rther verifying th a t the leaked light contributes to  the phase-dependent noise. These 
results were found by using a  weak coherent probe, and changing its power using neu tra l 
density filters. This leakage polarization, however, is not easy to remove com pletely from 
the probe field w ithout degrading the  squeezed vacuum sta te . Also, the influence of these 
coherent photons is interesting, because coherent photons alone should not display phase- 
dependent noise, and the double m odulation (EOM  and AOM) of the cont rol field prohibit s
Coherent input: 25° C
(a) --------shot noise
--------probe on, control on
probe on, control off ■
Squeezed input: 25° C
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FIG . 10.9: Average excess noise con trast (m ax - m in) vs a tom ic density. Fg =  1 —t F, =
1 transition . The exponential fit is to  guide th e  eye.
any overlap in control and probe frequencies which could lead to bea tno tes in the  noise 
spectrum . As seen in Fig. 10.8, th is noise is only detected  when bo th  the probe field and 
the control held are present, and w ith the control off, the noise recorded is at the  level of 
shot noise. (The only exception is in (c). w here due to  the low atom ic density, th e  squeezed 
probe is not absorbed by the atom s, and so phase-dependent noise from th e  quan tum  s ta te  
is seen. In the  case of the  squeezed probe, th e  noise levels observed w ith  th e  control beam  
off were consistent w ith the  resonant Rb absorption.) Also, because th e  am ount of noise 
a t the  o u tp u t of the E IT  cell is shown to be dependent on atom ic density, its source m ust 
come from an in teraction  of the control held, probe leakage, and the  atom s.
These observations lead us to  speculate tha t a  four-wave mixing process in th e  Rb E IT  
cell m ay be responsible for the observed phase-dependent noise. This is consistent w ith the 
fact th a t the am plitude of noise clearly depends on the atom ic density of Rb. T he leakage 
photons in the probe held m ay be seeding a 4W M process when combined w ith the  control 
held in the  atom ic medium. We saw other signs of 4W M , such as transm ission gains and 
antisym m etric lineshapes, while m easuring the vapor transm ission in some arrangem ents 











FIG . 10.10: Noise power vs detec tion  frequency at, several probe leakage powers. Leakage probe 
power is approxim ately  (a) 4.3 /AV. (b) l.C /AV, (e) 0.0 /AV.(rl) 0.2 /AV. Fu =  1 —> / ,  =  1 .
Te i r= 5 5 °  C.
10.4.3 H yperfine filtering observations
This source of noise, whether it is caused by 4W M or a different process, can cause 
significant problem s in squeezing experim ents and quan tum  noise m easurem ents and  war­
ran ts further study. It would appear th a t when th is noise is present, it will com bine w ith 
the phase-dependent noise of the  quantum  squeezed s ta te  and obscure anv m eaningful 
results. Care should be taken to  achieve the  best possible polarization separation  so th a t 
coherent photons do not leak into the squeezed vacuum  field.
Due to  the exact m echanism behind it. the  excess phase-dependent, noise did  not 
seem to be a  problem  for the case of Zeeman E IT  reported  previously. For hyperfine 
EIT  filtering, we opted to avoid th is noise source by altering the experim ental setup . 
The arrangem ent used to  obtain  the results below is shown in Fig. 10.11. Because the  
necessary polarization purity  was not achieved using the reflected port of a PBS. we chose 
to  switch th e  polarizations of the  pum p and vacuum to  instead transm it the  squeezed 
vacuum field through a high quality G ian polarizer (G P). T he 95% transm ission of the
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polarizer slightly degrades the squeezing levels, but keeps leakage of the wrong polarization 
to  a m inimum (~0 .2  /.AV). This means we also have to sp lit the LO from th e  original 
laser field before the squeezing cell, but care is taken  to  ensure good m ode-m at clung of 
the beam s at detection (97-9891 visibility). In addition, we switched our studies to th e  
Fy — 2 —> Ft =  2 transition , because the  laser detuning  resulting in high E IT  peak 
transm issions near the Fy — 1 —> Fr =  1 transition , unfortunately  did  not coincide w ith  
detunigs favorable for high levels of noise reduction. Using this new arrangem ent, we
Squeezer EIT Homodyne Detection
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FIG. 10.11: Modified E IT  filtering experim ental setup.
are able to  elim inate most, of the excess phase-dependent noise and observe E IT  filtering. 
An example is shown in Fig. 10.12. Notice th a t th e  antisqueezed noise appears to  be 
filtered, and roughly m atches the EIT  transm ission window of 240 kHz (FW HM ). T he 
filtering was also observed to  change according to  the  E IT  width when we altered  th e  
control laser power. However, the noise reduction of the minim um  noise quad ra tu re  did 
not survive at the ou tput of the E IT  Rb cell. T his is likely due to  atom ic in teractions 
and back action noise in the vapor cell, w ith possible contributions from the ex tra  noise 
source described above, resulting from the (now less prevalent) leaked photons from the  
strong light polarization. By purposely m isaligning the G P  to  add ex tra  light power to  
the probe beam, we again see a large am ount of ex tra  noise coupling into the system  and  
far exceeding th e  input quadratu re  noise levels (Fig. 10.12 top curve). Also, the peak
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transm ission in this E IT  configuration was com parably low (<  35%). Unfortunately, for 
laser det.unings displaying the  highest E IT  transm issions, such as red-detuned  from the  
Fy = F,, = 1 resonance, squeezed light below shot noise levels was not generated
(see Fig. 6.4), and the m edium  was more susceptible to  nonlinear processes a t high optical 
depths. Further experim ents may ire needed to  locate a  param eter space where E IT  
transm ission and quan tum  noise reduction are sim ultaneously optimized.
—  shot noise
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FIG . 10.12: (a) E IT  transm ission: Peak=34% , FW I1M =155 kHz. (b) Noise pow er vs detec tion  
frequency after E IT  interaction. Shot noise is 0 dB . Shown are the inpu t min. and max. 
noise (black do tted ), the o u tp u t min. and max. noise (solid blue), and  th e  o u tp u t max. 
noise when abou t 2 p W  of th e  wrong polarization  is added to  th e  probe beam  (do tted  pink).
Fg =  2 —i Fr =  2 transition .
10.4.4 N oninvasive E IT  probe
Finally, we introduce a slightly different type of filter where the  E IT  transparency  
window is detuned from the squeezed probe carrier frequency This shows how this ex­
perim ental setup can also be used in the  area of noninvasive m easurem ents. It was dem on­
s tra ted  in Ref. [58] th a t  squeezed vacuum  could lie used to  measure the  cavity param eters 
of an optical cavity, while using sta tes  w ith very few photons. Here, we dem onstrate  a 
similar procedure to  m easure the transm ission of an  EIT  medium by looking at changes 
in the noise of a squeezed vacuum  s ta te  injected into the atom ic vapor.
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This interaction of squeezed light with atom ic vapor is an extension of the E IT  filtering 
and squeezing angle ro tation  described in the  previous sections. W hen the E IT  window is 
centered on the carrier frequency (u.’o)- th e  positive and  negative correlat ed sidebands of the 
squeezed light (o^ ±  Q) are a tten u a ted  by equal am ounts (for a sym m etric lineshape) due 
to  the E IT  absorption, leading to  the atom ic m edium  acting as a low-pass filter. Now, if we 
offset the  EIT window away from uto, those photons falling w'ithin the transparency  window 
will be transm itted , while their correlated p artn e r photons will be outside the window and 
com pletely absorbed. This will destroy the correlations between the photons, and lead to 
excess quantum  noise only w ithin th e  transparency  window, and shot noise outside of it. 
T he noise in th is case shows no phase-dependence, which arises from interference of the 
local oscillator w ith positive and negative noise sidebands. T he resulting excess noise can 
be understood by considering equation 10.4 and setting  T -  to  zero. In  this case. is 
no longer zero (as in the case of sym m etric transm ission), and  additional noise results in 
 ^ 1 out and I 2.OUf.
In Fig. 10.13, we set up  an asym m etric E IT  resonance, with th e  probe tuned  to  
the Fy =  1 —> Fe — 1 transition , and  detune the control frequency away from the two- 
photon resonance with ay, by ±1 .3  MHz. Upon probing the  medium  w ith our squeezed 
vacuum beam , we m easure the  noise, spectra  seen in Fig. 10.13(h) and  (c). Note th a t the  
t ransmission shape of the E IT  window is reproduced in the noise spectrum  of th e  quan tum  
probe. For the negative two-photon detuning, the observed shape is reversed because now 
the negative noise sideband is transm itted .
A nother example is shown in Fig. 10.14. Here, the probe is tu n ed  to  the Fy = 
2 —>• Fe — 2 transition  and the  control field is detuned from the tw o-photon resonance 
by 500 kHz. Noise spectra  of the o u tp u t vacuum  states are shown for the  case of th ree 
control powers, and thus three EIT  w idths. T he noise traces clearly change in response to  
a narrowing EIT  window. By fitting  the  peaks to a  Lorentzian shape (Eq. 10.6), we find 
th a t the EIT w idths m easured in th e  noise spectra agree w ith  those recorded using the  
intensity of a coherent weak probe to  w ithin 5%.
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FIG . 10.13: (a) E IT  transparency  window. L ineshapo recorded using 10 /i\V  coherent probe 
and  m easuring light intensity, (b, c) Noise spectrum  from squeezed vacuum probe, E IT  detuned  
(b) + 1 .3  MHz and (c) —1.3 MHz. Squeezed vacuum  is produced a t c.j u w hich is in resonant*  
w ith the Ffl =  1 —> Fr =  1 transition .
I t is important, to  note th a t in these m easurem ents, we are m aking use only of noise 
above the shot noise level, result ing from the loss of sideband correlat ions. T his application, 
then, is not technically quantum -lim ited, and  it could in principle be carried out w ith 
classically noisy light. However, squeezed light allows for higher signal con trasts  and  less 
photons in the noninvasive m easurem ent. A sim ilar technique is used by L ett ct al. in 
Ref. [142] to  ex tract spatial inform ation from an object, using the correlations in squeezed 
twin beams.
10.5 E IT  n oise filtering  su m m ary
We have shown an experiment al dem onstration  of E IT  frequency-dependent, squeeze 
am plitude a ttenuation  of a quan tum  squeezed vacuum  field using only atom ic vapors. In 
our experim ents, the atom s act, as a low-pass filter for squeezed and antisqueezed noise. 
By detuning this E IT  window away from th e  carrier frequency, we can also reconstruct
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FIG . 10.14: Noise spectrum  for detuned  E IT  w ith th ree  control powers: 3. 2, and 1 m W . E IT  
w idths (FW H M ) are ‘240, 150, and 90 kHz respectively.
the transm ission linesliape of the m edium  in the excess noise of the  light. T h e  relative 
ease of controlling the transm ission window in vapor cell experim ents makes th is m ethod 
prom ising for creating several different types of noise filters for squeezed vacuum . This con­
trollable squeezed vacuum  source may be easily incorporated  into precision m easurem ent 
experim ents due to its simple, all-atom ic design, and  low loss.
We also observe an apparen t frequency-dependent ro ta tion  of th e  squeezing angle 
as th e  vacuum propagates th rough  EIT . T his effect is likely due to  the  asym m etry  of 
the transm ission window and could also be used to  create more com plicated quantum - 
noise shapers. This type of in teraction is desirable for applications like LIG O . to  ro ta te  
the squeezing angle w ith  frequency for noise reduct ion a t all detection frequencies [140], 
though the color of light used in grav ita tional wave interferom etry is different..
We note the  less w ell-understood excess noise sources which couple into this experi­
ment and degrade the noise suppression. Spontaneous emission and back action are likely 
sources of excess noise which make it difficult to  preserve sub-shot-noise characteristics 
of th e  light after interaction w ith the vapor. We also analyze a complex source of excess 
phase-dependent noise, present for the case of a hyperfine E IT  interaction. T his noise is 
found to originate from an unknown atom ic interaction involving the  control beam  and
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the leakage photons in the probe channel w ithin th e  Rb vapor. T his process is likely a 
four-wave m ixing effect seeded by the leakage of coherent light into the  probe beam , and 
can be suppressed by reducing this leakage. T he contribu tion  of these noise sources cannot 
be explained by simple treatm ent of the  EIT  resonance as a media w ith com plex tran s­
mission coefficients. A full quan tum  mechanical trea tm en t of the light-atom  interact ion 
would be needed to  fully describe the situation . These dynam ics of quan tum  noise p rop­
agation, along w ith any- excess noise sources, will be im portan t to any precision optical 
m easurem ent or quan tum  m em ory experiment th a t uses th e  interaction of quan tum  s ta tes  
of light w ith resonant atom ic media.
CHAPTER 11 
PSR  and quadrature noise studies in 
cold atomic vapor
It is predict ed th a t high levels of PSR squeezing can be  obtained using cold Rb atom s, 
in a  Doppler-free region where sharp  peaks in the noise spectrum  can be exploited [72], 
Polarization-squeezed light has previously been generated by Josse et al. via the K err effect, 
in cold cesium atom s in a cavity [85]. Here we highlight our studies [143, 144] of the PSR 
effect and  the q uadratu re  noise of laser light traveling through  a cold sam ple of 87 Rb held 
in a m agneto-optical trap  (M O T). Several experim ental challenges arise when working 
with cold atom s, such as a non-zero m agnetic field. We present clear evidence for PSR. as 
well as phase-dependent quan tum  noise which results from th e  light's in teraction  w ith the 
cold atom ic m edium . These results are com pared w ith theoretical predictions and w ith 
similar effects seen in hot atom ic vapor cells.
11.1 P o lariza tion  ro ta tio n  in co ld  87R b a to m s
We first study  the polarization ro tation  due to  the  R b atoms. T he highest ro ta tion  
may lead to  the highest po ten tial for noise suppression. As can be seen from equation
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3.2 for the self-rot at ion angle, the am ount of ro ta tion  will depend on th ree m ain factors: 
(1 ) the ro ta tion  will increase w ith increasing laser intensity, (2 ) the am ount and direction 
of ro ta tion  will depend on the  initial ellipticitv c, and (3) the  streng th  and direction of 
ro tation  will bo th  depend on the laser detuning from the atom ic resonances.
11.1.1 E xperim ental setup
To m easure the angle of rot ation, a sim ple balanced detect ion scheme is used to  observe 
the changes in polarization of the  light, w ith  respect to  a fixed axis. A schem atic diagram  
of the experim ental arrangem ent is shown in Fig. 11.1. T h e  rubidium  atom  tra p  is set up 
in a s tandard  six beam  m agneto optical trapp ing  configuration. This trap , and  associated 
diagnostics, has been described in detail in Ref. [145]. In th e  arrangem ent, light from an 
external cavity diode laser delivers a to ta l power of «  20 m W  to the atom ic sam ple. This 
trapping  laser is spectrally  detuned  18 MHz below the  Fy =  2 —> Fe =  3 8'R b  D2 hyperfine 
transition . A weaker repum per laser having a power of ~  3 m W  is tuned  to  resonance w ith  
the Fg =  1 —> Fe — 2 D ‘2 transition , thus m aintaining most, of the atom ic population in 
the 5 2S i/2 , F  = 2 ground state. A level scheme w ith the different laser frequencies used is 
shown in Fig. 11.2. Absorption imaging of the sam ple shows th a t it contains abou t 7 x 10' 
8'Rb atom s. Ballistic expansion m easurem ents give a typical tem peratu re  of 300 fj.K  for 
the atom  sample. T he sam ple is well-described as a sphere w ith  a spatially  G aussian atom  
d istribution having a G aussian radius of about. 500 pm. T he sample has a  peak density 
of about 7 x 109 a tom s/cm 3 and an  optical density on the order of 2 for the  transitions of 
this study. T he trap  m agnetic field gradient is variable, w ith  a typical value erf 5 G /cm . 
A pplication of the M O T and repum per lasers to  the  sam ple is m anipulated  by com puter 
switched acousto-optical m odulators (AOMs). In most m easurem ents, the  trapp ing  beam s 
were tu rned  off while the  probe was on. T he repum ping laser and the  tra p  m agnetic held 
were left on continuously. Turning the trapp ing  beam s off during t he m easurem ent results 
in the expansion of the atom ic cloud, w ith its radius growing at an approxim ate ballistic
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FIG. 11.1: Schem atic diagram  of the experim ental arrangement,, 
ra te  of 200 An external cavitv diode laser tuned  to the  87Rb D t line (A ~  795 mil)1I1S ' t \ /
serves as the probe beam. T he probe frequency is scanned across t he Fy =  2 —> F,. — 1 
and Fy = 2 —> Fr =  2 hvperfine transitions and  m onitored w ith  a wavem eter. An AOM is 
used for fast, switching of the probe beam , while neu tra l density  filters are used for power 
attenuation . The light beam  is launched into a  single-mode optical fiber to  achieve a high 
quality  and nearly Gaussian o u tp u t beam  intensity  d istribu tion . T he fiber o u tp u t passes 
through a high quality G ian polarizer (G P) to  ensure linear polarization and a quarter- 
wave plate  to control the  ellipticity. We use a pair of lenses (L) to focus the  driving laser 
in the interaction region to a beam  diam eter of around 250 pm  (1/e intensity  level). T he 
R b cloud is larger th an  the beam  diam eter and  serves as a reservoir of cold atom s during 
the  experim ent. M aximum available probe beam  power is f» 10 inW.
Once the probe laser exits the M O T cham ber, a lialf-wave plate sets the probe beam  
light polarization angle to  45° w ith respect to  a polarizing beam  sp litter (PBS) which th en  
separates two orthogonal com ponents. These two beam s are then  directed to  a custom  built 
balanced photodetector (B PD ) where the signals from the two polarization com ponents 
are subtracted . R otating the quarter-w ave p la te  before the M O T to control the ellipticity 
also changes the angle of the m ajor polarization axis of the beam; the  half-wave p la te  is 
adjusted  to  bring this angle back to  45° by zeroing the  balanced signal in the  absence of 
the  atom ic sample. As a consequence of this, any im balance of the orthogonal polarization  



















FIG . 11.2: P artia l diagram  of th e  *7R b levels scheme indicating th e  trapp ing  and  probe tra n ­
sitions.
angle is p roportional to  the sub trac ted  signal according the  expression:
Ttrif =  sinL’(4  +  70 “  cos*(f +  p)  =  sin(2 «p) ^  2p  (1 1 .1 )
where 11 and I 2 are the intensities incident upon the two photodetectors and  p  is the  
ro tation  angle in radians.
11.1.2 E xperim ental resu lts
In the experim ents, we invest igated the angle of ro ta tion  due to  PSR  under a variety 
of different conditions to  explore a  large zone of experim ental param eter space. We first- 
sought the  best conditions of the  M OT for the largest obtainable self-rotation. T his 
included the presence or absence of the trapp ing  laser beam , the repum ping beam , and 
the M OT gradient m agnetic field. We then  varied the initial ellipticity of the  probe laser 
to  confirm the presence of polarization self-rotation. Following this, the  laser power was 
varied while holding the initial ellipticity and laser detuning fixed. To investigate the effect, 
of laser detuning, we measured the  ro ta tion  at a num ber of probe frequencies ranging over 
two GIIz and com pared these results w ith theoretical predictions. These m easurem ents
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were* all taken a.s a function of time. This p e rm itted  us to  observe the  effects on ro ta tion  
of the M OT expansion and light-induced atom ic m otion.
Sample Preparation and Initial Conditions
To prevent the  influence of th e  trapp ing  beam s 011 th e  dynamics, we tu rned  off the 
M OT trapp ing  beam s while the probe beam  was on. I11 each 40 ms experim ental cycle, the  
trapping  beam s were tu rn ed  off (at t = 0) for 5 ms, after which the  atom  cloud recovers 
during the rem aining 35 ms. The probe beam  was tu rned  011 from t. = 1 to  / =  5 111s. 
During th is 4 111s measurem ent interval, th e  atom ic cloud expanded due to  its therm al 
motion. T he in teraction  of the atom s w ith the  probe beam  resulted in optical pum ping 
into the F  = 1 ground level. We experim entally observed th a t , as a resu lt of th is effect , if 
the  repum ping laser was tu rned  off. a substan tially  sm aller ro tation  signal resulted. This 
effect is illustra ted  in Fig. 11.3 com paring th e  ob ta ined  signals with the  repum ping laser on 
and off during the  m easurem ent interval. In this record, taken  at large detuning , leaving 
the repum ping laser 011 increased the  observed ro ta tio n  by roughly a factor of th ree and 
changed the tim e evolution of the signal. At sm aller detunings. the  probe beam  has a 
much greater effect 011 the atom s. In the absence of the repum per laser, there is alm ost 
no ro tation . This observation prom oted us to  leave the repum per 011 continuously in all 
o ther m easurem ents.
We would like to note, th a t although the repum per beams are m ostly circularly- 
polarized, they propagate in 6  different orthogonal directions through the cold atom  sam ­
ple. Further, the  sam ple is optically th in  at the  repuinper transition, so the  light intensity  is 
uniform over the sam ple volume. For this reason, the  optical pum ping due to  t he repum per 
generates unpolarized fluorescence, and thus does not creat e* significant po larization  in the 
ground sta tes of interest. As a result , the repum per does not directly con tribu te  to  the 
polarization ro ta tion  effect, except th a t it enlarges its streng th  (as dem onstra ted  in Fig. 
11.3) because there are more atom s in the FSI =  2 level. In th e  numerical sim ulations, the  
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FIG . 11.3: (Left) T he probe field self-rotation angle as a function o f time, w ith  t =  0 referring 
to  the M O T laser sw itch off tim e. We com pare th e  case o f the repum per laser on (a) and off (b). 
P robe  laser power =  000 /AV. detuning =  -1 GHz . (R ight) R o ta tion  angle vs. detun ing  w ith 
repum per laser on (a) and  off (b). (c) is the result, in (b) bu t 20 tim es magnified. Measurement.
taken  at. 3 ms. Vertical dash-dot lines m ark locations o f the 2 -> F , =  1 and  Ft,
F,, =  2 Di line transitions corresponding to  0 GHz and  0.82 G Hz detunings.
52S i /2  Fg = 2 s ta te  which is absorbed into the  ~ p aram eter (see Fig. 11.4 and discussion).
The atom ic dynam ics were also substantially  affected bv the fact; th a t  t he atom s are 
pushed by the radiative force exerted by the  probe beam. The corresponding average 
acceleration is: a =  p h k T /m  where k  is the light wavenum ber, m the atom ic mass. F the  
excited sta te  radiative decay ra te  and p  the probability  for th e  atom  being in the excited 
state, p  depends 0 x1 the probe intensity and  detun ing  as well as on the repum ping ra te  
(p < 1/2). If p  approaches 1/2 (a worst case scenario), the  acceleration is of the order 
105 m /s 2 for 8 'R b . In th e  4 ms in teraction tim e such acceleration would cause a 0.6 G IIz 
Doppler shift and  a  0.8 m displacem ent. A lthough in the  experim ent the ac tua l value 
of p  is typically much sm aller th an  1 /2  (especially a t large detuning) th is estim ate gives 
an indication of how disruptive for the M O T the light pushing effect could be a t sm all 
detunings and large probe intensities. We a ttr ib u te  spectrally  narrow sharp  changes in 
ro ta tion  spectra to the light pushing effect occurring near th e  resonance detunings (note 
them  in Fig. 11.3 at 0 and 0.82 GIIz).
T he m agnetic field gradient necessary for the operation  of the M O T is present in 
the interaction region. A ttem pts to  tu rn  off the electric current in the coils generating 
the M O T m agnetic field resulted in m agnetic transien ts lasting longer th an  10 ms due
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to  eddy currents in the largely m etallic M OT cham ber. Thus, in spite of the  an ticipated  
deleterious effect to  the purity  of the PSR  effect, the  M OT magnetic, field gradient was 
left 011 continuously during the  experim ent. A lthough the nature of the M O T guarantees 
a zero m agnetic field a t the center of the atom  cloud th rough which the probe beam  is 
aligned to  pass, the substan tia l field gradient m eans th a t the  atom s, experiencing a nearly 
zero average B field, are nonetheless subject, to a spatially  inhomogeneous field over the  
sam ple volume. In addition to  this, the radiative forces exerted bv the probe light 011 
the atom s push the atom ic cloud awav from the zero of th e  magnetic field. Since leaving 
the ficdd gradient on continuously was necessary to  avoid m agnetic transien ts. PSR was 
studied in a region where the atom s experience a nonzero m agnetic field.
11.1.3 Self-rotation  and Faraday rotation
For an isolated atom ic transition , if the  ellipticity c and  the length of in teraction  L 
are held constant;, the  self-rotation angle presents an  antisym m etric dispersive shape as a 
function of the spectral detuning w ith respect to  the unpertu rbed  atom ic transition . I11 
multilevel system s, off resonance transitions associated w ith  the presence of nearby s ta te s  
may d istort the sym m etry of the  P SR  response around a given transition  [83].
However, this assumes tha t there is 110 ex ternal m agnetic field influencing the atom s. 
In this experiment , the  m agnetic confinement, field could not lie switched off reliably, and  
so the atom s experience a sm all m agnetic field. It is well known th a t the  presence of an 
applied magnet ic field will also cause circular birefringence leading t o polarizat ion rot at ion 
due to  the Faraday effect as discussed in section 4.4. T he Zeeman shifts caused by the  
m agnetic field will change the resonant frequencies for a + and  cr~, again leading to  a phase 
shift between the com ponents and ro ta tion  of the polarization. Therefore, in an atom ic 
sam ple where a sm all external m agnetic field is present, th e  observed ro ta tion  will depend 
011 bo th  PSR and Faraday rotation .
The influence of the two mechanisms is illustrated  in Fig. 11.4 showing a num erical
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sim ulation of the  PSR effect for the  FtJ — 2 -+ F, = 1 and  Fg = 2 F, = 2  hyperfiue 
transitions of the Di line of s 'R b . This sim ulation was carried out by A. Lezam a, and 
more details can be found in App. B. We note th a t in Fig. 11.4. the spectral location 
of the Fy = 2 —> F, = 1 transition  corresponds to  zero detuning, and  so the  Fg = 2 —> 
F, =  2 resonance then  corresponds to  a positive 815 MHz detuning. Fig. 11.4(a) shows 
the ro tation  due to  the Faraday effect alone, which is due to  the presence of an  applied 
m agnetic field. The angle of ro ta tion  has a fixed sign determ ined by the  o rien ta tion  of 
the m agnetic field. Notice the difference in m agnitude of th e  Faraday effect, for the two 
hyperfiue transitions. Fig. 11.4(b) shows the  PSR effect alone (no m agnetic field) for two 
opposite incident field ellipticities (±25°). As expected, th e  resonances have dispersion­
like shapes w ith small asym m etries due to  the neighboring transition. T he decrease of 
the ro tation  angle w ith increasing detuning from resonance is considerably slower th an  for 
the Faraday effect. Interestingly enough, th e  m agnitude of th e  PSR effect is quite sim ilar 
for the two hyperfiue transitions although w ith opposite signs. Fig. 11.4(c) shows the 
combined effect of the two mechanisms. T he Faraday effect is responsible for the lack of 
sym m etry for opposite ellipticities and for the  im balance between the  two transitions. In 
all cases, the PSR effect is dom inant for larger detunings. To study P S R  and  com pare the  
experim ental reality to  these predictions, we m easure the ro tation  angle in the atom s as a 
function of initial light ellipticity, probe laser power, and p robe laser detun ing
R otation vs Initial Ellipticity
In order to examine the dependence of the polarization ro tation  on the  probe elliptic­
ity, the incident light ellipticity was varied by ro ta ting  a quarter-w ave p la te  placed in the 
probe beam  im m ediately before it entered the  M O T cham ber. The ellipticity  e is given 
by the angle of ro tation  of the quarter-w ave plate from a reference point corresponding to  
zero ellipticity. T he m easured ellipticity dependence for the probe laser tuned  to  —80 MIIz 
and +80 MHz relative to  the F(J = 2 —* Fr =  1 D] transition  is shown in Fig. 11.5. As ex­
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FIG . 11.4: C alculated  polarization  ro ta tion  around  the Fg =  2 —>■ F,, =  1 (corresponds to  zero 
detuning) and Fy =  2 —> F, =  2 hyperfiue tran sitions as a function of detuning, (a) Pure 
Faraday ro tation  (D  =  O.OlT.f =  0). (h) P u re  PSR  ro ta tion  [B — 0 .f =  ± 25°). black solid 
(red dashed) lines correspond to  positive (negative) ellipticity. (c) Com bined F aradav  and  PSR  
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FIG . 11.5: Probe ro tation  angle vs. in itial e llipticity  at 3 ms m easured a t 80 MHz (a) and 
a t  -80 MHz (b) dot linings relative to  th e  Fq =  2 —► F, = 1  transition . P robe laser power =
1.8 ;AV.
w ith larger initial ellipticities. The sm all shift of th e  point of zero ro ta tion  w ith respect to 
zero ellipticity is indicative of the presence of a sm all m agnetic field in th e  m easurem ent 
region. For the two detunings shown, the ro ta tio n  has opposite signs, as expected from 
the nearly dispersive shape of the PSR  resonances. These results confirm  th e  occurrence 
of polarization self-rotation.
T he color m ap presented in Fig. 11.6 shows th e  tim e evolution of the  polarization 
ro ta tion  for different: incident ellipticities at a  probe power of 1.8 //W . A dependence on 
ellipticity sim ilar to  that shown in Fig. 11.5 (a t 3 ms) is observed for the  entire 4 ms 
m easurem ent period. A decrease of th e  ro ta tio n  is observed for long times; th is effect we 
a ttrib u te  to  M OT expansion. Given these results, in subsequent m easurem ents of PSR , 
the  probe beam  was always given a large initial ellipticity of ±25°. T his ensures th a t PSR 
is the dom inant process ro tating  the  polarization ellipse of light and  selects the  largest 
rotation.
R otation vs Probe Power
To investigate the effect of light intensity  on self-rotation, we m easure the  ro ta tio n  
angle at various probe powers ranging from 0.3 /AY to  2.0 m IF . The full resu lts are shown
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FIG . 11.6: P robe laser ro ta tion  angle vs. initial ellip ticity  and tim e measured at two detunings.
P robe laser power =  11.4 ;iW . detunings are  + 80  MHz (a) and —80 MHz (b).
in Fig. 11.7 w ith the probe laser locked at —80 MIIz from the unpertu rbed  FtJ =  2 —► F,, =  1 
transition  with bo th  positive and negative incident ellipticity. A tim e slice taken  a t 3 ms 
expansion tim e is shown in Fig. 11.8 (left). A lthough we expected the  self-rotation to  
increase with laser power, the full dynam ics of th e  observed effect is m ore com plicated. 
For low laser powers, th e  self-rotation effect does appear to  steadily increase w ith power. 
However, upon reaching a certain  power of the order of 100 /AY. different, behavior is 
observed depending on the  sign of the incident ellipticity. For a positive initial ellipticity. 
the ro ta tion  generally continues to  increase w ith increasing power, bu t the increase slows 
and begins to level off. For the opposite ellipticity. the  self-rotation stops increasing and  
dim inishes before increasing again at higher powers.
We int erpret the different, behavior for the  two opposite ellipticities as the  consequence 
of the existence of an average nonzero m agnetic field in the interaction region. Such a field 
is present because the probe light pushes t he atom s awav from t he region of zero m agnet ic 
field. As a result of the M OT sym m etry and  the  initial probe alignm ent, the  m ean m agnet ic 
field is oriented along the  light p ropagation  axis. In  the presence of a m agnetic field, th e  
light polarization experiences a Faraday ro ta tion  which has a  nonlinear dependence on 
light intensity. T he Faraday effect becomes significant as the  resonant R abi frequency of 
the light becomes com parable to  the detuning. Since the sign of the polarization  ro ta tion  
due to  the Faraday effect is independent of the light ellipticity. its  effect enhances the
FIG . 11.7: R otation  angle vs probe laser power and tim e at opposite  initial ellipticities. P robe 
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FIG . 11.8: (Left) R otation  angle vs probe laser pow er for different, probe ellipticities. P robe 
detuning is —80 MHz, ellipticity +30° (a) and —30° (b). (R ight) Sim ulated ro ta tion  angle vs. 
probe laser power for different ellipticities and  m agnetic fields. P ro b e  laser de tun ing  is —80 MHz, 
ellipticities are +30° (a.c). —30° (b.d). and  0° (e). M agnetic fields are B =  0.01 P  (a.b.e) and
B= or (c.d).
ro tation  for one ellipticity and reduces the ro ta tio n  for the  opposite one. A num erical 
sim ulation of the combined PSR  and Faraday effects, perform ed bv our collaborator A. 
Lezama. is presented in Fig. 11.8 (right). The calculation was carried out for a constan t 
magnetic field B  — 0.01F, a figure tha t corresponds to th e  estim ated field 1 mm away 
from the M O T center. In the experim ent however, as a consequence of the  cold atom  
cloud expansion and the atom  acceleration by the  probe field, the m agnetic environm ent 
is variable in tim e resulting in additional complexity. However, when a sm all constan t 
magnetic field is included in the sim ulation, the ro ta tion  displays sim ilar behavior as seen 
in the experim ent.
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R otation vs. Probe D etuning
T he laser frequency was varied around the Fy =  2 —» Fe =  1 and Fy = 2 -> F, =  2 
hyperfiue transitions during the m easurem ent of the  ro ta tion  angle in order to  ob ta in  the  
polarization self-rotation spectrum . The closer th e  laser frequency is to  the  transition  
frequency (small detunings), the  stronger the  light-atom  interaction will be and  therefore 
a larger self-rotation would be expected. However, in th is  cold atom  system , a sm aller 
detuning also m eans a stronger m echanical effect of the  probe laser accelerating the atom s 
and disturbing the M OT. It is clear then  th a t laser detun ing  and laser power together 
will determ ine the  self-rotation elfec.ts seen in the atom ic sample. Fig. 11.9(a. b, c, and  
d) shows the m easured ro ta tion  angle versus laser de tun ing  at four different powers and 
two opposite incident ellipticities. Fig. 1 1 .9 (a \b ',c ’, and  d ’) shows the calculated  ro ta tions 
for sim ilar light intensities assum ing the presence of a constant m agnetic field along the  
probe beam  propagation direction. The general tren d  of the  experim ental observation is 
well reproduced by the sim ulations. As th e  intensity  increases, the  resonances becom e 
power broadened while the peak ro tat ion diminishes. At th e  highest power the broadening 
is such th a t the  two hyperfiue transitions overlap. For sm all detunings very close to  the 
resonance (<  100 MHz), the self-rotation angle is higher a t  small powers th an  for g reater 
laser powers. T his is due to  the fact th a t a t higher probe powers and sm all detunings, 
the M OT is strongly d isturbed  due to  light pressure and ro ta tion  is dim inished. At lower 
laser powers, the laser frequency can be closer to th e  resonance while not d isturb ing  the  
atomic: cloud, leading to  a relatively higher ro tation . However, at larger detunings, there 
is alm ost no ro tation  in the lower laser power beam s, bu t we do still see some ro ta tion  for 
the higher laser powers. It appears as though the de tun ing  spectrum  for ro ta tion  spreads 
out as the laser power is increased, leading to  sm aller ro tations close to  resonance bu t 
larger ones at high detunings. Both transitions m ust be taken into account, as we can see 
th a t the  ro tation  effects from the transitions overlap at high laser powers.
T his general complex interdependence of the self-rotation angle on laser detuning
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and different powers is qualitatively plausible. However, beyond th a t, we see th a t the 
experim ental d a ta  m atches the calculations fairly well in shape and  in size of the self­
ro tation  angle. The m ain difference betw een the experim ental plots and  the sim ulations 
is th a t  in the experim ent, the ro ta tion  is always nearly zero at zero detuning, but not in 
the sim ulations. This is due to  the strong  pertu rbation  of the atom  cloud caused, near 
resonance, by the  radiative force produced by the probe beam  (compare Fig. 11.9(c.d) and 
Fig. 11.9(c', d ’) at near resonance detunings). Such a mechanical effect is not accounted 
for in the  sim ulations. The overall agreem ent between th e  sim ulation and th e  observed 
spectra strongly support s the assum ption of an average nonzero m agnetic field throughout 
the sample. Because the  Faraday ro ta tion  is highest a t zero detuning, we see high ro ta tion  
here in the sim ulations, especially at higher powers when the  Faraday effect dom inates 
over PSR. T he sim ilarity between the experim ental d a ta  and  the calculated  d a ta  is fairly 
good at larger detunings where the M OT is not d isturbed . We also note the  asym m etry 
between positive and negative ro ta tions and  the difference between th e  streng ths of the 
first and second transitions. T he experim ental d a ta  shown in Fig. 11.9(a, b, c, and d) was 
taken at 3 ms cloud expansion. The com plete tim e evolution is shown in Fig. 11.10. T he 
tim e dependence is understandably  stronger for sm aller detunings where the light lias a 
stronger mechanical effect, pushing the atom s and disturb ing  the M OT.
T he confirmation of self-rotation in the cold atom ic medium  leads us to  next search 
for phase-dependent noise and squeezing in cold Rb. W hether squeezing is present will 
depend on whether the  ro tation  is large enough, governed bv the above dynam ics of the 
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FIG . 11.9: Com parison of th e  experim ental d a ta  (top 4 plots) and  calculated (bo ttom  4 plots) 
ro ta tion  angle dependence on probe laser detun ing  at opposite in itia l ellipticities +25° (solid 
lines) and —25° (dashed lines) for different p robe laser powers: 2 /t\V  (a and a/), 10 //W  (b and 
b '). 100 f i \\’ (c and  c'). and  2000 /tW  (d and d ’). Experim ental d a ta  is taken at 3 ms. R esults of 
calculations are  for beam  cross-section =  10-3 cm 2. B =  0.01F. ”) =  O.OOIT. and C =  3. Vertical 
dash-dot lines m ark locations of the Fg =  2 —> F, =  1 and  Fg =  2 —> F, =  2 D i line transitions 




FIG . 11.10: D ependence of ro ta tion  angle on probe laser de tun ing  and m easurem ent tim e for 
different probe laser powers and ellipticities: power 10 pW . e =  +25° (a); power 10 pW . 
f =  -2 5 °  (b): power 600 /t\V, f =  +25° (e); power 600 /i\Y. f =  —25° (d).
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FIG . 11.11: Phase-dependent- noise vs detuning for different cooperativ ity  param eters  and  decay 
rates. Param eters are  7 =  10- 1 F (a), 7 =  10~2F (b). 7 =  10~3r  (c), and 7 =  10_4F (d): (i) 
C =100, (ii) G =  900. (iii) C =  1700; $1 =  3 0 r . B  =  0 in all eases.
11.2 Q uadrature n o ise o f light in teractin g  w ith  a co ld  
atom ic  gas
O ur studies in cold 8'R b  atom s verified the presence of the PSR  effect, though in 
a regime where th is effect combines with Faraday ro ta tion  tine to the  non-zero m agnetic 
field. This indicates th a t  there  m ay be a set of conditions in the cold atom s where the  
self-rotation can lead to  squeezed vacuum  generation as it has in w arm  vapor cells. We 
now use a sim ilar experim ental setup  to  m easure the quad ra tu re  noise of the probe light 
after it propagat es t hrough the cold cloud of atom s. M onitoring the phase-dependent noise 
allows us to search for conditions favorable to  PSR squeezing in cold Rb.
We start, by showing num erical sim ulations carried out by our co llaborator A. Lezam a 
in Fig. 11.11, to  find the expected noise levels under various conditions. T he m axim um
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and m inim um  quadratu re  noise levels of the  o u tp u t vacuum  field are shown as a function 
of the driving laser detuning from the  FtJ = 2 —> Fe = 1 transition . R esults are presented 
for different values of the  decay ra te  7  and the cooperativ itv  param eter C. which is p ro ­
portional to  the optical density. Furt her details of the  calculat ions can be found in App. B 
and in Ref. [87]. It can be seen th a t the level of squeezing as well as the  contrast (differ­
ence between m axim um  and m inim um  q u ad ra tu re  noise) grows with increased C (optical 
density). The contrast diminishes as the laser detuning increases. As expected, the  noise 
approaches the SQL noise level for bo th  q u ad ra tu res  for a  very far detuned  laser, since in 
this case the light does not in teract w ith th e  atom s.
11.2.1 E xperim ental setu p
AOM u
Attenuators
FIG . 11.12: Schem atic diagram  of th e  experim ental se tup  used for noise m easurem ents.
A schematic diagram  of the experim ental apparat us is shown in Fig. 11.12. T he M O T 
and probe laser are the sam e as described in the previous section with a few key differences. 
The studies on PSR  showed th a t if the M O T lasers are off, t he typical lifetime of an atom  
in the beam  is less then a ms (especially near resonance) due to light, pressure exerted by 
the driving beam. Since we want to  perform  continuous squeezing experim ents, we keep 
the M OT lasers 011 to  continuously repopulate the cloud w ith  Rb atom s. T he presence of 

















the m agnetic field.
The probe beam  after the G ian polarizer now lias a linear polarization upon entering 
the atom s, w ith 110 qu arte r waveplate to  add ellipticity. T his strong beam  (up to  10 111W ) 
will act as a pum p for th e  squeezing process and we will m easure the fluctuations on the  
orthogonal vacuum  field to search for phase-dependent noise.
To m onitor the noise quadratu res of th e  vacuum field, we make use of th e  balanced 
hom odyne detection m ethod (detection scheme # 1 )  described in section 5.3.2. After prop­
agation through the atom s, we separate  the  linearly polarized driving field from the or­
thogonal vacuum  with a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). T he strong po rt is a tten u a ted  to 
100 //IT  and serves as a  local oscillator (LO) in th e  hom odyne scheme. T he LO field is 
ro ta ted  by an extra 90° with a half-wave p la te  in order to  m atch th e  po larization of the  
vacuum channel. The vacuum  channel and LO fields pass through G ian polarizers in or­
der to  improve the extinction ra tio  of the PBS, and  are finally mixed 011 a  non-polarizing 
beam  sp litter (NPBS). T he beam splitter ou tpu ts  are then directed to  th e  two m atched 
photodiodes where the two photo currents are electronically subtracted . T his makes up 
the balanced photodetec.tor (BPD ). We analyze th e  rem aining noise w ith a  spec trum  an­
alyzer a t a 1.4 MHz detection  frequency. T he vacuum  channel and the  LO m aintain  good 
m ode-m atching and the phase angle between them  is swept to  m easure the  noise in the  
different quadratu re projections.
11.2.2 E xperim ental resu lts
Fig. 11.13 shows an  example of the observed phase-dependent noise. T he 0 dB noise 
level corresponds to  the shot noise, which we determ ine bv introducing a solid block into 
the vacuum channel. Noise below 0 dB indicates squeezing. We note that the overall 
stability  of the shot noise level is abou t ± 0 .2  dB, which is governed by the fluctuations of 
the LO power and stability  of the spectrum  analyzer.












FIG . 11.13: Noise power in th e  squeezed channel vs th e  qu ad ra tu re  angle. Phase-dependent, 
excess noise: Laser power =  1.3 m\V. D etuning =  —200 MHz (a) modified q u an tum  noise in the 
vacuum  channel, (b) shot-noise level. T he noise trace is m easured a t  1.4 MHz cen tral frequency 
of th e  SA. R B W =  100 kHz, and is averaged over 512 traces.
beam , the overall noise contrast is below 0.8 dB, which is significantly sm aller in com ­
parison to noise contrasts typically observed in hot R b cells where squeezing is seen. It 
is im portant to  note in th is com parison th a t the num ber of in teracting atom s in the  hot 
cell is approxim ately one thousand times higher. T he experim entally observed optical 
density is only around 2 , which is far from th e  high cooperativ ity  param eters required to  
achieve the significant noise contrast presented in Fig. 11.11. The phase-dependent noise 
however is clearly visible, and noise versus detuning  m easurem ents are taken  to  com pare 
w ith theoretical predictions.
In order to  record the m inim um  and m axim um  noise level dependence on the  pum p 
laser detuning, we set our laser to  a given detuning  (controlled with a  com m ercial wave 
m eter w ith 10 MHz accuracy), and record noise versus q uadratu re  angle sim ilar to  th a t  
shown in Fig. 11.13. On such a trace, we note the m axim um  and m inim um  noise levels, 
which provide two d a ta  points for each detuning shown in Fig. 11.14(a.b. and c). Not e th a t 
a t detunings exactly m atching the atom ic transitions (0 and  815 MHz), we have zero noise 
contrast and the overall noise level drops to  shot noise. We a ttrib u te  th is to  the  strong  
light pressure of the driving beam  on the  atom s at frequencies very close to  the  transitions,
Q uadrature angle (Arb. Units)
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which blows away the atom ic cloud. We take such contrast m easurem ents versus detuning  
spectra at several driving laser powers and see th a t contrast initially grows w ith power, 
b u t then  the contrast decreases due to  a stronger effect of light pushing the  atom s away 
from the interaction region. We also note th a t the highest contrast position moves away 
from the transition  frequencies w ith increasing power (more negative for Fy =  2 —» Fe = 1 
transit ion, and positive for Fy =  2 —» Ff =  2) due to  power broadening of the  transition  
resonance. This effect is often seen in the P S R  squeezing w ith  hot Rb [73]. T he theoretical 
predictions of the noise spectra m atch the shapes of the experim ental traces quite well, 
as shown in Fig. 11.14(d). In this sim ulation, we have taken 7  =  0.1T and  13 =  0. T he 
relatively large value of 7 was chosen to  account for the fact th a t th e  atom ic ground 
s ta te  coherence is strongly p ertu rbed  by th e  M OT trapp ing  and repum ping beam s. O ur 
previous studies indicate th a t  the am bient m agnetic field in the M O T region is 011 the  
order of B  =  0.01F (in units of the corresponding Zeeman frequency shift). Since B  <  7 , 
the  m agnetic field influence is negligible and the zero m agnetic field approxim ation may 
be justified.
11.3 Sum m ary and fu tu re  im p rovem en ts
P SR  in cold atomic vapor
We have studied several aspects of polarization self-rotation in cold rubidium  atom s. 
We have focused our study 011 the Fy = 2 —> Ff = 1 and Fg =  2 - t  F (, =  2 Dj hyperfiue 
transitions of 8 'R b . We find th a t w ith this experim ental setup , PSR is readily observable. 
As expected, the  ro tation  depends 011 the incident ellipticity of the light. T he ro ta tion  also 
depends 011 the probe power, growing w ith increased power a t large detunings. However, at 
higher laser power, the probe beam  begins to  d istu rb  the M O T, pushing atom s away from 
the trapping zone and to  a region w here the m agnetic field is 110 longer zero, 011 average. 
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FIG . 11.14: R esults of th e  experim ent (a. b, and  c) and num erical sim ulations (d) for m inim um  
(solid line) and m axim um  (dashed line) noise levels dependence on th e  PSR driv ing laser d e tu n ­
ing for different PSR  driving laser powers, (a) laser power 0.47 mW, (b) 1.3 mW. (c) 7.5 m\V. 
Param eters for num erical sim ulation (d) power =  10 m W . beam  cross- 10“ '! cm 2. ^ =  0.1F, 
C =  10, D  =  0.
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becomes less quantitatively  predictable due to  the  m otion of the atom s and the  non-zero 
m agnetic field. We see from tlu 1 ro ta tion  m easurem ents at different detunings that, the 
effect we observe is not sym m etric m ound the  transition , confirming th e  fact tha t m any 
of the at oms contributing to  self-rotation are experiencing som e small m agnetic field. If a 
longitudinal s ta tic  m agnetic field is included in the self-rotation num erical sim ulations, the  
m easured behavior is quite sim ilar to  the calculations which include the  effect of Faraday 
rotation. We also point out th a t, w ith increasing laser power, the ro ta tio n  spec trum  in 
frequency space appears to  spread and the ro ta tion  decreases due to  the  increased light 
pressure the probe has 011 th e  atom s as well as a greater m agnetic field effect. We can 
observe self-rotation at very large detunings upw ards of 500 MHz at. higher laser powers 
approaching milliwatt levels.
PSR  squeezing prospects in cold atom s
We have also observed overall quan tum  noise m odification via the  PSR  effect in a  cold 
87Rb atom ic medium, which is in good agreement w ith the  num erical sim ulations.
We do not have compelling results showing squeezing below the SQL. We do however 
see clear phase-dependent excess noise and, depending 011 conditions, several points where 
t he m inim um  noise level is very near shot noise. T he degree of polarization  self-rot a tion 
may not be large enough to  observe m easurable squeezing under these conditions. In fact, 
the  predicted squeezing is on the order of a ten th  of a dB for conditions sim ilar to this 
experim ent (see 11.14(d)), wdiicli is at the lim it of our current resolution.
We a ttrib u te  the  lack of obvious squeezing to  a low num ber of atom s in teracting  
with the PSR driving beam  in our current cold a tom  arrangem ent. We believe that, an 
instrum ent with a higher optical density will result in  stronger squeezing w ith noise below 
the SQL. as predicted by the num erical sim ulations. Such cold atom  trap s  are well w ithin 
the experim ental reach of the current s ta te  of technology; for instance, it is possible to 
have a  large m agneto-optical trap  w ith up to  1010 atom s [146], or to create  an  asym m etric 




In this dissertation, we have carried out a series of experim ents studying quan tum  
squeezed vacuum  sta tes  generated in s 'R b  vapor via the polarization self-rotation effect. 
Q uantum  sta tes of light have proven to  be an interesting area of study, and m ay be very 
im portan t in quantum  inform ation applications as well as optical m easurem ents. PSR  
in atom ic vapors has provided a robust squeezing source which is incredibly sim ple and 
low-cost to  operate.
Once optimized in hot vapors, this single pass vapor configuration gives about -2 dB 
of noise suppression com pared to  the  level of shot noise near three atom ic resonances 011 
the  Di line of 8,Rb . Fy — 1 —» Fe =  1 . Fy = 2 —» Fe = 1 , and Fg =  2 —» Fc = 2 . O ur 
best recorded squeezing was 011 the  Fg =  2 —> Fr = 2 transit ion and showed a  m axim um  of 
-2 .6±0.3 dB reduction, com parable to the highest squeezing levels found to  d a te  using this 
m ethod [74]. We also found th a t t he noise reduction is seen at detection frequencies as low 
as 100 Hz, though the result is obscured by classical laser noise present in the  experiment.. 
We have found t hat, these noise reduction levels can be achieved in sim ple hea ted  R b vapor 
cells using modest laser powers (<  10 111W ).
By using a  source of squeezed vacuum  at 795 11111, we can further tes t and m anipulate  
the quantum  states by probing a second atom ic m edium  of 87Rb . To prove the  u tility  of
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squeezed vacuum in precision m easurem ents, we built a  prototype optical m agnetom eter 
based 011 nonlinear Faraday ro ta tion  in a  hot R b vapor, w ith a sensitivity  011 the  order 
of 1 p T /  \ f  H~ ■ We probed it with a squeezed light s ta te  to  show th a t  the reduced noise 
quadratures will allow for quantum  enhancem ent to  th e  sensitivity of the device for a 
particu lar range of at omic densities. At higher densities, we note the  interesting dynam ics 
of the interaction of th e  light and atom s which adds excess noise to  the  m easurem ent.
We also probed an atom ic m edium  under conditions of EIT to  learn m ore abou t the 
interactions of quan tum  light w ith resonant m edia. By m odulating the m agnetic field 
during squeezing generation, we were able to  produce pulses of squeezed vacuum , and  we 
used the dispersive properties of the m edium  to change th e  group velocity of the  light . 
W hile this study  is ongoing, we do see signs of b o th  slow light and fast light for the  pulses 
of quantum  noise.
W hile using continuous squeezed vacuum, we again probe an EIT  m edium  and observe 
filtering of the  quantum  noise due to  the  frequency dependence of the absorption. W hile we 
can observe filtering effects 011 the excess phase-dependent noise, the inpu t squeezing levels 
are often not high enough to  survive the in teraction  w ith th e  EIT m edium , due to  ex tra  
sources of noise th a t couple into the  system . O ther m ethods for squeezing generation 
with higher noise reduction levels, such as nonlinear crystals, are still b e tte r  su ited  for 
filtering and  atom ic m em ory applications. However, PSR experim ents prove to  be m uch 
simpler, and  the  high antisqueezing noise levels can also be used in some experim ents. T his 
squeezed vacuum  source also rem ains a  good cand ida te  for noninvasive m easurem ents and 
provides a  simple source of excess phase-dependent noise.
We also investigated the PSR effect in cold 87R b vapor to  search for higher levels of 
squeezed vacuum generation. W hile in teresting observations of self-rotation in t he presence 
of a small m agnetic field were made, the atom ic density in our MOT was not high enough 
for squeezed vacuum production. Cold atom s do look prom ising for squeezing however, as 
phase-dependent noise was detected  a t the o u tp u t of the cold rotation m edium.
T he squeezing levels achieved via PSR  are currently  abou t 2-3 dB below shot noise,
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but these suppression levels have been steadily increasing and a broader search of the 
param eter space may yet find further im provem ents for th is  squeezing source. Also, even at 
these levels, the noise reduction is easily detectable, and th e  squeezed s ta tes  are produced 
a t frequencies convenient for atom ic physics studies. T h e  simplicity of PSR squeezing 
makes it useful in m any proof-of-principle experim ents and  studies in atom ic physics. 
The squeezing m easurem ents in these experim ents can also be im proved by identifying 
and elim inating more of the excess noise sources which can  limit the noise suppression. 
This includes using a laser w ith less am plitude noise a t low frequencies, and providing 
more stability  of the  polarization, phase, and alignm ent of the light beam s. Also, using 
higher quality  optics w ith less loss and a  b e tte r  ex tinction  ra tio  of polarizations could be 
beneficial.
Finally, more theoretical work is required to  fully characterize the  quan tum  noise 
of these sta tes as well as their interaction w ith atom s, and  to  identify the  m aterials and 
conditions to  give the m axim um  possible squeezing levels while avoiding undesirable excess 
noise sources.
A PPE N D IX  A
Cavity vs free-space modes
After quantization  of the electrom agnetic field, vve have an o perato r for the electric 
field as a sum  of cavity modes. However, we wish to  work w ith light fields in free space. 
We can make th e  transition  as follows.
Wc write down the field, including the  tim e-dependence explicitly [82],
£o =  y /h u , ' j / e 0V  is a  real positive am plitude associated w ith the electric field per photon. 
We now imagine moving the cavity m irrors very far apart. As the m irrors move apart, the
spacing between cavity m odes shrinks and, for a nearly  m onochrom atic field, we can view
our frequency modes in term s of average values plus sm all deviations.
kj =  k  -f- A A 'j, u)j — uj -f- A u /  (A .2)
W ith  these substitu tions, our operator now takes th e  form
E  (z.t.) =  (A .3)
y / 2  ' ' '
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where we have defined a new operator A  =  a, Note th a t equation A .3
for the free-space field has the sam e form as equation A .l for the cavity m odes bu t w ith 
the slightly different annihilation operator. We find th a t th is  new o perato r has slightly 
different com m utation relations.
a *, a ;, (A.4)
(A.5)
In the continuum  limit , the sum m ation is replaced by an integral over dk  =  d A k  and  we 
arrive a t
r * .  t  1 r
(A .6 )a , . a I =  - S { t  -  f  ).
c
We get a delta  function (now Dirac delta  for a continuous function) w ith  an ex tra  factor 
of length over the  speed of light. For practical purposes, th is  factor can be absorbed into 
the am plitude E 0 and the distinction between the free-space and cavity m odes will not Ire 
im portant in m ost cases.
A PPE N D IX  B
Description of numerical simulations
The num erical sim ulations to  model the com bined effect of PSR  and  Faraday rotation  
in a cold atom ic 8,Rb sample, as well as to  predict the effects on the  noise levels, were 
carried out by Dr. A rturo  Lezama. Full descriptions of sim ilar m ethods can be found in 
Refs. [87, 149]. Here we provide a brief summary.
PSR  and Faraday effect modeling
To com pare the experim ental results w ith theoretical predictions in section 11.1, a 
numerical calculation of the PSR angle for param eters approaching the  experim ental con­
ditions is perform ed. The calculation is carried out for a  homogeneous atom ic sam ple of 
motionless atom s, and factors such as the inhom ogeneous magnetic field and the  m otion 
of the atom s were not taken into account. T he P S R  angle was num erically calcu lated  by 
solving the optical Bloch equations for the atom ic system  in the  presence of an  elliptically- 
polarized m onochrom atic classical light field w ith  ellipticity t .
Taking into account the level s tructu re  of th e  Di transition  of th e  8'R b  atom , a 
single ground s ta te  hyperfine level w ith to ta l angular m om entum  Fg =  2 and two excited 
hyperfine levels with angular m om enta F, =  1 and  F,, =  2 are included. All Zeeman 
substates are taken into account for these three levels. T he decay of the excited s ta tes  is
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clue to  spontaneous emission a t a  ra te  F. In addition , the transit tim e decay is accounted 
for by an overall decay ra te  param eter 7  (7  -C F). T he constan t m agnetic field s treng th  B  
is m easured in units of the corresponding Zeeman frequency shift. T he incident field w ith 
electric field am plitude E  has a R abi frequency fi =  p E /h  where // is the  reduced dipole 
m om ent m atrix  element for the  5 5 i / 2 —> O-Pi/2 Di transition . In the modeling, the atom ic 
m edium  has an  optical dep th  4C  where C  =  ^ 7^7 is the  cooperativity  param eter (>/ is 
the atomic: density. L the  m edium  length, and v  th e  light frequency).
T he Bloch equations are num erically solved for the steady  s ta te  norm alized density  
m atrix  p. T he polarization ellipse ro ta tion  angle ip is given by the  accum ulated phase 
difference between the two circular com ponents of th e  light.
N o ise  m o d e lin g
To properly describe the light fluctuations after in teraction w ith the  atom ic sam ple, 
as shown in Fig. 11.11, the quan tum  fluctuations of the  atom ic operators need to  be incor­
porated  into th e  trea tm ent. This can be achieved v ia  the Heisenberg-Langevin E quations 
th a t incorporate the atom ic fluctuations through th e  use of stochastic forces. To model th e  
experim ental s ituation  from section 1 1 .2 . the num erical trea tm ent used in [72] is applied 
to  an  ensemble of cold atom s. As in the previous model, bo th  relevant upper hyperfine 
sta tes of 8'R b  (Fe — 1,2) and one ground s ta te  (Fg =  2) are  taken in to  account w ith th e  
com plete Zeeman s tructu re  of all th ree  levels. T h e  decay ra te  of th e  upper s ta tes  is T 
(T — 27t x GMHz) and the overall phenomenological decay ra te  for atom ic coherences and  
populations is 7 (7  7C F). T he param eters B. Q, p , and C  are defined in the  sam e way as 
in the PSR simulation.
T he Heisenberg-Langevin Equations for atom s and fields are num erically solved in 
steady  state. For this, the loss of atom s at a ra te  7 is com pensated by source term s 
representing th e  arrival of fresh atom s isotropically d istribu t ed in the ground s ta te  Zeem an 
sublevels. As a consequence, the param eter 7 governs, at the  same tim e, the  decay of 
coherence (in the absence of light) and the arrival of fresh atom s into the  system.
A PPE N D IX  C 
List of electronics used
• Laser 1: DL100 Toptica external cavity diode laser and  controller. Linew idth ~ lM H z. 
Low noise above 20kHz. Used for all hot atom  experim ents.
• Laser 2: ECDL-7960R diode laser. L inew idth ~lMHz. Used as probe in cold atom  
studies.
• Slave laser: JDSU SDL-5431-G1 diode in T horlabs tem peratu re stabilized m ount. 
Used to  generate control beam  in filtering experim ents.
• Balanced photodetector: M atched H am am atsu  S5106 photodiodes and su b trac tin g  
circuit using low-noise high-bandw idth T1 OPA37U operational amplifier. Q uan tum  
efficiency ~95% . Used for all noise m easurem ents.
• Spectrum  analyzer 1: HP 8596E. 9kHz-12.8GHz. Used for the  m ajority  of noise 
m easurem ents.
• Spectrum  analyzer 2: HP 8568B. lOOHz-l.oGHz. Used for cold atom  noise m easure­
ments.
• Oscilloscope and Fourier analyzer: Lecrov W averunner (>4()Zi. 4GHz. 40G S/s. 
Used to  record tim e-dependent noise traces (Squeezing pulses, slow and fast light).
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Spectrum  analyzer mode used for low frequency noise detection and m agnetom eter 
st udy.
• PZT controller: T hor labs 3-axis Piezo controller MDT693A. Swept P Z T  current to  
scan phase of LO.
• Phase-locking circuit: Home-made P I circuit. Locked PZT to  coherent oscillating 
signal to hold phase-dep. noise constant.
• Voltage Preamplifier: Low noise SRS SR560. Used to  amplify signal in m agne- 
tom etry  experim ent and in low frequency noise detection  in com bination w ith Leeroy 
scope.
• Temperature controllers: Newport i-Series, M odel 1853. C ontrolled heaters on 
vapor cells.
• Current source: Home-made current source. C ontrolled m odulation of B-field in 
cells.
• AOMs: In traA etion AOM-80 MHz. C ontrolled w ith  In traA ction M E Signal G enerator. 
Used for laser power a ttenua tion  and control field m odulation.
• EOM: In traA ction 6.835 GHz. Controlled w ith  Agilent E8257D PSG  Analog Signal 
G enerator. 250Hz-20GHz. Used for control field m odulation  in hyperfine E IT  setup.
• Function Generators: SRS DS345 Synthesized Function G enerator. Various uses.
A PPE N D IX  D
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